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WHAT ARE THE STATE GOVERNMENTS DOING TO COMBAT THE OPIOID ABUSE EPIDEMIC?

THURSDAY, MAY 21, 2015

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:19 a.m., in room 2322 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Tim Murphy (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Murphy, McKinley, Burgess, Griffith, Bucshon, Flores, Brooks, Mullin, Hudson, Collins, Cramer, DeGette, Tonko, Clarke, Kennedy, Green, Welch, and Pallone (ex officio).

Staff present: Will Batson, Legislative Clerk; Andy Duberstein, Deputy Press Secretary; Brittany Havens, Oversight Associate, Oversight and Investigations; Charles Ingebretson, Chief Counsel, Oversight and Investigations; Chris Santini, Policy Coordinator, Oversight and Investigations; Alan Slobodin, Deputy Chief Counsel, Oversight; Sam Spector, Counsel, Oversight; Christine Brennan, Democratic Press Secretary; Jeff Carroll, Democratic Staff Director; Christopher Knauer, Democratic Oversight Staff Director; Una Lee, Democratic Chief Oversight Counsel; Elizabeth Letter, Democratic Professional Staff Member; Adam Lowenstein, Democratic Policy Analyst; and Timothy Robinson, Democratic Chief Counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. TIM MURPHY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Murphy. Good morning. Today we convene the fourth in a series of hearings examining prescription drugs and heroin addiction, the growing nightmare of one of America's biggest public health crises.

Since our opioid hearings earlier this month, approximately 2,400 Americans have died from drug overdoses, and most of them because of opioid abuse. The size of this problem and the need for a new paradigm of treatment cannot be understated, and the process of developing legislative solutions has already started. Ranking Member DeGette and I have identified 15 areas in need of reform. One of those is 42 C.F.R. Part 2, which governs confidentiality protections for all substance use treatment records, both behavioral and physical, generated at a substance abuse treatment facility. It is well intended, but out dated, and Part 2 compromises medical
care, increases the risk of dangerous and deadly adverse drug-to-drug interactions, and increases risk of relapse to addiction. My friend, Congressman Tonko from New York, and I have been working together to stop this medical records discrimination, and I thank him for his work.

At the State level, responses to the epidemic vary. States like Indiana are responding to outbreaks of HIV and hepatitis. States on the east coast are confronting the problem of heroin laced with fentanyl, another narcotic pain reliever 100 times as powerful as morphine. Some States, mostly in the South, are burdened with the highest prescribing rates of opioid pain relievers, rates that are tenfold the rates in some other States. Also, State efforts share many similar challenges. The National Governors Association said States need accurate and timely information at their fingertips concerning the incidence and scope of the problem in order to develop an effective response. States have no choice but to use incomplete and outdated data to identify areas on which to concentrate their efforts, given their limited resources. Some States operate Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs, but these systems may not be easy to use. In Massachusetts, I believe it takes doctors 11 steps to use the program, which makes it difficult to encourage a high degree of participation. State systems are not necessarily connected to the systems of neighboring States, enabling abusers to doctor-shop across borders since their actions are not tracked. Further, the data on these systems can sometimes be several weeks old, escalating the risk for errors from inaccurate data.

Overdose prevention remains a key aim of any meaningful State strategy, yet States have adopted different approaches to address it. Some provide liability protection for individuals who act in good faith to provide medical assistance to others in the event of an overdose, or expand access to the lifesaving drug naloxone, or use public education on the proper disposal of prescription drugs that are vulnerable to misuse.

States also differ on availability and financing of medication-assisted treatments. Opioid maintenance is a bridge for those with addiction disorders to cross over in the recovery process, and we support that. Full recovery is complete abstinence. Medication-assisted treatment is valuable, but it must be coupled with proven psychosocial therapies and other wraparound services to support the person traversing this difficult road and to help with long-term, sustained recovery.

Today we want to hear from the States about best-practice models, problems that they have encountered, and how States have addressed this problem. We also seek absolutely candid and honest input from each of our witnesses. Please tell us where there are problems, and please tell us where there are successes with any Federal programs or policies. We will hear from representatives of Indiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, and Colorado State Governments, a sampling of the 50-plus separate efforts being pursued by U.S. States and territories to counter opioid abuse. We are honored to have our witnesses join us this morning. We thank you for appearing today and look forward to hearing your testimony.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Murphy follows:]
Today we convene the fourth in a series of hearings examining prescription drugs and heroin addiction; the growing nightmare of one of America’s biggest public health crises. Since our opioid hearing earlier this month approximately 2,400 Americans have died from drug overdoses, most of them because of opioid use.

The size of this problem and the need for a new paradigm of treatment can’t be understated. And, the process of developing legislative solutions has already started. Ranking Member DeGette and I have identified 15 areas in need of reform. One of those is 42 CFR Part 2, which governs confidentiality protections for all substance use treatment records, both behavioral and physical, generated at a substance abuse treatment facility. Well intended, but out dated, Part 2 compromises medical care, increases the risk of dangerous and deadly adverse drug-to-drug interactions, and increases risk of relapse to addiction. Congressman Tonko from New York and I have been working together to stop this medical records discrimination. I thank him for his work.

At the State level, responses to the epidemic vary. States like Indiana are responding to outbreaks of HIV and hepatitis. States on the east coast are confronting the problem of heroin laced with fentanyl, another narcotic pain reliever 100 times as powerful as morphine. Some States, mostly in the South, are burdened with the highest prescribing rates of opioid pain relievers, rates that are 10 fold the rates in some States.

Also, State efforts share many similar challenges. The National Governors Association said States need accurate and timely information at their fingertips concerning the incidence and scope of the problem in order to develop an effective response. States have no choice but to use incomplete and outdated data to identify areas on which to concentrate their efforts given their limited resources.

Some States operate Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs, but these systems may not be easy to use. In Massachusetts, it takes doctors 11 steps to use its program, which makes it difficult to encourage a high degree of participation. State systems are not necessarily connected to the systems of neighboring States, enabling abusers to doctor-shop across borders since their actions are not tracked. Further, the data on these systems can sometimes be several weeks old, escalating the risk for errors from inaccurate data.

Overdose prevention remains a key aim of any meaningful State strategy, yet States have adopted different approaches to address it. Some provide liability protection for individuals who act in good faith to provide medical assistance to others in the event of an overdose or expand access to the life-saving drug naloxone or use public education on the proper disposal of prescription drugs that are vulnerable to misuse. States also differ on availability and financing of medication assisted treatments.

Opioid maintenance is a bridge for those with addiction disorders to cross over in the recovery process. Full recovery is complete abstinence. Medication assisted treatment must be coupled with proven psycho-social therapies and other wrap-around services to support the person traversing this difficult road and to help with long-term, sustained recovery.

Today we want to hear from the States about best-practice models, problems they have encountered, and how States have addressed these problems. We also seek absolutely candid and honest input and ideas about where there are problems and successes with any Federal policies.

We will hear from representatives of the Indiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, and Colorado State Governments, a sampling of the 50-plus separate efforts being pursued by U.S. States and territories to counter opioid abuse.

We are honored to have our witnesses join us this morning. We thank you for appearing today and look forward to hearing your testimony.

Mr. Murphy. And I am purposefully cutting this short so we can keep this moving.

Ms. DeGette. OK.

Mr. Murphy. I recognize Ms. DeGette for 5 minutes.
Ms. DeGETTE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have been asking you to have a hearing so we can hear from the States, and I am glad that the States are here. I think it is important because much of the work in this area is happening in the States.

I am particularly glad that Dr. Wolk is here from my home State of Colorado. I am eager to hear about what is happening in Colorado, particularly the positive developments in reducing prescribing rates and illicit use of opioid painkillers. It is clear that if we wish to reduce the problem of opioid dependency in our communities, we also have to address the issue of overprescribing. Last year, the CDC released a report on the correlation between opioid prescribing rates and drug overdose rates. CDC Director Tom Frieden stated, "Overdose rates are higher when these drugs are prescribed more frequently. States and practices where prescribing rates are highest need to take a particularly hard look at ways to reduce the inappropriate prescription of these dangerous drugs."

Colorado has taken a number of important steps to address the opioid epidemic at its source. In September 2013, statewide leadership established the Colorado Consortium on Prescription Drug Abuse Prevention; its goal is to reduce the misuse of prescription drugs through physician training and education, public outreach, and safe disposal. The goal of the coalition is also to prevent 92,000 Coloradans from misusing opioids by 2016, and I am sure we can get a good progress report on that from Dr. Wolk. I know that Colorado has seen the rate of non-medical use of opioid painkillers fall already as a result of its work, and I am hoping we can hear about some of these best practices and lessons learned in this process.

I am also eager to hear about how the other States here today are working to monitor prescribing rates, and reduce the number of opioid painkiller prescriptions. Experts tell us that the State Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs, or PDMPs, are an integral part of the solution to overprescribing. PDMPs can facilitate better clinical decision-making by prescribers, reduced doctor-shopping, and help physicians refer individuals for addiction treatment. I am interested to hear about the efforts that the States are undertaking to make PDMPs a more effective tool. For example, again, in Colorado, we were able to double our PDMP utilization rate from 41 percent to 84 percent in just 1 year. Massachusetts also has high provider participation rates. I would like to know how we were able to achieve such great results in such a short time.

Finally, I am interested to know more about the innovative efforts that States are undertaking on the treatment side of the equation. For instance, Missouri has made medication-assisted treatment available through all its State behavioral health organizations. The State does not contract with organizations that do not provide MATs. This is an important step to ensure that patients have access to the full evidence-based care that they need. Colorado is also taking steps to improve treatment for substance abuse disorders by integrating behavioral and primary care services in the State Medicaid Program. This is an ambitious goal of integrating 80 percent of the primary care practices with behavioral health...
services, including emergency departments, clinics, and private practices. I look forward to hearing more about this initiative and to similar efforts that are taking place in Massachusetts.

So the States before us have made some impressive efforts to address this public health concern, but I want to caution that a lot more work needs to be done. Even before the opioid epidemic began, our infrastructure for treating substance abuse disorders in this country was remarkably inadequate to deal with the prevalence of the disease of addiction. Given the history of neglect and underinvestment in substance abuse, it is no wonder that the opioid epidemic resulted in a public health crisis.

There is just one last thing I want to talk about, Mr. Chairman. We had a fellow show up just in the audience at our last hearing, Don Flattery, and Don came as a citizen because he lost his son, Kevin, to an opioid overdose last Labor Day, and when you hear about his son, Kevin, and when you hear about what this family went through, it is just heartbreaking. I know all of our hearts go out to their family. They dedicated an immense amount of time and resources to getting the best treatment for Kevin, but they couldn’t find access to the resources and quality treatment that they needed. I really want to thank Don for sharing his story with us, and for providing the committee with valuable insight into the problem. I am hoping we can hear from others like Don about the day-to-day challenges they face. Don wrote us a letter which talked about what has happened with his family, and I would ask unanimous consent to put that in the record, Mr. Chairman.

[The letter appears at the conclusion of the hearing.]

Mr. MURPHY. Well, I agree, because I read the letter, too. It is powerful.

Ms. DEGETTE. Yes. Thank you. And thanks again for holding this hearing, and I will yield back.

Mr. MURPHY. Yes, I just want to note too, I appreciate your request for doing this on a State level. I also want to acknowledge that I received a letter from you and Mr. Pallone on other suggestions for the committee. We do a lot of cooperative work together, and although that will never make the news that Members of Congress do work together on both sides of the aisle, I wanted to publicly acknowledge my gratitude for you on that.

Now, I don’t know if there are any members on this side who want to make an opening statement, but I would like to give an opportunity to our colleagues from Indiana to introduce the witness from Indiana. Dr. Bucshon, are you going first or is Mrs. Brooks going first?

Dr. Bucshon, you are recognized first.

Mr. BUCSHON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Today, I have the pleasure of introducing Indiana State Health Commissioner, Dr. Jerome Adams. Through extensive work as a researcher, as well as a policy leader, Dr. Adams brings a vast breadth of knowledge and experience to both the current opioid abuse epidemic in our State and to the witness panel. As we continue to work to curb the opioid abuse epidemic occurring through the country, parts of Indiana have recently seen HIV outbreaks as a direct result from this epidemic, presenting Dr. Adams with a unique challenge and a unique
perspective on the current crisis. His expertise will undoubtedly be valuable to this committee.

Dr. Adams, thank you for appearing before us today, and I look forward to your testimony.

And I yield to Congresswoman Brooks from Indiana.

Mrs. BROOKS. Thank you, Dr. Bucshon.

I want to thank the chairman for holding, once again, this important hearing, and to hear from witnesses who are battling this in our States. I want to extend a special welcome to Dr. Jerome Adams, my friend and constituent. It is wonderful for you to be here. And, in fact, his first day on the job, we were in an emergency meeting in Indianapolis focused on Ebola. And so here we are—fast-forward just a few months, and I believe with your background not only as a physician from my medical school, but an anesthesiologist at Ball Memorial Hospital, that you do have the right kind of experience and background to help lead the State Health Department at this time. And as of May 18, there have been 158 identified cases of HIV in Scott County, and that number has gone up from the time we last had a hearing, and we are asking the CDC about Scott County. And so we know that you and your team, many of whom are with you today, have done an amazing job of curbing the HIV epidemic and slowing its growth, and we look forward to hearing your testimony today.

Thank you for being here.

Mr. MURPHY. Gentleman——

Mr. BUCSHON. Yield back.

Mr. MURPHY [continuing]. Yields back? All right, I recognize Mr. Pallone for 5 minutes.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK PALLONE, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. PALLONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I want to thank you and Ms. DeGette for the hearing, and for your due diligence in investigating the opioid abuse epidemic. I am glad the subcommittee is devoting significant attention to this issue because like all of the members here today, I am concerned about what is happening in my State.

A New Jersey State official recently reported that more than 6,000 people in New Jersey have died from overdoses since 2004. He also reported that more teens are dying from drug overdoses in New Jersey than car accidents. Today, we are hearing from State health officials about ongoing efforts within their agencies to combat this epidemic. And I know you all are dealing with many aspects of this issue, from reducing opiate prescribing rates, to increasing access to treatment to programs, and I look forward to hearing about the work you are doing, and I hope we can all learn from each other.

I also want to hear from all the witnesses today about how we as the Federal Government can help fight this epidemic. We heard earlier this month from a number of Federal agencies about their work, but I want to make sure we are supporting the States and their efforts to address the epidemic.
We have heard repeatedly throughout this series of hearings that significant barriers to treatment for substance use disorders still exist. For example, SAMHSA’s 2013 National Survey on Drug Abuse and Health found that nearly 40 percent of individuals who made an effort to seek treatment were unable to get treatment due to lack of health coverage and the prohibitive cost of treatment. Another 8 percent reported that they had health coverage but it did not cover the cost of treatment. And with the passage of the Affordable Care Act, approximately 16.4 million Americans have gained health insurance coverage, and insurance companies are now required to provide treatment for substance abuse disorders and coverage, just as they would cover treatment for any other chronic disease. We still need to understand where barriers to treatment remain, and we should work on making sure those who want to access treatment are able to do so.

I also want to hear from all of our witnesses today about how Medicaid expansion, or in Missouri’s case of failure to expand Medicaid, has had an impact on treatment for substance abuse disorders. I know Massachusetts and Colorado both signed Medicaid expansions into law in 2013, and Indiana expanded Medicaid earlier this year, so I am interested to hear from all three of your States about how Medicaid expansion has improved access to behavioral health services, and I want to hear from Missouri how Medicaid expansion could help those seeking access to behavioral health services and what challenges you face by not expanding the program. So thanks again.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pallone follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK PALLONE, JR.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding today’s hearing and for your due diligence in investigating the opioid abuse epidemic. I’m glad this subcommittee is devoting significant attention to this issue because like all of the Members here today, I am concerned about what is happening in my State.

A New Jersey State official recently reported that more than 6,000 people in the State have died from overdoses since 2004. He also reported that more teens are dying from drug overdoses in New Jersey than car accidents.

Today, we are hearing from State health officials about ongoing efforts within their agencies to combat this epidemic. I know you all are dealing with many aspects of this issue, from reducing opioid prescribing rates to increasing access to treatment to programs.

I look forward to hearing about the work you are doing, and I hope you all can learn from each other as well.

I also want to hear from all of the witnesses today how we as the Federal Government can help fight this epidemic. We heard earlier this month from a number of Federal agencies about their work, but I want to make sure we are supporting the States in their efforts to address the epidemic.

We have heard repeatedly throughout this series of hearings that significant barriers to treatment for substance use disorders still exist. For example, SAMHSA’s 2013 National Survey on Drug Use and Health found that nearly 40% of individuals who made an effort to seek treatment were unable to get treatment due to lack of health coverage and the prohibitive cost of treatment. Another 8% reported that they had health coverage, but it did not cover the cost of treatment.

With the passage of the Affordable Care Act, approximately 16.4 million Americans have gained health insurance coverage. And insurance companies are now required to provide treatment for substance abuse disorders and cover it just as they would cover treatment for any other chronic disease.

But we still need to understand where barriers to treatment remain, and we should work on making sure those who want to access treatment are able to do so.

I also want to hear from all of our witnesses today about how Medicaid expansion—or in Missouri’s case, a failure to expand Medicaid—has had an impact on
treatment for substance abuse disorders. I know Massachusetts and Colorado both signed Medicaid expansion into law in 2013, and Indiana expanded Medicaid earlier this year.

I'm interested to hear from all three of your States about how Medicaid expansion has improved access to behavioral health services. And I want to hear from Missouri how Medicaid expansion could help those seeking access to behavioral health services and what challenges you face by not expanding the program.

Thank you again for holding this hearing, and thank you to all our witnesses for sharing your insight today.

I yield my remaining time to Rep. Kennedy.

Mr. Pallone. I would like now to yield the rest of my time to Representative Kennedy.

Mr. Kennedy. Thank you. I would like to thank the ranking member. I would also like to thank the chairman of the committee for calling this extraordinary series of hearings. They have been, I think, extremely enlightening, and shining a light on an incredible epidemic our country is facing.

To the witnesses today, thank you so much for being here to discuss the States’ efforts to combat opioid abuse. In my mind, we are here for one reason; to learn from you about what has worked on the ground in your States, and how we can try to support those efforts at a Federal level in any way possible.

Few in my home State have been spared the tragic consequences of the ongoing opioid epidemic. Last year, there were more than 1,000 deaths in our Commonwealth, spanning wealthy and low-income communities alike, areas rural and urban, faces young and old.

Dr. Bharel has been on the frontlines of this battle for long before she was appointed to the Public Health Commission earlier this year, but in her new role, she is focused on ensuring treatment options are available to all of our citizens, regardless of income. It is my honor to welcome her today to Washington, and I look forward to hearing your testimony.

One issue I hope to hear from all of you today is a little bit about one of the issues we have been wrestling with in Massachusetts, which is the rising cost of Narcan. At a time when our country needs every tool at its disposal in this fight, the price of lifesaving treatment continues to skyrocket. Last month in Needham, Massachusetts, the cost per dose rose to $66.89, up from $19.56 last June.

Now, Narcan is by no means an answer to this epidemic. It is a stopgap, not a solution, but it does save lives. It allows us to get individuals suffering from crippling addiction into treatment. It helps minimize the number of parents, brothers, sisters, and children with loved ones who are taken far too soon. So I would be interested to hear from our witnesses about any price spikes that you have seen at home, how those have impacted response efforts, and how the Federal Government can help ensure that no one’s life is lost because a municipality simply can’t afford a drug.

Another area that I would like to get some insight on is the effectiveness of Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs. I represent a district in Massachusetts that borders Rhode Island, and it has become clear to me that the lack of communication across State lines is leaving a gap in how we tackle prescription drugs. To that end, I helped to cosponsor the National All Schedules Prescription Electronic Reporting Act with Congressman Whitfield in an effort to
better support State PDMPs, particularly where interoperability is concerned. Drs. Adams, Bharel, Wolk, I hope you will expand a little bit more on the roles PDMPs have played in your States’ efforts today. Dr. Stringer, I would love if you would be able to touch a little bit about your State’s plans to develop a PDMP.

Tackling an epidemic of this scope requires partners across local, State, and Federal levels. To that end, we are all deeply grateful for your presence here today, and look forward to supporting you any way we can.

Thank you, and I yield back.

Mr. MURPHY. Gentleman yields back.

I would now like to introduce the witnesses on the panel for today’s hearing. We have already heard about Dr. Jerome Adams, the Health Commissioner of the Indiana State Department of Health. Welcome. Dr. Monica Bharel, the Commissioner of the Massachusetts Department of Health. Dr. Larry Wolk, the Executive Director and Chief Medical Officer at the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment. And Mr. Mark Stringer, the Director of the Division of Behavioral Health at the Missouri Department of Mental Health.

I would now like to swear in the witnesses.

You are all aware that the committee is holding an investigative hearing, and when doing so, has the practice of taking testimony under oath. Do any of you have any objections to testifying under oath? All the witnesses answered negative. The Chair then advises you that under the rules of the House and the rules of the committee, you are entitled to be advised by counsel. Do any of you desire to be advised by counsel today? All the witnesses indicate no. In that case, if you will all please rise and raise your right hand, I will swear you in.

[Witnesses sworn.]

Mr. MURPHY. You are now under oath and subject to the penalties set forth in Title XVIII, Section 1001 of the United States Code. You may now each give a 5-minute summary of your written statement, and please try to be under 5 minutes. You will need to press the button so the green light is on, and pull the microphone fairly close to you. Thank you.

Dr. Adams, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

STATEMENTS OF JEROME ADAMS, M.D., M.P.H., COMMISSIONER, INDIANA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH; MONICA BHAREL, M.D., M.P.H., COMMISSIONER, MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH; LARRY WOLK, M.D., M.S.P.H., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER, COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT; AND MARK STRINGER, M.A., L.P.C., N.C.C., DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH, MISSOURI

STATEMENT OF JEROME ADAMS

Dr. Adams. Thank you very much. My name is Jerome Adams. I am the Indiana State Health Commissioner, I am a physician anesthesiologist, and I am the brother of an addict. On behalf of Gov-
In rural Scott County, we are dealing with the largest injection-drug-use-related HIV outbreak in decades, with what CDC Director Tom Frieden described as a higher incidence of HIV than any country in sub-Saharan Africa. In an area that had three total cases of HIV over the prior 4 years, we, as of today, have 160 positives, with 95 percent related to injection drug use, and Hepatitis C co-infection rate of 88 percent.

At the root of this outbreak is our country’s prescription opioid crisis. The crisis is multifactorial, but I think it is helpful to separate it into three distinct problem and solution areas. Number one, we need to stop the flow of opioids into communities. Number two, we need to deal with the personal and public health consequences of communities with overflow of both opioids and people engaging in high-risk activities. And number three, we need to create an outlet for those seeking recovery from substance use disorder.

In terms of stopping the flow, in Indiana we witnessed a 10 percent decrease in prescriptions since we implemented new opioid prescribing rules in 2012, but we still have work to do. We need an aggressive education and prevention strategy starting in childhood. In addition to promoting the dangers of prescription drug misuse, we need better Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs with required reporting from the VA and Federal methadone treatment centers, higher thresholds for new FDA approvals of opioids, and safety and efficacy reviews of previously approved opioids based on recent data. Policies should further promote pharmacy and community opioid take-back programs, and require opioid manufacturers to facilitate these endeavors. And we should revisit both pain as the fifth vital sign, and the pain component of patient satisfaction as a consideration for physician and hospital reimbursement. Our focus needs to be on functionality and outcomes, and not simply on stopping pain with pills.

Regarding the consequences of opioid overflow, we have seen not just an HIV epidemic, but also regional epidemics of Hepatitis, overdose deaths, unsustainable levels of incarceration, and community hopelessness. Our comprehensive approach in Scott County includes increased HIV and Hepatitis testing, and immediate treatment referral, locally based harm reduction strategies, immunizations, healthcare coverage, job training, and an outreach campaign targeting drug users and those involved in the commercial sex trade.

On a State level, we have formed a Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome Committee, and recently made Naloxone available for first responders and friends or family members of those at risk. As Governor Pence said when he signed our Naloxone Bill, bills like this are about saving lives. Thanks to Governor Pence fighting hard to receive the only Federal waiver of its kind, and to Representative Pallone’s point, we can further address the needs of those with substance use disorder, including healthcare coverage and access, the two are not equal, and job training via our Healthy Indiana Plan. If people don’t have hope, they will increasingly turn to and stay on drugs; a painful lesson we have learned from Scott County. For-
Fortunately, over 225,000 Hoosiers have more hope now thanks to HIP 2.0.

Lastly, in terms of creating an outlet, we must provide options for those seeking recovery services. A national campaign could reduce the stigma of substance use disorder and HIV so people aren’t ashamed to seek services, and could help reframe addiction from that of a moral failure to that of a medical disorder that requires a lifetime of attention. Lack of recovery reflects a lack of enlightenment on society’s part, as much of it reflects a lack of earnestness on the sufferer’s part.

Regarding recovery in Scott County, we have found a severe and unmet need for access to appropriate substance use disorder treatment, and we have accordingly worked to increase beds in outpatient services. When incarcerated, sufferers also should have access to mental health and addiction treatment, with linkages to these services upon release. Such programs exist in Indiana, but are often only found in the most well-resourced communities. And we must educate communities and the public about medication-assisted treatment as an important component of the recovery safety net. Recently enacted legislation in Indiana allows the establishment of additional methadone clinics in our State, and the criminal justice system at the county level is increasingly offering Vivitrol for inmates upon release, or as an option during drug court diversion programs.

Our situation in Indiana, in closing, may be unprecedented in many ways, but in many others, it illustrates problems faced throughout our country. There is much we do, but I am confident that we can succeed. If we focus on education, patient-centered care, and community and patient empowerment, I am confident we can successfully combat the scourge of opioid abuse.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for your time, and I look forward to the opportunity to answer your questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Adams follows:]
TESTIMONY BEFORE THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS

Hearing on “What are the State Governments
Doing to Combat the Opioid Abuse Epidemic?”

Jerome Adams, MD, MPH
Commissioner, Indiana State Department of Health

May 21, 2015

Summary of Testimony:

Scott County, Indiana is dealing with an unprecedented HIV outbreak related to intravenous
drug use, with 158 confirmed cases and a Hepatitis-C co-infection rate of 88%. While focus is
on the transmission of HIV, the underlying issue is one of rampant substance use disorder (SUD)
in this and other communities across our country. As exemplified in Scott County, the problem
of opioid abuse is multifactorial, and includes an inability to control flow of opioids into the
communities, an increasing need to deal with the consequences of subsequent overflow (e.g.
HIV and Hepatitis infections, overdose deaths, hopelessness and further lack of opportunity and
resources in communities), and a lack of recovery options for those who are suffering from
SUD. We must address each of the three areas if we hope to stem the tide of this epidemic.

Suggested policy options to mitigate the opioid epidemic include:

1) Educational initiatives for patients, prescribers, and payers regarding proper goals and
means of pain management.
2) Standardization and optimization of prescription drug monitoring programs.
3) A review of “pain as the fifth vital sign” and its impact on opioid prescribing habits.
4) Assessment of patient satisfaction scores and how to assess functionality and outcomes
vs. provision of opioids when determining hospital and provider reimbursement.
5) Assessment of policies related to approval of new opioids, and a review of previously
approved opioid indications.
6) Promotion of opioid take back programs so that unused opioids are removed from
society.
7) Promotion of best practices regarding HIV and hepatitis testing and treatment.
8) Comprehensive and patient centered care and support services for those with SUD, HIV, and Hepatitis infections.
9) Allowing for state led coverage options for vulnerable populations and low income populations, as we have done via our Healthy Indiana Plan 2.0.
10) Education and promotion regarding locally based harm reduction strategies to mitigate the public health consequences of risky behaviors in communities.
11) Increased availability of Naloxone for 1st responders and lay persons, as we have recently passed by our legislature.
12) Campaigns to reduce the stigma of SUD, and redefine as a chronic medical condition that people must be empowered to control, instead of a moral failure.
13) Increasing access to evidence based and comprehensive addiction and recovery treatment.
14) Educating the public and policy makers about the pros, cons, and goals of medication assisted treatment to assist recovery from SUD.
Full Testimony:

Chairman Murphy, Ranking Member DeGette, and members of the Committee, especially Representatives Brooks and Bucshon from the State of Indiana, thank you for the opportunity to testify today. My name is Jerome Adams, and I am the Indiana State Health Commissioner, as well as a practicing physician anesthesiologist at Eskenazi Hospital in Indianapolis, Indiana. On behalf of Governor Mike Pence and the people of Indiana, it is my honor to appear before you to discuss the important issue of combating the opioid abuse epidemic in our states and nation.

This year in Indiana we have faced the very real consequences of the opioid abuse epidemic in a way that has caught national attention. In Scott County, Indiana, we are dealing with what CDC Director Frieden has called the largest HIV outbreak related to injection drug use (IDU) in decades, with what he describes as a higher incidence of HIV than “any country in sub-Saharan Africa.” In a rural community that had 3 total cases of HIV in the previous 4 years, we as of May 19th have 158 positives, 95% related to IDU, and with a Hepatitis-C co-infection rate of 88%.

There is much we’ve learned during our response to this unprecedented HIV outbreak, but at its root is our country’s prescription opioid crisis. The problem of opioid misuse is multifactorial but it is helpful to separate the discussion into three different problem and solution areas:

1) Stopping the flow of opioids into communities,

2) dealing with the personal and public health consequences of overflow, or communities with
too many opioids and too many people engaging in high risk activities, and
3) creating an outlet for those seeking recovery from substance use disorder (SUD).

Residents of Scott County, from middle schoolers to senior citizens, tell us prescription opioids
are all too easy to come by. Since 2012, Indiana has implemented new rules for physicians
who prescribe opioids to treat chronic, non-terminal pain. We have witnessed a 10% decrease
in opioid prescribing during that time, but we still have work to do. To stop the flow of opioids
into communities, we need better education for the public, patients, and prescribers, more
tools to access and use the robust data available in prescription drug monitoring programs
(PDMPs) for provider education and public health surveillance, more disposal options for
unused opioids, and reimbursement for true pain management versus simply paying for pills.

Targeted marketing by the pharmaceutical industry encouraged providers to use opioids more
aggressively to treat chronic, non-terminal pain. The “Pain is the Fifth Vital Sign,” campaign,
financially supported by the pharmaceutical industry, was adopted by the Joint Commission and
led to requirements for subjective pain assessments during routine medical care. Although
there is no evidence to support the routine use of opioids in the management of chronic pain,
the rapid subjective evaluation of pain and subsequent increase in the number of opioid
prescriptions did little to solve the pain problem and resulted in an epidemic of opioid misuse,
addiction and overdose deaths. Pain management requires a holistic approach, with a focus on
improving functionality and quality of life, and not absolute elimination of pain. In fact, many
patients on chronic opioid therapy report no functional improvements and worse quality of life.
We should revisit both “pain as the 5th vital sign,” and the pain component of patient satisfaction as a consideration for physician and hospital reimbursement. Our goal should be to create best-practice models for integrated pain management practices where the focus is on functionality and outcomes, and not elimination of pain.

Accountability for this epidemic must be systemic and include parents and schools, the pharmaceutical industry, patients, prescribers, pharmacists, and payers. We need an aggressive prevention strategy beginning in childhood and adolescence to prevent diversion and the onset of SUD. In Scott County we met a 23-year-old in our HIV clinic who was first prescribed opioids in high school as a result of a knee injury. Less than 3 years later he was injecting opioids and he’s now HIV positive. These stories are all too common.

Policies to stop the flow of opioids could include: educational campaigns to promote the dangers of prescription drug diversion and misuse, required reporting from federal programs (e.g. Veterans Administration and Methadone treatment centers) to state PDMPs, and higher thresholds for new FDA approvals of opioids as well as reviews of previously approved opioid indications for safety and efficacy based on recent science. Policies should further promote pharmacy and community opioid take-back programs and require opioid manufacturers to facilitate these endeavors.

Regarding the consequences of opioid overflow there is rightly much attention on our HIV outbreak, but across the entire country we’ve also seen an epidemic of Hepatitis, overdose...
deaths, unsustainable levels of incarceration, and community hopelessness, drug abuse, and worsening socioeconomic conditions.

Mitigating policies should create easy access to HIV and Hepatitis testing, with care coordinators on site for immediate referral to medical and SUD treatment. Comprehensive services should increase immunizations amongst vulnerable populations, promote adoption of locally based harm reduction strategies, and help people obtain healthcare coverage and jobs. There must be outreach and education regarding the dilemma of SUD leading to commercial sex work, and concerns of IDU disease transmission becoming sexual, and vice versa. We’ve had success doing all these things at our community outreach center in Scott County. The Scott County Community Outreach Center has had 789 visitors, with 271 people being tested for HIV and 298 people receiving needed immunizations. 302 people have been enrolled in health care coverage through the Healthy Indiana Plan 2.0 and 38 people have received job referrals through the Indiana Department of Workforce Development.

We must also create easy access to life-saving Naloxone for 1st responders, and friends or family members of people on high dose opioid treatment or with SUD. We’ve recently passed legislation increasing Naloxone availability for this latter purpose in Indiana. As Governor Pence said when he signed our Naloxone legislation, bills like this “are about saving lives.”

Policies must also address the needs of these vulnerable populations, including homelessness, hunger, unemployment, healthcare coverage and availability, reintegration after release from
jail, and educational and job opportunities. I'm happy to say that the Healthy Indiana Plan 2.0 which Governor Pence instituted earlier this year after obtaining a federal waiver provides many of these services. If people have no hope, they will increasingly turn to and stay on drugs, again a painful lesson from Scott County. Fortunately over 225,000 Hoosiers have more hope thanks to HIP 2.0.

Finally, we absolutely must provide increased options for people who are seeking addiction and recovery services. As part of this we must strive to reduce the stigma of SUD and HIV/AIDS so people are not ashamed or afraid to seek services when they are ready. A national education campaign would be helpful in reframing the discussion of addiction from moral failure to that of a medical disorder that will require a lifetime of attention.

In Scott County we've found a severe need for ready access to an SUD treatment safety net that includes a full array of culturally sensitive, integrated mental health and addiction treatment services. The criminal justice system in communities should also strive to provide evidence-based mental health and addiction treatment services to individuals who are incarcerated, and provide linkages to appropriate outpatient services and recovery coaching upon release. These programs do exist in Indiana, but because of the staffing requirements, are most often found in well-resourced counties. Finally, we must educate communities about medication assisted treatment (MAT) as an important component of the SUD recovery safety net. MAT has been shown in studies to double rates of opioid abstinence, lower HIV and Hepatitis-C infections, lower all cause mortality, particularly from overdose, and decrease criminality in communities.
There are currently 13 privately owned methadone treatment programs in Indiana and 74 cities with suboxone providers. Recently enacted legislation allows hospitals or community mental health centers to establish a total of 5 additional methadone clinics before 2018. In addition, the criminal justice system at the county level is increasingly offering Vivitrol as an option for inmates upon release or as an option during drug court diversion programs.

Our situation in Indiana may be unprecedented in many ways, but in many others, it illustrates problems faced by much of our country. There is much to do, but we can make progress. If we focus on education, patient centered care, and community and patient empowerment, I am confident we can successfully combat the problem of opioid abuse.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the time and the opportunity, and I look forward to your questions.
Mr. Murphy. Thank you very much, Doctor.
And now, Dr. Bharel, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF MONICA BHAREL

Dr. Bharel. Thank you, Chairman Murphy, Ranking Member DeGette, and the members of the committee. Thank you for welcoming us here today, and for the opportunity to provide this testimony on this incredibly pressing issue today.

My name is Dr. Monica Bharel, and I am proud to have been appointed to serve the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and Governor Baker as its Commissioner of Public Health. I am honored to be here representing one of the Nation's oldest public health departments; one that traces its roots back to Commissioner Paul Revere, and one that has continually led the way in public health across the country. Yes, we can talk more about that later.

As a——

Mr. Murphy. He alerted people with lanterns, I am aware of that. So——

Dr. Bharel. He gave out information on cholera throughout the Commonwealth.

As a frontline physician and as a former Chief Medical Officer at Boston Healthcare for the Homeless Program, the largest of its kind in the Nation, I have seen firsthand the rising tide of an opioid epidemic that is overwhelming communities. We have watched our family and friends die on our streets, driven by a lethal cocktail of trauma and underlying behavioral health issues. This is not something we as a society should accept as the norm.

This epidemic will be far from easy to tackle, but this challenge is precisely what drew me here to work with you and our providers, our community leaders.

To that end, we are already hard at work in Massachusetts and throughout the Baker administration, redoubling our efforts to identify, triage, address, and treat the opioid epidemic.

First, to identify the problem. Like so many States across the Nation, Massachusetts is facing a growing epidemic of opioid addiction and overdose deaths. In 2013, there were 967 unintentional opioid deaths, compared to 371 motor-vehicle-related injury deaths. That is 2 ½ times as many people dying from opioid use as for motor-vehicle-related injuries. And behind those 967 deaths are over 2,000 hospital stays and more than 4,500 emergency room visits, and of course, unquantifiable human suffering. And in 2014, we have projected estimations of over 1,000 people dying of an opioid-related overdose. This is a 51 percent increase from 2012. We will fail in our efforts to address this crisis if we do not fully involve partners from all sectors. That includes law enforcement, public health, healthcare institutions, families, schools, and you, our elected officials.

Governor Baker prioritized the opioid epidemic early in his new administration. In February, Governor Baker appointed 18 individuals to serve on his Opioid Working Group. The group represents the many different perspectives that are important to this work, and was charged with developing tangible recommendations. The working group has held listening sessions across the Commonwealth, hearing from over 1,100 individuals, and receiving hun-
dreds of recommendations and emails. No matter which of the lens these individuals look at this epidemic, one thing is obvious, that opioids are impacting every city and town in the Commonwealth. People speak again and again about the wish to have early prevention and increased access to treatment.

Our success getting to the underlying health issues and social determinants that are driving this epidemic; trauma, and undiagnosed behavioral health issues are chief among those, will directly correlate with our ability to successfully leverage data and to measure results. This data will allow us over time to effectively target key populations and hotspot, if you will, to better understand the impact of our collective efforts, and how to use our limited resources better. Utilization of data to combat the opioid crisis has a long way to go. For example, currently in our Department of Public Health we have more than 300 different internal data systems that have developed by individual programs and use a variety of different formats. They are managed by different staff, and reside on different servers that don’t talk to each other. However, this problem is not unique to Massachusetts, and across the country, public health needs to double down on data and on interoperable secure IT solutions, such as data warehousing, to create better linkages between our siloed data sets.

As a frontline clinician, I have experienced firsthand the real roadblocks to helping patients access care. In the area of access, particularly with regards to downstream post-detox care, individuals have had a lot of trouble with both residential and outpatient medication treatment service availability. In capacity, statewide bed capacity, the kinds of bed types available and how to access them are not well known. Services for mothers and fathers in recovery who are attempting to reclaim their lives, while trying to take care of their children, needs improvement. Individuals suffering from addiction need better access to childcare, stable housing, and employment opportunities, as well as access to timely treatment. We need more early interventions in schools, and perhaps most important, this issue of stigma.

What this hearing alone represents is an important step towards societal recovery. We need to talk about this disease. This is a chronic disease, and as a community and a nation, we will treat it and we will find pathways to recovery together by first speaking of it as a chronic disease. From the bedsides to the halls of bureaucracy, addressing this opioid crisis requires taking action across the spectrum of prevention, intervention, treatment, and recovery support. At DPH, we are proud of the progress we have made in areas such as access to Naloxone kits, with the cities of Quincy and Gloucester being some of the first communities in the Nation to arm themselves with Naloxone. Beyond saving lives, this measure has changed attitudes with police no longer arresting their way out of this epidemic, but looking towards solutions.

Mr. Murphy. I will need you to wrap up, if you could.

Dr. Bharel. Sure. And as a medical community, we know that 20 percent of pain relievers for nonmedical use are coming directly from clinicians, so we as clinicians must shift our expectations of practices that opioids are not the first line of defense. However, as our national data sets demonstrate, more than 80 percent of lethal
painkillers come from non-clinicians. And so, again, this highlights the element of truth of working across partnerships.

And I look forward to answering any further questions you have. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Bharel follows:]
Chairman Murphy, Ranking Member DeGette, and members of the Committee, thank you for your warm welcome and for the opportunity to provide testimony on this pressing issue today. My name is Dr. Monica Bharel, and I am proud to have been appointed to serve the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and Governor Baker as its Commissioner of Public Health. I am honored to be here representing one of the nation’s oldest public health departments – one that traces its roots to Commissioner Paul Revere – and one that has continually led the way for public health across the country.

The mission of the Massachusetts Department of Public Health (DPH) is to prevent illness, injury, and premature death; to ensure access to high quality public health and health care services; and to promote wellness and health equity for all people in Massachusetts.

More specifically I believe that we as a state must ensure that vulnerable populations – and those with behavioral health issues chief among them – receive better, integrated, and de-stigmatized care throughout the continuum of life.
That mission is more critical than ever as we face the rising tide of an opioid epidemic that is overwhelming communities across our nation, in each and every one of your districts.

As a frontline physician and as the former Chief Medical Officer at Boston Health Care for the Homeless Program – the largest of its kind in the nation – I have seen first-hand what this disease can do to our communities. We are watching our friends and family members die on our streets, driven by a lethal cocktail of trauma and underlying behavioral health issues. That is not something we, as a society, should accept as a norm.

This epidemic will be far from easy to tackle, but this challenge is precisely what drew me to this job: to work with our providers, community members, and leaders – like yourselves – to find data-driven, and evidence-based solutions.

To that end, we are already hard at work throughout the Baker Administration, redoubling our efforts to identify, triage, address, and treat the opioid epidemic.

**Identifying the Problem**

First, to identify the problem. Like so many states across the nation, Massachusetts is facing a growing epidemic of opioid addiction and overdose deaths.

In 2013, there were 967 unintentional opioid deaths, compared to 371 motor vehicle-related injury deaths. Let me state that again: In 2013, more than 2.5 times as
many people died from opioid abuse than from motor vehicle related injuries. And those numbers barely touch the reality of this tragedy. Behind those 967 deaths were more than 2,000 hospital stays, more than 4,500 emergency department visits, and unquantifiable human suffering.¹

And in 2014, an estimated 1,008 people died of an opioid related overdose, or a 51% increase over the 668 deaths that occurred in 2012.²

Behind each case is a very human story. At a meeting with Governor Baker in February at Hope House in Roxbury, Massachusetts, I listened to the testimony of “Jimmy,” a person in recovery and a client of the facility. Jimmy told us about his progression from prescription opioids to heroin; about the life he had destroyed and rebuilt multiple times; about friends he had lost, and others he is now supporting through peer-support programs.

For me, Jimmy’s story highlighted an elemental truth – we will fail in our efforts to address this crisis if we do not fully involve partners from all sectors – law enforcement, public health, healthcare institutions, families, schools, and you, our elected leaders.

Governor Baker prioritized the opioid epidemic early in his new administration. In February, Governor Baker appointed 18 individuals to serve on an Opioid Working Group chaired by his Health & Human Services Cabinet Secretary Marylou Sudders. The group represents the many different perspectives that are important to this work and was charged with developing tangible recommendations.

The working group held listening sessions across the Commonwealth hearing from more than 1,100 individuals, and received hundreds of recommendations and emails. We heard from parents of children who have died from addiction, friends and family members of individuals living with a substance use disorder, individuals who suffer from chronic pain, people currently coping with addiction, clinicians, advocates, teachers, judges, law enforcement officials, community leaders, and elected officials. No matter the lens you use to look at this epidemic - and that is what it is – it is obvious that opioids are impacting every city and town in the Commonwealth.

Our success getting to the underlying health issues and social determinants that are driving this epidemic – trauma and undiagnosed behavioral health issues chief among them – will directly correlate with our ability to successfully leverage data and measure results.

The Commonwealth is committed to making data – from overdose deaths to Prescription Drug Monitoring data – more available, more frequently. This data will better allow us over time to effectively target key populations and ‘hotspot’ to better understand the impacts of our collective efforts.

Attached with my submitted testimony today, please find several charts and data underscoring the extent of this crisis in Massachusetts.

Utilization of data to combat the opioid crisis along with all areas of public health throughout all state health departments have a long way to go before we can truly say we are fully leveraging data across program silos. For example, currently at DPH, we have more than 300 different internal data sources that have been developed by individual programs using a variety of different formats for a variety of different purposes. They are managed by different staff, reside on different servers and don’t talk to each other. The mechanisms put in place to secure information can be the barrier that allows our system to talk to each other.

This is not unique to Massachusetts, across the country, public health needs to double down on data, and on interoperable, secure IT solutions. I look forward to exploring ways we can better achieve that level of success by harnessing new technologies – such as data warehousing – that create better linkages between siloed data sets. Doing so will allow us to better “hotspot”, for highest areas of need for public health
interventions; and most importantly, whether the work we do actually makes the difference our missions commit us to.

**Triaging the Roadblocks to Recovery**

Across the Commonwealth, I have heard of and witnessed very real roadblocks to access and care. Insurance, particularly with regards to downstream, post-detox care for both residential and outpatient medication treatment services; statewide bed capacity, the kinds of bed types available and how to access them; services for mothers and fathers in recovery who are attempting to reclaim their lives while trying to take care of their children; the double digit increase in the costs of pharmaceuticals including Naloxone and other drugs; child care; stable housing and employment training; access to timely treatment information; early intervention services within our schools; education of not only our parents and community leaders of available resources and the early signs of addiction but children as well about the dangers of prescription drugs; and perhaps most prominently – stigma.

I have heard how the stigma associated with substance use disorder can drive a sufferer to find that one more hit, that one more pill, allowing them the brief relief and escape from the reality that is fraught with societal scorn. What this hearing alone represents is an important step towards societal recovery. We need to talk about this disease. This is a disease. And as a community and a nation, we will treat it and we will find pathways to recovery.
These and many other areas reflect needed conversations and reforms:

- We have to stop the “spin dry” cycle where individuals are admitted for short term detox and then are discharged without appropriate follow up services.
- We need to re-examine Massachusetts’ court ordered treatment provisions known as “Section 35” – courts and incarceration should not be the default substance use disorder treatment system.
- We need to improve access to treatment and we need to provide better, real-time, information to individuals with substance use disorders and their families.
- We need to work with physicians and other prescribers to decrease the number of opioid prescriptions in the Commonwealth while ensuring that individuals with chronic pain are protected.

_Treating the Disease to Combat the Epidemic_

From bedside to the halls of government, addressing the opioid crisis requires taking action across the spectrum of touch points: prevention, intervention, treatment, and recovery supports.

Prevention work should include a public awareness campaign to increase knowledge about the dangers of opioid use. Existing coalitions such as the Commonwealth’s statewide regional Opioid Addictions Prevention Coalitions and Learn to Cope peer networks can be crucial resources. Interventions should include expanding naloxone (or “Narcan”) availability to first responder, bystanders and other community members. Treatment should include a wide array of options depending on the individual
needs including inpatient and outpatient treatment, including equitable access and patient choice around medication assisted treatments – buprenorphine (i.e. Suboxone) and naltrexone (i.e. Vivitrol) and medical methadone. And we must expand our capacity to support patients once they are in recovery. These and other tools such as information and education are our chief defense in battling this disease.

And the road out of this heartbreaking situation will require active participation from many sectors of society – communities, schools, public safety, the addiction treatment and recovery community, and especially the medical community.

At DPH, we are proud of the progress that has been made to access to naloxone rescue kits in the past several years. The cities of Quincy and Gloucester represented some of the first communities in the nation to arm our first-responders with this powerful overdose reversal agent. Our efforts have resulted in over 5,000 reported overdose reversals. Narcan is becoming as familiar as EPI pens.

Beyond saving lives, this measure has changed attitudes. Police no longer see arresting their way out of this epidemic as a solution. Now, with each reversal, they see another opportunity to engage a person who is battling an addiction – a disease. We wouldn’t leave a stroke patient on the roadside.

---

Today, I want to enlist your support in taking the next steps to increase access to and lower the cost of naloxone. Just as we would prescribe epinephrine for emergency response, we must identify, educate and prescribe naloxone rescue kits to at-risk patients, and while doing so, we need to ensure we are employing strategies to reduce and contain cost.

We must take greater advantage of the evidence-based treatments that we have at our disposal for opioid addiction. We need to improve access to all forms of Medication Assisted Treatment by integrating these treatments into our practices and making referrals as needed. This means looking at the way we pay for these medication to ensure true patient choice, ensuring whichever medication – like we treat diabetes and other chronic conditions – works best for that individual is provided with the full continuum of necessary wrap-around services.

As a medical community, we must do our part – all of us – and employ careful prescribing for acute pain, especially for young people. Clinicians must shift the expectations and practices so that opioids are not the first line of defense again pain, but are only introduced after other methods have failed. Our job as clinicians is to make people well and keep our patients safe. When more than 20% of pain relievers for nonmedical use are coming directly from clinicians, we – all clinicians alike – must shift our expectations and practice so that opioids are not the first line of defense against pain, but are only introduced after other methods have been considered.6

6 SAMHSA, Center for Behavioral Health Statistics and Quality, National Survey on Drug Use and Health, 2011-2012
However, to be able to do this there must be adequate availability and insurance coverage for alternate therapies. There will also need to be a shift in public expectations of a “quick fix” for pain with pills received in the doctor’s office. And we will need to improve our educational outreach about the expectations around pain and the role of the doctor’s office. To underscore this need, just this past weekend, the Harvard School of Public Health released a poll that showed only 36% of Massachusetts adults prescribed pain killers reported being warned of the associated risks by their prescriber. This education starts in the classroom.

However, as our national data demonstrates, more than 80% of these lethal pain killers came from non-clinicians – in fact nearly 70% from family and friends. And so again, this story highlights an elemental truth: we will fail in our efforts to address this crisis if we do not fully involve all partners from all sectors – family and community of all ages and walks, law enforcement, public health, healthcare, schools, and you, our elected leaders.

Universal screening can help identify those patients whose use of alcohol and other drugs may lead to problems. Screening may also identify patients who are in recovery and this provides an opportunity to give ongoing recovery support. In addition, this is an opportunity to work with patients on addressing their health conditions without prescribing medications that might compromise their recovery.

---

8 SAMHSA, Center for Behavioral Health Statistics and Quality, National Survey on Drug Use and Health, 2011-2012
DPH has also made progress with implementation of the needed improvements to the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program or “PMP.” We must all take advantage of this safety mechanism. However, it shouldn’t take 11 “clicks” – as it does in Massachusetts – to use this system; it must facilitate, not inhibit good clinical practice. In Massachusetts, I am working directly with the prescriber community to find ways to better streamline the end user experience to ensure increased utilization by prescribers. And in 2014, our state legislature mandated that all prescribers, including mid-level prescribers, must use the PMP.

Finally, with the Governor’s leadership, that conversation will include a focus on achieving greater behavioral health parity and increased support systems, including early interventions within our schools.

In closing, these and other examples reflect the approach of this Administration: work smarter, not harder, by focusing our shared efforts and resources on those most evidence-based and proven programs that truly impact the public’s health. And in doing so, show data to demonstrate which programs make the biggest difference.

Thank you for your hard work and dedication to this issue. I look forward to working together to build a stronger public health framework to tackle this epidemic head on.

Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much.
Dr. Wolk, recognized for 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF LARRY WOLK

Dr. WOLK. Thank you, Chairman Murphy, Ranking Member DeGette, and members of the subcommittee for the opportunity to provide testimony to you today about our efforts to address the opioid epidemic in Colorado.

In 2012, we had the troubling distinction of ranking second nationally for self-reported, nonmedical use of prescription drugs. More than 1⁄4 million Coloradans misused prescription drugs, and consequent deaths related to misuse nearly quadrupled between 2000 and 2011. Drug overdose remains the leading cause of injury death in Colorado, and almost 11 percent of Coloradans aged 18 to 25 still engage in nonmedical use of prescription drugs. In the last 5 years, the number of heroin users in Colorado has also doubled, and we are challenged with concerns that existing treatment capacity is not meeting a rising demand, as treatment admissions for heroin and prescription opioid abuse increased 128 percent between 2007 and 2014. However, recent data suggests that we are heading in a better direction. 2013 data released shows that our rate on nonmedical use has decreased from 6 percent to nearly 5 percent, which represents 39,000 fewer Coloradans who misused prescription drugs. Additionally, the Colorado youth use rate is decreasing and is now below the national average. Since 2012, catalyzed by Governor Hickenlooper’s leadership as the co-chair of the NGA’s Policy Academy for reducing prescription drug abuse, we are currently implementing a coordinated approach, setting as our goal to prevent 92,000 Coloradans from engaging in nonmedical use of prescription pain medications through the adoption of our Colorado plan to reduce prescription drug abuse. This commitment represents a reduction from 6 percent to 3 1⁄2 percent of Coloradans who self-report nonmedical use of prescription drugs, focusing on seven key areas: improved surveillance of prescription drug misuse data; strengthening the Colorado PDMP; educating prescribers and providers; increasing safe disposal; increasing public awareness; enhancing access to evidence-based effective treatment; and expanding access to the overdose reversal drug, Naloxone.

To monitor and coordinate progress, State-level leadership created the Colorado Consortium for Prescription Drug Abuse Prevention. The consortium provides a statewide, interagency, interuniversity framework designed to facilitate the collaboration and implementation of the strategic plan, and is comprised of seven work groups. For one, the Data and Research Work Group of the consortium has worked to map out all sources of data related to prescription drug use, misuse, and overdose in the State. Second, the PDMP Work Group has worked over the past 2 years to enhance our State’s PDMP as an effective public health tool. As of July 2014, our PDMP utilization rate was 41 percent, and in April 2015, that rate more than doubled, reaching 85 percent. How did we accomplish this dramatic improvement? We recently implemented push notices to both prescribers and pharmacists when patients visit a certain number of prescribers and pharmacies to obtain a controlled substance. We require PDMP registration for
pharmacists and DEA-registered prescribers, but we allow prescribers and pharmacists to assign and register delegates in their office, because they are often busy, so that those delegates can check the PDMP. We have also enhanced the PDMP interface and moved to a daily upload of data so that it is constantly refreshed. The Provider Education Work Group focuses on issues related to improving the education and training of healthcare professionals through a jointly developed policy: a policy that has since been adopted by the dental, medical, nursing, pharmacy, optometry, and podiatry Boards in Colorado. It is the first joint policy of its type adopted by multiple regulatory Boards. As of October 2014, over 1,300 prescribers had completed the training developed from this policy, and 87 percent indicated that they intended to change their practice as a result. We were encouraged because the CDC morbidity and mortality report recently ranked Colorado 40th nationally for prescribing rates of opioids, fiftieth being the lowest rate of prescribing.

The Safe Disposal Work Group focuses on issues relating to safe storage and disposal of prescription medications, with the potential for misuse, abuse, or diversion, knowing that more than 70 percent of those who abuse obtain them from the unused supplies of family and friends. This work group developed guidelines and outreach efforts, and expanded the number of safe disposal sites throughout the State. By next year, we have plans to provide drop boxes in every county in the State.

Public Awareness Group has developed a new statewide advertising and public outreach campaign called Take Meds Seriously. Our consortium’s Treatment Work Group has focused on identifying gaps in the need for medication-assisted treatment. And our Naloxone Work Group focuses on increasing awareness of and access to Naloxone, making clinical, organizational, and public policy recommendations to achieve this goal.

I thank you for the opportunity. I see that I am out of time, and thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Wolk follows:]
Thank you Chairman Murphy, Ranking Member DeGette, and members of the Subcommittee for the opportunity to provide testimony to you today about our efforts to address the opioid epidemic in Colorado. In 2012 (based on 2010-11 data), we had the troubling distinction of ranking 2nd nationally for self-reported, non-medical use of prescription drugs: more than 255,000 Coloradans misused prescription drugs, and consequent deaths related to misuse nearly quadrupled between 2000 and 2011. As the Subcommittee is well aware of, these dramatic increases in the misuse and abuse of prescription drugs have been felt nationwide. The expenses associated with prescription drug misuse are significant, and include costs attributed to lost productivity, criminal justice proceedings, treatment, and medical complications.

Since 2012, catalyzed by the Governor Hickenlooper’s leadership as a Co-Chair of the National Governor’s Association Policy Academy for Reducing Prescription Drug Abuse, we are currently implementing a coordinated approach to confront this public health crisis head on. Drawing upon stakeholder input, national best practice and the success stories from other states, we have engaged and leveraged expertise of the healthcare community, educators, state and local law enforcement, public health, human services, community groups, and our legislative partners. In 2012, we set a goal of preventing 92,000 Coloradans from engaging in non-medical use of prescription pain medications by 2016 through the adoption of the Colorado Plan to Reduce Prescription Drug Abuse. This commitment represents reduction from 6% to 3.5% of Coloradans who self-report non medical use of prescription drugs. Our plan is a coordinated, statewide strategy that simultaneously restricts access to prescription drugs for illicit use, while ensuring access for those who legitimately need them.

The Colorado Plan to Reduce Prescription Drug Abuse currently focuses on 7 key areas:

- improving surveillance of prescription drug misuse data;
- strengthening the Colorado Prescription Drug Monitoring Program;
- educating prescribers and providers;
- increasing safe disposal to prevent diversion and protect the environment;
- increasing public awareness;
- enhancing access to evidence-based, effective treatment; and
- expanding access to the overdose reversal drug Naloxone.

To monitor and coordinate progress, state level leadership created the Colorado Consortium for Prescription Drug Abuse Prevention (the Consortium). The Consortium provides a statewide, inter-agency/inter-university framework designed to facilitate the collaboration and implementation of the strategic plan by interested parties and agencies, and is comprised of 7 work groups, separated by the focus areas outlined above. The Consortium is housed in the University of Colorado (CU) Skaggs School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences at Anschutz Medical Campus (which houses the School of Pharmacy, the Colorado School of Public Health, Colorado State University, the University of Northern Colorado, the CU School of Medicine, and the CU College of Nursing). The Consortium provides a statewide network and serves as the strategic lead for the Colorado strategic plan with active participation from the Governor’s Office and various state agencies and offices. The education, governmental, and
medical communities are well positioned to address many of Colorado’s prescription drug abuse challenges, and the partnerships facilitated by the Consortium have been crucial in attaining optimum outcomes and increased federal funding.

Utilizing this coordinated, multidisciplinary approach, Colorado has experienced a wide variety of successes and positive developments in areas of focus:

Thorough and accurate data and research underpins the work that we do and informs the policy and regulatory decisions that we make. The Data and Research work group of the Consortium has worked to map out all sources of data related to prescription drug use, misuse and overdose in the state in order to monitor trends, educate the public and inform decision making by multiple stakeholders. The work group is also focused on identifying other efforts that successfully use crosswalks between diverse data sources and standardize data collection tools across state agencies.

The Prescription Drug Monitoring work group (PDMP) has worked over the past two years to enhance our state’s PDMP as an effective public health tool. In 2014 we passed House Bill 1283, enhancing our state's PDMP. This bill included a variety of provisions, most notably: allowing the state to provide 'push notices' to both prescribers and pharmacists when patients visit a certain number of prescribers and pharmacies to obtain a controlled substance over a certain period of time; requiring mandatory PDMP registration for pharmacists and United States Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) registered prescribers; allowing prescribers and pharmacists to assign and register delegates in their office to check the PDMP; allowing direct access to PDMP by the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment; and providing permissive authority for federally owned and operated pharmacies to submit controlled substances data into the Colorado PDMP. Additionally, we have enhanced the PDMP interface and moved to a daily upload of data (it was twice monthly prior to October 2014). These improvements have demonstrated a powerful resonance throughout the Colorado prescriber and pharmacist community. As of July, 2014 our PDMP utilization rate was 41% and in April, 2015 that rate had more than doubled, reaching 85%.

The Provider Education work group focuses on issues relating to improving the education and training of health care professionals who prescribe, dispense, or otherwise provide care for those receiving prescription medications with the potential for misuse, abuse, or diversion. In the spring of 2014, a joint Policy for Prescribing and Dispensing Opioids was developed to address prescription drug abuse in the state and adopted by the dental, medical, nursing, pharmacy, optometry, and podiatry boards in Colorado. This is the first joint policy of its type adopted by multiple regulatory boards, and aims to provide guidance on best practices for pain management. Over the past year the Consortium has also developed online training and education for prescribers throughout the state. As of October 2014, 1,316 prescribers had completed the training, 87% of whom indicated they intended to change their practice as a result. The Provider and Prescriber Education Workgroup of the Consortium is currently expanding the curriculum to other professional health schools and postgraduate training programs. We were encouraged by these strategies when the CDC morbidity and mortality
report recently ranked Colorado 40th nationally for prescribing rates of opioids per 100,000 people (50th being the lowest rates of prescribing).

We know that more than 70% of those who abuse prescription drugs obtain them from the unused supplies of friends or family, highlighting the importance of supporting robust medication collection and disposal resources throughout the state. The Safe Disposal work group focuses on issues relating to safe storage and disposal of prescription medications with the potential for misuse, abuse or diversion. This work group has developed guidelines and outreach efforts and expanded the number of safe disposal sites throughout the state. For the past five years, the DEA operated “National Drug Takeback Days” each Spring and Fall, collecting significant quantities of medications at law enforcement sites (over 39 thousand pounds in Colorado in 2014). In light of the DEA discontinuing the takeback days and allowing specific entities to collect pharmaceutical controlled substances, we secured state funding to expand the existing collection and disposal program. Over the next year, we plan to provide drop boxes in every county to assure an ongoing, available mechanism for all citizens to safely dispose of unused/unwanted medications.

The Public Awareness work group of the Consortium focuses on raising awareness among Colorado citizens regarding the problem of prescription drug abuse. We recently launched a new statewide advertising and public outreach campaign - “Take Meds Seriously” - designed to educate consumers about the safe use, storage, and disposal of prescription drugs. Since our February launch, our new website - TakeMeds Seriously.org - has seen over 40,000 page views.

The Consortium’s Treatment work group has focused on identifying gaps and needs in the provision of preventative, therapeutic, and rehabilitative substance use treatment programs and making clinical, organization, and public policy improvements to those systems. Primary areas of focus are: 1) lack of standardized, universal screening, brief intervention, referral, and treatment (SBIRT); 2) barriers to access and entry; and 3) critical treatment and clinical workforce shortages. We are working from a variety of vantage points to expand access to and availability of treatment resources, such as expanding statewide capacity to provide Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) for opiate dependent patients by linking suboxone-licensed physicians with community-based substance treatment. We recently applied to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) for a Targeted Capacity Expansion grant aimed at increasing the capacity to deliver MAT to treat opiate/opioid addiction.

The Naloxone work group focuses on increasing awareness of, and access to, the opioid overdose reversing drug Naloxone, and making clinical, organizational, and public policy recommendations to achieve this goal. This spring, we passed Senate Bill 15-053, which extends existing authority to prescribe or dispense opiate antagonists by permitting licensed prescribers and licensed dispensers to also prescribe or dispense a standing order directly to individuals, a friend or family member or an individual who may experience an opiate-related drug overdose, an employee or volunteer of a harm reduction organization or a first responder. This bill will help lead to more widespread distribution of life-saving opiate antagonists.
Despite encouraging trends, prescription drug abuse remains a serious health crisis as we work to expand upon and bolster work currently underway in Colorado. Drug overdose remains the leading cause of injury death in the U.S. and in Colorado, largely due to the misuse and abuse of prescription drug overdoses, and 10.72% Coloradans aged 18-25 still engage in non-medical use of prescription drugs. In the last 5 years the number of Heroin users in Colorado has also doubled, a rate increase that is suspected to have some correlation with our high rates of prescription drug misuse/abuse. We also have significant concerns that existing treatment capacity is not meeting a rising demand, as treatment admissions for heroin and prescription opioid abuse increased 128% between 2007 and 2014. Overdose death is a very real risk for people struggling with opiate addiction, and failure to provide vital treatment services means unnecessary, preventable deaths of our citizens.

Given some of the highlighted successes we’ve had and challenges we still face, recent data suggests that we are well on track to meet our 2016 goal. 2013 data released by the National Survey on Drug Use and Health shows that our rate on non-medical use has decreased from 6% to 5.08%, which represents 39,000 fewer Coloradans who misused prescription drugs during the survey time period (2012-2013). This drop represents a 15.33% reduction in our rate of prescription drug abuse, and our ranking in this category has positively dropped from 2nd to 12th nationally. Additionally, the Colorado youth use rate is decreasing and below the national average. In 2011, the percentage of students who had taken prescription drugs without a doctor’s permission more than once during their lifetime was 19.6%. In 2013 that percentage had dropped to 13.6%. The national average for this measure in 2013 was 17.8%. While there is still much work to do in response to this public health crisis, we are emboldened by some of the progress seen in Colorado. We have confidence that the Consortium model will allow us to implement a multi-faceted, strategic approach that is responsive to changing trends and data, and the continued development of national best-practice. The Colorado Plan to Reduce Prescription Drug Abuse is a crucial part of our commitment to making Colorado the healthiest state in the nation. Better health is not just good for individuals and families; it has positive outcomes for our workforce, reduces the costs of government, and improves the quality of life in our communities.

Thank you, again, for the opportunity to provide testimony today. We would be happy to answer any questions related to the work we are doing in Colorado to prevent the misuse and abuse of prescription drugs.
Mr. Murphy. Thank you, Dr. Wolk.

Mr. Stringer, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF MARK STRINGER

Mr. Stringer. Chairman Murphy, Ranking Member DeGette, and members of the subcommittee, my name is Mark Stringer and I am the Director of the Division of Behavioral Health in the Missouri Department of Mental Health. I also have the privilege of serving as President of the Board of the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, or NASADAD. It is truly an honor to offer remarks this morning about what Missouri is doing regarding the opioid problem in particular, and addiction in general.

If there is a theme running through our messages this morning, I believe one of the most important ones is that access to treatment and recovery services is essential to addressing this problem.

On this very day in Missouri, nearly 3,000 people are on waiting lists for substance use disorder treatment services. That equates to about 43,000 Missourians waiting for help during the course of a year. What is truly sad about this is that often a person seeks treatment after some kind of a life-altering event, a run-in with the law, a problem at work, some type of illness, an overdose. So every name on a waiting list is a potential tragedy for an individual, a family, and a community. In order to be successful, services must be accessible. They have to be individually tailored, evidence-based, and they must include recovery supports. One thing I know with certainty after 30 years in this field is that treatment cannot be effective and it cannot possibly work if you can’t get access to it when you need it.

So I will give you some just quick information about my State of Missouri. We estimate that about 400,000 Missourians have substance use disorders. Last year, 43,000 actually received treatment services through the publicly funded system. With regard to opioids, Missouri saw 124 percent increase in treatment admissions related to prescription drugs from 2007 to 2012, and 125 percent increase in admissions related to heroin. We lose about 200 people to heroin deaths each year; most of them in eastern Missouri, including St. Louis.

Here are some steps we are taking to deal with the problem. We developed a statewide plan for coordinated treatment and recovery services, and we partner with providers to ensure that services are high quality and evidence-based. One tool for promoting quality is our contracting authority; building in certain requirements that providers must follow as a condition of receiving State funds. We perform on-site certification reviews to assure that providers are adhering to standards of care that are set by the State. As an example, we use these tools to require that all addiction treatment providers in Missouri who are, again, contracted with the State make medication-assisted treatment available, either directly or by referral. This took time, resources, and education, and it is a work in progress but it is the right step for Missouri. We have also worked hard to leverage SAMHSA’s Access To Recovery program, or ATR, to build a statewide system of recovery services. Prevention is critical. Our State has a strategic plan for prevention, with
a focus on prescription drug abuse. And we have partnered with a
group, just as an example, in a college setting we have a group
called Partners in Prevention, that is a coalition of 21 college cam-
puses located throughout Missouri, which is working specifically on
prescription drug abuse among college students. This effort has
made a difference. From 2013 to 2014, we have seen a 10 percent
decrease in the misuse of prescription drugs among college stu-
dents.

There are other initiatives in my written testimony, but I will
now turn to a few recommendations. I recommend that all Federal
initiatives specifically include involvement of State substance abuse
agencies, like mine. Given their expertise and authority over the
addiction prevention, treatment and recovery systems. And I par-
ticularly want to recognize the Director of the Office of National
Drug Control Policy, Michael Botticelli, for his efforts to coordinate
drug policy across Federal Government, and to keep States in-
formed and engaged.

Second, I recommend strong support for the Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, a vital part of the public
safety net for treatment that also provides an average of 70 percent
of State substance abuse agencies’ funding for primary prevention.

Third, I support specific initiatives to increase the availability of
all FDA-approved medications for substance use disorders, and I
applaud the administration’s proposed $25 million for States to ex-
pand opioid treatment services where medication-assisted treat-
ment is an allowable use of funding.

Fourth, I recommend specific resources to help States and local-
ities purchase Naloxone. This would have an immediate lifesaving
impact, and I appreciate the administration’s proposal to provide
$12 million within SAMHSA for overdose reversal and prevention
activities. I certainly support mandatory prescriber education and
training on substance use disorders. And finally, I encourage Con-
gress and the administration to continue to work with State-based
groups heavily involved in this issue, including groups like the Na-
tional Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, the
Association of State and Territorial Health Officers, but also our
parent group, the National Governors Association, which has pro-
vided critical leadership in this area.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify, and I look forward to
answering questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Stringer follows:]
“What Are State Governments Doing to Combat the Opioid Abuse Epidemic?”
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Chairman Murphy, Ranking Member DeGette, and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Mark Stringer, and I serve as the Director of Missouri’s Division of Behavioral Health which is located within the larger Department of Mental Health. I also serve as the President of the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors (NASADAD). Thank you for the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee today to discuss actions states are taking to address the opioid issue.

Critical role of the state substance abuse agency: The state agency plays a critical role in overseeing and implementing the publicly funded prevention, treatment, and recovery service system. All state substance abuse agencies develop a comprehensive plan for service delivery and capture data describing the services provided.

An important focus of state directors across the country is the promotion of effective, high quality services. In Missouri, for example, we use our contracts as a mechanism to promote the use of evidence-based practices. In addition, we also utilize onsite “fidelity reviews” in order to assess the extent to which providers are employing best practices in the right way. We also engage in onsite certification surveys to ensure that providers are adhering to the standards of care set by the Division of Behavioral Health. These standards of care apply to a number of areas related to service delivery: from staffing requirements (number of staff, qualifications of staff, continuing education required of staff, etc.) to important rules governing the facilities that house service delivery.

State directors fulfill another important function: collecting and using data to improve service delivery. In Missouri, we collect data on a number of categories, including abstinence from the use of alcohol, abstinence from the use of drugs, the impact of services on housing, the impact of services on employment, and connectedness to community, among others. Our Division collects and then shares data with providers on a quarterly basis through reports. We believe this is a critical tool in order to assess performance and target areas of improvement. The Division tracks other measures such as the number of children returned under their parents’ custody and the number of patients receiving recovery services. A great deal of prevention data comes from the Missouri Student Survey, which provides data at the county and local levels, with a sample size of nearly 200,000 students.

State substance abuse agencies represent a key source of technical assistance to the workforce in each state. In Missouri, we partner with the Missouri Institute of Mental Health (MIMH) on a number of initiatives, including our Spring Institute that provides training to attendees in a variety of areas. My
Division works with MIMH to promote a catalogue of training resources, from videos to online training, which is very important in a state like Missouri with a number of rural areas.

**Scope of the substance use disorder problem in Missouri:** It is worth stepping back for a moment to examine the impact of all substance use disorders in the state first before focusing on the unique issues related to prescription drug abuse and heroin. Overall, it is estimated that 419,000 Missourians have a substance use disorder. Of these, 27,000 are between the ages of 12 and 17 years old.

We know that approximately 14,800 parolees and 35,800 probationers in my state need substance use disorder treatment (Missouri Department of Corrections, 2014). Close to 41,000 Missouri veterans have a substance use disorder (Missouri Department of Public Safety, 2014) and 4,100 pregnant women struggle with drug or alcohol use (Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services, 2014).

In FY 2014, about 43,200 Missourians received treatment for a substance use disorder through the publicly funded system. These are individuals who lack resources to pay for treatment. About one-half (52 percent) are referred through the criminal justice system. Alcohol is the most common substance problem presented at treatment admission (34 percent) followed by marijuana (21 percent), methamphetamine (17 percent), heroin (15 percent), and other drugs (13 percent). The state has been affected by methamphetamine use predominantly in the rural areas and heroin use in Eastern Missouri, including metropolitan St. Louis. Intravenous (IV) drug use is problematic statewide due to methamphetamine and heroin use.

**Financial burden:** In 2008, our state estimated that the impact of addiction on Missouri’s state government was approximately $1.3 billion each year while the societal costs averaged $7 billion (Burden of Substance Abuse on Missouri, 2008). These costs are linked to premature death, hospital and emergency room visits, alcohol and drug related vehicle crashes, and more.

**Benefits of prevention, treatment, and recovery:** A primary message for this Committee is that services to prevent, treat, and maintain recovery from substance use disorders help millions across the country. These services are literally life saving for both individuals and families.

We know treatment services can also save dollars. For example, the average prison stay for an offender with a drug-related offense is 347 days at an average cost of $57.42 per day — yielding an average cost per stay of $19,925. The average length of engagement in community-based treatment is 84 days with an average cost of $1,778. Intervention fees collected from offenders help pay a portion of the cost for community corrections and intervention services for offenders under community supervision.

**Focus on prescription drug abuse and heroin:** Approximately 235,000 Missourians misuse prescription drugs annually (SAMHSA, 2015). Of these, 41 percent or 97,000 are under the age of 25. Between 2007 and 2012, Missouri had a 124 percent increase in treatment admissions related to prescription drugs—climbing from about 1,300 in 2007 to 3,000 in 2012 (SAMHSA, 2014). Since then, prescription drug-related admissions have continued to trend upward to 3,200 in 2014. A higher portion of prescription drug-related admissions are for females compared to non-prescription drug-related admissions.

Missouri has seen an increase in heroin use in suburban and rural areas—particularly, surrounding the St. Louis area in Eastern Missouri. Between 2007 and 2012, Missouri had a 125 percent increase in treatment admissions related to heroin—increasing from 2,200 to about 5,000 (SAMHSA, 2014). Since then, heroin admissions have continued to climb to about 6,300 in 2014.
Annually, Missouri has over 200 heroin-related deaths. Most of these occur in Eastern Missouri. The overdose rate for heroin in Eastern Missouri is 11.34 deaths per 100,000 population—this is more than 3 times that for the state as whole (Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services, 2013). Missouri is seeing an increase in heroin use among: 1) females, 2) individuals of Caucasian race, and 3) young adults. The majority of IV drug use in Eastern Missouri is for heroin use (Missouri Department of Mental Health, 2012).

**Actions moving forward in Missouri to address the opioid issue:**

**Treatment services, including the use of medication assisted treatment (MAT):** Missouri introduced more recently approved medications for addiction treatment as part of a Robert Wood Johnson Advancing Recovery Grant in 2006. Research shows that pharmacologic interventions in conjunction with counseling are most successful. MAT, however, represented a change in the philosophy and culture of substance use treatment. The client’s openness to taking medications correlates with the clinician’s attitudes about MAT. Missouri found that client, clinician, and prescriber education was essential. The Department sponsored numerous training and educational opportunities for providers and referral sources about the benefits of MAT. The Department also provided one-on-one technical assistance to providers to support the integration of MAT into mainstream treatment. The FDA-approved medications are on the state’s Medicaid formulary which has increased access; however, MAT continues to be restricted for the uninsured because of limited funding.

In Missouri, about 3,400 or one-third of consumers with an opioid use disorder receive MAT including methadone, buprenorphine, or naltrexone. Missouri’s data show that higher retention in treatment is obtained with pharmacotherapy in combination with counseling. Missouri’s clients who receive MAT tend to be more “difficult to treat” in terms of higher rates of unemployment, longer history of substance abuse, higher rates of psychiatric issues, and more recent substance use. However, these clients achieve comparable or better outcomes compared to those who receive counseling with no addiction medications. For example, 61 percent of clients receiving extended-release naltrexone have been abstinent for at least 30 days at discharge—compared to 54 percent who received counseling with no medications (Missouri Department of Mental Health, 2013).

**Recovery services in Missouri:** Missouri’s work on recovery services is attributed in large part to SAMHSA’s Access to Recovery (ATR) program. The state was just recently awarded its 4th ATR grant ($13 million over 4 years, $3.3 million in first year). The new round of grant funding will be used to support clinically appropriate treatment as well as recovery services. The grant will target veterans, including National Guard service members returning from Iraq and Afghanistan; offenders reentering the community from any of Missouri’s Department of Corrections’ institutions; treatment courts; and other disadvantaged populations as identified in local areas. The funding will support providers in the southwest, southeast, Kansas City, and west central areas of the state.

The funds from the ATR program from the previous three cycles helped our state move a number of recovery-related initiatives. We enhanced the array of available services by basing them on a recovery-oriented model and the patient’s right to choose their path to recovery. We established a credentialing process for recovery support programs, increasing accountability and quality of services provided. The State also expanded the recovery workforce by establishing the Missouri Recovery Support Specialist (MRSS) and Missouri Recovery Support Specialist-Peer (MRSS-P) credentials in cooperation with the Missouri Substance Abuse Professional Credentialing Board. In addition, we created a process for offenders in reentry and under correctional supervision to apply to the DMH Exceptions Committee for
approval to be employed by a recovery support program. We also developed targeted training for faith- and community-based organizations, mentors, and peers in cooperation with the Missouri Substance Abuse Professional Credentialing Board. Finally, we developed an automated billing, documentation, and payment system.

The state collects outcome data on services supported by the ATR program. Data points include abstinence from alcohol use, abstinence from drug use, stable housing, employment, improved social connectedness, and elimination of criminal activity. From 2004-2013, ATR served 124,496 individuals and families with substance use disorders. Overall, 83 percent of consumers who received recovery support services (either alone or in combination with clinical treatment) were abstinent from alcohol and drugs after six months, and 95% of consumers had no new arrests after six months.

**Prevention:** In 2012, we began a strategic planning process for prevention, looking specifically at the non-medical use of prescription drugs. In 2011, 12% of young adults (aged 18-25) in Missouri reported that they were misusing prescription drugs. This compares to 6% for 12-17 year olds and 3% for adults older than 26. As a result, we decided to prioritize reducing the non-medical use of prescription drugs by 18-25 year olds.

**Partners in Prevention (PIP)** is a coalition of 21 college campuses across the state that works to promote health and safety for students. The coalition has specifically moved forward with a prescription drug abuse initiative in order to educate students on the dangers of prescription drug misuse and provide safe and healthy alternatives. Critical funding is provided by SAMHSA/CSAP’s Partnerships for Success Grant along with support from the Missouri Department of Liquor Control, the Missouri Division of Highway Safety, and my division. One impressive aspect of the initiative is the array of stakeholders involved: campus prevention professionals, University administration officials, police and public safety officers, student volunteers, community business owners, and others.

In its first three years, PIP’s prescription drug abuse prevention initiative noted several outcomes. From 2013 to 2014, PIP noted a 10 percent decrease in students’ misuse of prescription drugs in the past year along with a 5 percent decrease in the amount of students misusing opioids, specifically pain medication, in the past year. Due to the project, the 21 participating campuses implemented take-back events, peer education presentations regarding the misuse of painkillers/opioids, and marketing campaigns regarding prescription drug misuse.

We have also partnered with the National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse-St. Louis Area (NCADA) to launch a media campaign called “Curiosity and Heroin” in an effort to increase awareness about the dangers and realities of heroin in the St. Louis region. The campaign uses advertisements in movie theaters, newspapers, magazines, bus stops, and social medial sites. The campaign also utilizes a website [www.curiosityandheroin.org](http://www.curiosityandheroin.org) geared toward young people that provides statistics, information on the risks associated with prescription drug and heroin misuse, information on accessing treatment, and stories of recovery. One of the most poignant aspects of the website is a section composed of pictures and memorials to those who have died from a heroin overdose.

**Recommendations for federal action:**

Ensure that federal initiatives related to addiction work through state substance abuse agencies: State substance abuse agencies work with stakeholders to craft and implement a statewide system of care for substance use disorder treatment, prevention, and recovery. In so doing, state agencies employ a
number of tools to ensure public dollars are dedicated to effective programming. These tools include performance and outcome data reporting and management, contract monitoring, corrective action planning, onsite reviews, training, and technical assistance. States also redirect, redistribute, or eliminate support for programs that are not achieving results. In addition, state substance abuse agencies work to ensure that services are of the highest quality through state established standards of care. Federal policies that promote working through the state substance abuse agency ensure that initiatives are coordinated, effective, and efficient.

Maintain a strong commitment to the Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant – with strong commitment to primary prevention services: We recommend that Congress maintain robust support for the SAPT Block Grant, an effective and efficient program supporting prevention, treatment, and recovery services. In FY 2014, the SAPT Block Grant provided treatment services for 1.6 million Americans. During the same year, of patients discharged from treatment, 81.5 percent were abstinent from alcohol and 72.1 percent were abstinent from illicit drugs.

By statute, states must dedicate at least 20 percent of SAPT Block Grant funding for primary substance abuse prevention services. This prevention set-aside is by far the largest source of funding for each state agency’s prevention budget, representing on average 70 percent of the primary prevention funding that states, U.S. territories, and the District of Columbia coordinate. In 33 states, the prevention set aside represents at least 50 to 99 percent of the substance abuse agency’s budgets.

It is important to continue this work given the positive gains moving forward in a number of areas. For example, according to the Monitoring the Future (MTF) study funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), from 2000 to 2014, past year alcohol use among high school seniors in America has declined by 18 percent; past year use of cocaine has declined by 48 percent; and since its peak in 2004, the country has seen a 36 percent decline in past year use of prescription opioids.

An important feature of the SAPT Block Grant is flexibility. Specifically, the program is designed to allow states to target resources according to regional and local circumstances instead of predetermined federal mandates. This is particularly important given the diversity of each state’s population, geography, trends in terms of drugs of abuse, and financing structure.

We appreciate the difficult decisions Congress must face given the current fiscal climate. We believe it is equally important to note that trends in federal appropriations for the SAPT Block Grant have led to a gradual but marked erosion in the program’s reach. Specifically, the SAPT Block Grant has sustained a 25 percent decrease in purchasing power since 2006 due to inflation. In order to restore this important program back to the purchasing power for 2006, Congress would have to provide an increase of $450 million.

Federal resources for the purchase of naloxone: Naloxone is a prescription medication that is used to reverse the effects of an opioid overdose. It has long been the standard of care in emergency rooms and has been successfully administered by trained bystanders, including law enforcement, friends, or family members. According to data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), in 2013 almost 17,000 Americans lost their lives to an opioid pain reliever overdose, and more than 8,000 to a heroin overdose. As of May 2015, 34 states and the District of Columbia passed laws that limit liability for prescribers and administrators of naloxone, and 26 states and DC passed Good Samaritan laws which provide limited immunity for individuals who call for help during an overdose. In 2014, Missouri enacted a law to enable first responders to be trained to carry and administer naloxone.
While states have taken the lead in efforts to increase access to this lifesaving medication, cost remains a significant barrier to its widespread use. Allocating funds for the purchase of naloxone is an incredibly important step that Congress could take to have an immediate, life-saving impact on the lives of families devastated by a loved one’s opioid use disorder. I applaud the Administration for proposing a $12 million grant within SAMHSA for overdose reversal and overdose prevention activities, and would encourage Congress to approve that funding and prioritize the purchase of naloxone.

**Increasing access to treatment – specifically MAT services:** There are currently three FDA-approved medications for the treatment of opioid dependence and relapse prevention. Scientific research has shown that these medications are an effective component of treatment and should be made available to all patients as part of a comprehensive treatment plan that includes counseling and behavioral interventions. Congress has already taken some steps to increase the use of MAT, appropriating $12 million in the FY 2015 budget for states to expand access to opioid treatment services where MAT is an allowable use. SAMHSA has already released a Request for Application for this grant, and states have eagerly applied. The Administration has proposed doubling this funding to $25 million in FY 2016. I encourage Congress to consider appropriating this additional funding given the serious challenges that states face in responding to this epidemic.

**Mandatory prescriber education:** Physicians receive little to no training about substance use disorders during medical school. As a result, it is reasonable to believe that this lack of understanding has likely contributed to the significant increases we’ve seen in prescriptions for opioid pain relievers during the last decade despite their significant risks. All providers who have been certified by the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) to prescribe controlled substances should be required to complete an educational course on substance use disorder prevention, intervention, and treatment. This small step could empower physicians to engage with their patients on substance use issues, and perhaps stem the tide of opioid misuse and overdose.

**Assistance with improvements in linking substance use disorder services with primary care:** We appreciate the proposal by SAMHSA to provide $20 million in FY 2016 to fund the Primary Care and Addiction Services Integration (PCASI) program. The program would award grants to help providers integrate substance use disorder treatment services with primary care. People with substance use disorders have a number of co-occurring physical illnesses such as hypertension, diabetes, and obesity. The goal of the program would be to improve the health of people with substance use disorders through coordinated primary care services in community substance abuse treatment settings.

**Federal support of, and coordination with, state-based groups focused on opioid abuse - including the National Governors Association (NGA):** Since 2012, NGA’s Center for Best Practices has worked with 13 states to help them develop and implement comprehensive plans for reducing prescription drug abuse. States that participated in NGA’s two policy academies have passed legislation, developed public awareness campaigns, launched cross-agency and regional initiatives, and established critical relationships with universities and the private sector. Governors John Hickenlooper (CO) and Robert Bentley (AL) co-chaired the 2012 policy academy, and Governors Brian Sandoval (NV) and Peter Shumlin (VT) co-chair the current effort, which is funded by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). We applaud NGA, led by Dr. Dan Crippen, for their leadership on this issue and look forward to our continued collaboration on this and other related efforts. In fact, the Executive Director of NASADAD has been working closely with NGA staff and will attend NGA’s upcoming policy academy meeting in Burlington, Vermont.
We also wish to recognize the work of the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO) led by Dr. Paul Jarvis. During the Presidency of Terry Cline (Oklahoma), the Association issued a call to action and promoted a coordinated approach to the opioid problem. ASTHO has been working with NGA and NASADAD on these issues, participating in the NGA policy academies, and leading its own set of meetings on the topic. The two Executive Directors of ASTHO and NASADAD have joined together to engage in joint presentations at meetings and conferences in order to ensure our efforts are coordinated.

I also recommend coordinating with other state-based groups that are working on this topic. For example, the National Alliance of State and Territorial AIDS Directors have been leaders on issues such as Hepatitis C and other matters related to intravenous drug use. The Safe States Alliance is another important group focused on injury and violence prevention. Close coordination between the federal government and state-based organizations does have an impact on our respective memberships on the ground level.

We commend Secretary Burwell for identifying the opioid issue as a top priority. We also appreciate her commitment to holding a 50-state meeting later in the year to continue this important dialogue regarding three broad categories: prescriber practices, access to MAT, and access to naloxone. NASADAD is pleased to join ASTHO as a co-sponsor of this important event.
Mr. Murphy. I thank all the panelists.
I will now recognize myself for 5 minutes of questions.

Mr. Stringer, your office sits within Missouri’s Department of Mental Health, and in the course of your work, have you found that Federal policies, including those affecting the ways in which certain treatment options are funded, have hampered any mechanism to treat individuals with co-occurring substance abuse and mental health disorders, and if so, what can be done, what do you suggest we do to correct that?

Mr. Stringer. Mr. Chairman, I am not sure it is a policy issue. I am going to try to answer that yes or no. Yes. Yes, there are some things that get in the way of treating people with co-occurring disorders. Primarily has to do with funding screens, how funding comes to the States, what the limitations are, and how those funds are spent.

We have been successful in Missouri, I think, at braiding funds for people with co-occurring disorders, and so we treat some—so what we have done is really enhance our substance use disorder programs to include some mental health services. We have enhanced our community mental health services to include substance use disorder services. So we have been able to do that with the flexibility that is already there.

Mr. Murphy. I asked that because we have had other witnesses say they would like to let the Federal Government merge some of those funds so they can treat both.

I would like to open this question up to all of you. I made some comments in my opening statement regarding the 42 C.F.R., and some concerns it has with interfering with doctors’ ability to provide safe and effective treatment for patients. I don’t know if any of you have reports from the State, but let me elaborate on this. A basic quality measure of good healthcare is medication reconciliation, as you are aware, which means assessing and documenting all the medications someone may be taking, which would include buprenorphine, Vivitrol, or all these other ones, but as a result of the 42 C.F.R. Part 2, a doctor’s ability to complete these medication reconciliations is very compromised. A patient may be getting Suboxone from an addiction medication physician, but this person may fail to inform their family physician, who may recommend another thing, or you can have someone on Vivitrol and—doesn’t tell a physician, and next thing you know, they get a pain medication, an opiate, and now you have someone who either has a risk of death, or you increase their risk for relapse. And I wonder if any of you can comment. Do you have any suggestions on this? Dr. Wolk, you are nodding your head. You have some comments on that?

Dr. Wolk. Thank you, Mr. Chair. Prior to assuming this role 2 years ago, I was the CEO for the State’s Health Information Exchange, CORHIO. And you highlight a very big obstacle when it comes to exchanging and making available clinical information to all providers involved in a patient’s care. If the health information exchange is going to work with regard to reducing duplication, improving quality, and reducing cost, the healthcare provider has to have access to all of the patient’s information, whether it is physical, mental health, or substance abuse-related. So——
Mr. Murphy. And we do have barriers that mental health therapy notes don’t get into those things, which is—OK. That is a good point.

I want to follow up with one. Dr. Adams, I want to catch you before my time is out here. The diversion of buprenorphine for illicit nonmedical use is a significant problem, and that is just a part of the reason why the opioid epidemic is spreading. According to the Drug Enforcement Administration, buprenorphine is the third most seized prescription opiate by law enforcement. And so is the diversion of buprenorphine a significant problem in your State, and how are you handling that?

Dr. Adams. It is a significant problem in parts of our State, and that is why we need to have a larger conversation about medication-assisted treatment and what it can and cannot do. Vivitrol, for instance, is a wonderful drug for a very small subset of the population. Methadone, we need to separate the discussion between methadone for chronic pain versus methadone for substance abuse treatment in medication-assisted therapy. And so again, I would promote educational campaigns both for the public, for policymakers, and for physicians, quite frankly, in terms of what can and can’t be accomplished. And Suboxone is a great drug, again, for a certain subset of the population, when done right, but we have found when done wrong, diversion can occur, and that is a concern that has been brought up by particularly our correctional facilities where people say they can easily sneak it in to the correctional facilities.

Mr. Murphy. I appreciate that. And my time is almost up, but this is the kind of thing we are going to want you to comment on. In addition, we made reference before to Don Flattery’s letter to us, and he brings up an important point here that opiate pain relievers, or OPRs, can worsen chronic pain over time. And that is another area, it seems to me, as you are recommending we need to do much more in education—mandatory education of physicians and prescribers on that. So keep that thought in mind, we are going to want some input on that too.

I now recognize——

Dr. Adams. Mr. Chairman, one thing you can do concretely is you can have the VA and you can have Federal methadone programs report to Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs. You all can do that, and that will help get information out to the physicians.

Mr. Murphy. Excellent, thank you. Thank you.

Ms. DeGette. Well, thank you. This sort of follows up on your line of questioning, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Wolk, I wanted to talk to you about the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program a little bit, and what we have done in Colorado, we passed a law in Colorado that now requires medical professionals who prescribe powerful controlled substances to sign up for an account. Is that right, Dr. Wolk?

Dr. Wolk. Thank you, Representative DeGette. That is correct.

Ms. DeGette. And since Colorado implemented that law, the use rate of the PDMP has doubled, going from about 40 to 85 percent in less than a year. Is that right?
Dr. WOLK. Thank you, Representative DeGette. That is also correct.

Ms. DEGETTE. And do you think that mandating the need to have an account with the PDMP is the key to Colorado’s higher provider utilization rates? Is this something you think other States should consider?

Dr. WOLK. Thank you, Representative DeGette. I do. In addition to having the allowance for a delegate in the prescriber’s office, because mandated participation—but then actual participation is enhanced by allowing that delegate to be assigned——

Ms. DEGETTE. Um-hum.

Dr. WOLK. OK. And I understand also that key medical Boards within the State came together, as we do in Colorado because that is the way we are, to create prescribing guidelines for opioid therapies. Can you talk about how this guidance is helping to guide Colorado doctors and dentists in their prescribing practices?

Dr. WOLK. Thank you, Representative DeGette. It is a policy that was developed, and then a training from that policy, and because of the universal endorsement or adoption by all of those different Boards of healthcare professionals that are in a position to prescribe, we really have seen a universal acceptance, high numbers of participation, and a very high number 87 percent, who said they would change their practice now as a result of that training.

Ms. DEGETTE. So when were all of these guidances, what year were they adopted?

Dr. WOLK. Thank you, Representative DeGette. It is within the past 2 years.

Ms. DEGETTE. OK, because you had some alarming statistics in your testimony about the way opioid use was going up in Colorado, and now we seem to be bringing it down. Do you think that these new guidelines have helped towards that goal?

Dr. WOLK. Thank you, Representative DeGette. I do think that they have, and we have some preliminary data coming in for 2014 that shows further stabilization, at least on the prescriptive opioids.

Ms. DEGETTE. And, Dr. Adams, I wanted to ask you, I understand that Indiana has adopted mandatory prescribing guidelines for opioid therapies. Can you talk to us about how the guidelines work, and what impact that they have had on this overprescribing problem?

Dr. ADAMS. Well, again, we have seen a 10 percent drop in prescribing since we have instituted our opioid prescribing rules. And I will tell you, I was on the State Medical Association Board of Trustees when these rules were coming through. Education is paramount any time you are trying to prescribe what doctors are and are not going to do.

As far as high points, we have an overall threshold in terms of if you go over 60 pills per month or 15 milligrams per day for over 3 consecutive months, you have to abide by these rules. There is a mandatory assessment which includes an H&P, and unfortunately we found people were prescribing pills without actually seeing patients or doing a full exam.
Ms. DeGETTE. Um-hum.

Dr. ADAMS. There are regular visits if you are prescribing, there is regular checking in with the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program, or our INSPECT program, upfront and then at regular intervals. There is drug testing, and docs have told us over and over and over again we need a way to prove whether or not they are taking the drugs or diverting the drugs. So drug testing is part of that. There is a daily threshold limit that if you go over 60 milligrams per day in the course of therapy, then you have to bring the patient back in for a face-to-face and consider referring them. And then there are contracts. And docs have told us those have been helpful too in terms of establishing the relationship, the expectations, and being able to fire a patient. The best man at my wedding got sued by someone who was using because they said he kicked them out of care and abandoned them. Contracts protect doctors moving forward in terms of being able to say I told you this, these will be the expectations, you violated them, and it empowers doctors to be able to participate. But we codified those into our rules and regulations, and it has been a tremendous success.

Ms. DeGETTE. Thank you. I just want to talk for one second about treatment because I have heard that there is a shortage of doctors who can administer this MAT treatment, particularly in rural areas. So I just wanted to ask you, Mr. Stringer, very quickly to talk about Missouri. I understand Missouri requires all State behavioral organizations to offer MAT treatment to all patients with opioid disorders. Has this helped improve access for the patients?

Mr. STRINGER. Thank you, ma'am. It absolutely has improved access to evidence-based care. I will tell you that this has not been easy for our providers to find physicians. We had one in southwest Missouri who has since become one of our leading providers in medication-assisted treatment, but in the early days had to go through the Yellow Pages physician by physician to try to find one who was willing, number one, to work with this population, because many are not——

Ms. DeGETTE. Yes.

Mr. STRINGER [continuing]. And then, secondly, who would work for the relatively low reimbursement rates that they could offer. So it was a real challenge, but absolutely, it has increased access to evidence-based treatment, but we still have these waiting lists.

Ms. DeGETTE. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.

Mr. MCKINLEY, recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. MCKINLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Again, thank you for continuing this dialogue that we have now been doing for some time. We have had four or five hearings this year. Building off what we have learned in the past—a couple of years ago, we had a hearing in another committee where the Attorneys General had come in and talked about one of the things that they were suggesting on drug overdose and prescription—the pill mills, so to speak, whereas having a national registry in real time that was available to people across State lines as a way of capturing people that are trying to beat the system, is that something—I haven’t heard any of you talk about the real-time entry data on that. Dr.
Wolk, would you—I see you nodding on that, is that one of the things we should focus on?

Dr. WOLK. Thanks, Representative McKinley. Yes, you know, we moved from periodic uploading to now daily uploading of the information, so it is real time with regard to our Colorado PDMP registry.

Mr. MCKINLEY. Yes, that is just in Colorado, but if they go across the State line, that is not available as well.

Dr. WOLK. Right. I think we would be happy to morph our State PDMP into a national PDMP so that—especially for neighboring States, I think this is a significant challenge.

Mr. MCKINLEY. Thank you.

Dr. Adams, your comment about overprescription—I would like to get some more—you started rattling off a lot of statistics and things that you do within Indiana to see how that works. I would like to see how we might be able to apply that in West Virginia as well and maybe across the country. So if that is not part of your testimony, if you have that separately, if you could send that, because we had this hearing just 3 weeks ago. We had seven panelists, and all of them said this is the number one priority, this is the number 1—and all of them were giving us different priorities. And I would like to think that Congress can walk and chew gum at the same time, but when we hear from professionals giving us all seven different directions, all seven agencies, so we asked them what is the number-one thing, and they talked about prescription.

Dr. ADAMS. Um-hum.

Mr. MCKINLEY. They said we are overprescribing. So in the last 3 weeks, I have talked to a number of doctors at roundtables in West Virginia, and they are concerned—they agree, they say, yes, we are making addicts with what we do, but we have to have a development of trust with our patients. And do you—I get nervous about the fact that we want Congress to try to medicate or try to control—try to practice medicine on pain. So they are saying it is trust. How have you been able to rectify that or reconcile that in Indiana about dealing with that problem?

Dr. ADAMS. Well, there is no doubt, and it is obvious from our outbreak, that we still have a lot of work to do. And I quickly want to touch on the point you brought up earlier. We could use a national registry for providers who divert on the job. That is the concern. Indiana was also the first State to have a Prescription Drug Monitoring Program talk across State lines. And it is still a problem. Scott County, Indiana, is just 20 minutes north of Louisville, but whether it is a national registry or just providing grants and funding to facilitate State PDMPs to adopt the best practices that talk across State lines, the consistent thing you heard all of us say is we need better communication, we need more real time information.

As far as the trust factor, again, it is an uphill climb, but we have worked closely with our State medical association, and we got buy-in from doctors in terms of participating and other prescribers. And I think an important point my counterpoint brought up from Massachusetts was that it is not just docs, a lot of these are delegated prescribers, and the way you get around that problem is you have integration with electronic medical records.
Mr. McKinley. So the more that—if you could get me that information—

Dr. Adams. I would love to.

Mr. McKinley. Then I want to open it up to all the panel. I am just curious, because you raised this issue last time, 3 weeks ago, and that was that the rate of deaths in America from drug overdose is anywhere from 7 to 10 times higher than it is in Europe. I raised that question, and I raise it again: What are they doing right, or what are we doing wrong? Why from 30,000 feet—what is the difference, why do we have such a problem in America compared to Europe?

Dr. Adams. Again, pain as the fifth vital sign, and overflow of opioids going into the system, a lack of education for providers, and understanding on the part of children in the States.

Mr. McKinley. So they are doing a better job in Europe, the medical community is doing a better job in Europe?

Dr. Adams. I think they are. Less opioids available, in general, and I will yield to my counterpart from Massachusetts.

Mr. McKinley. I am sorry, we are going to run out of time. So if you could get back to me, please, I would appreciate that. Thank you.

Mr. Murphy. We will appreciate also the further elaboration on your point about when that becomes part of the hospital satisfaction survey, and then, of course, they get additional funding and that cycle, too.

Now recognize the ranking member, Mr. Pallone, for 5 minutes.

Mr. Pallone. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I want to mention, even before the opioid epidemic began, our infrastructure for treating substance abuse disorders in this country was shamefully inadequate, including cuts to our healthcare system through sequestration. A combination of long-term neglect, social stigma, and underinvestment by both the State and Federal Governments has led to a system in which only 1 in 10 Americans with alcohol or drug addiction receive any form of treatment. And of those who receive treatment, only 10 percent received evidence-based care. You combine this neglected behavioral health system with an epidemic of opioid overprescribing and it is really not surprising that we are currently facing a public health crisis.

So questions. I would like to ask all the witnesses on the panel a question. Is our underinvestment in behavioral health services, including the effects of sequestration, hampering our response to the opioid epidemic? And let me combine that by saying, have you see the effects of sequestration affect what you are doing at the State level, and are you able to keep up with the increased demand for treatment with the current level of resources dedicated to the problem? I guess I will start with Dr. Adams and go down.

Dr. Adams. Thank you for putting me on the spot, Representative. One thing that I have always held as my own personal adage is spending more is not the same as spending wisely. And let me combine that by saying, have you see the effects of sequestration affect what you are doing at the State level, and are you able to keep up with the increased demand for treatment with the current level of resources dedicated to the problem? I guess I will start with Dr. Adams and go down.
sure we are talking with communities, make sure we are talking with nonprofits, make sure that, through electronic medical records, we are getting the information that we need.

Policy is always a pie that gets split up. And so do we have enough money, again, I would always love more money, but what I would love most from you all is help in terms of making sure the right partners are at the table so that we can get the most out what we are spending.

Mr. Pallone. I mean—I appreciate what you are saying, but I am saying—my concern obviously is, first, sequestration, but even more so, you have more and more people that need treatment, and at best we are talking level funding. So, you know, if you could be a little more specific about the consequences of that, I would appreciate it. Not that I am taking away from what you said.

Dr. Bharel?

Dr. Bharel. So I want to go back to this point about this chronic disease model. So if we look at how we treat other diseases within the medical spectrum, when we talk about diabetes, there are multiple places to enter based on the level of severity. So you come into the emergency room, you go to an ICU, you go to a hospital, you go to outpatient. When you are suffering with the disease of addiction, there are very few routes to enter the system. So when we talk about different funding sources, I would like our goal to be to look at it as a complete health system.

Getting back to this concept about Europe. If we think about health as a whole entity, and the public health starting at the community and going through the hospital system and out, we have to culturally think about not in our fast-paced thinking about pain being gone, but pain being relieved to a certain level, thinking culturally about pain not only being relieved with pills but other entities that are available as well, and then in addition to that, having PMP. Seventy-nine percent of our physicians in Massachusetts are on the PMP, but they say when we can't then use painkillers, what are other opportunities, so there are educational opportunities there as well.

Mr. Pallone. All right. You guys don't want to—seem to want to talk about money.

Voice. I do.

Mr. Pallone. Let me add one more thing. Let me add one more thing. You know, SAMHSA, we understand that the SAMHSA Block Grant, or the Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, you know, has actually been cut by 25 percent in the last 10 years. So, you know, maybe we want to talk about that if you don't want to talk about the other things. Go ahead.

Dr. Wolk. Thank you, Representative Pallone. I will be quick because I know you want to say something about that.

Absolutely, sequestration has had an impact. We cannot keep up with the demand, number one, so any additional resources that we can get through block grant money or however else we can do this would really be appreciated because even as a State ACA only goes so far with regard to coverages that folks can get adequate care. We received $65 million from the Federal Government for our innovation model, as Representative DeGette alluded to, so that patients coming to their primary care doctor can get integrated phys-
ical and behavioral healthcare services, including substance abuse screening, treatment services as well, because we are so desperate to try and address this access issue and this lack of resource issue that maybe there is something there with regard to where they get their primary care.

Mr. Pallone. Thank you.

Mr. Stringer. Mr. Chairman, I know we are out of time. If I could—I would like to follow up in writing if I can. That is a great question. I very much appreciate that. I was at a women’s prison in Missouri in Vandalia just Tuesday of this week, and I have some stories to tell from that experience.

Mr. Murphy. We would appreciate that. Thank you very much.

Now recognize Dr. Bucshon for 5 minutes.

Mr. Bucshon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And this has been very insightful, your testimony is very insightful.

Dr. Bharel, I was interested in one of the things you said that 20 percent of the medication that people are abusing have been prescribed for medical reasons, and one of the things we have been focusing on, of course, is, you know, I am an physician, I was a cardiovascular surgeon before, is prescribing, you know, monitoring prescribing habits, but if 80 percent is coming from somewhere else, where is it coming from? Seventy, 80 percent, whatever it is—I think you said 80 percent.

Dr. Bharel. Yes, it is 80 percent of what is—70 percent is coming from family and friends.

Mr. Bucshon. OK, that is what I figured, so it is not their particular medical use, but at the end of the day, it has been prescribed for a medical use for someone. OK, and that is where maybe, you know, drop boxes and other initially voluntary return policies potentially could be helpful because—last year, you probably know, there were enough prescriptions written that every person in the United States of America could have gotten a bottle of narcotic pain medicine. And Medicare Part D just came out and said recently that the number one prescribed medicine under Medicare Part D—and so this goes across ages, right—was Vicodin.

Dr. Bharel. Um-hum.

Mr. Bucshon. And so I am very interested in the prescribing programs and trying to monitor, you know, physician prescribing, and as part of that, education is, of course, important. And that is where it is not only for the people using it, but it is the people that are being trained to take care of patients as we speak in medical schools and other areas. So that is going to be very important.

Dr. Adams, in your testimony, you say an aggressive educational strategy beginning with childhood. Can you kind of expand a little bit on that, what your thoughts were on that?

Dr. Adams. Well, thank you for the opportunity. And for those of you who don’t know, Congressman Bucshon married up, he married an anesthesiologist.

But as far as that——

Mr. Bucshon. That is a true statement.

Dr. Adams. The aggressive education campaign—quick story, I was in Scott County just a few weeks ago meeting with a 23-year-old individual who had HIV, he was in our clinic. And I said how
did you get started, and he said, “I had an injury as a freshman in high school, a knee injury playing football. The doc prescribed me Vicodin. I kind of liked how it made me feel so I took all the Vicodin he gave me, took some more, ran out.” He said it was easy to get in the community. “Got more Vicodin. Finally, that wasn’t doing the job, switched to Oxycontin until that wasn’t doing the job, then I started injecting.” And then he switched over to heroin, and now he is a 23-year-old HIV addict.

We have to get to these people earlier. And when you talk about an aggressive strategy, it starts with recognition. We need an educational campaign to help students understand that this is a problem.

I used to sneak to my friend’s house when I was in high school and have a beer. They sneak to their friend’s house and pop a pill. And unfortunately, 1 out of 15 people who divert a pill will ultimately go onto heroin use. One out of 15 of my friends who popped a beer didn’t go on to get HIV. So we need to increase the recognition of the problem. We need resilience in anti-bullying campaigns so that kids are OK saying no, I am not going to take a random pill out of that bowl. We need appropriate age level education, and I was meeting with people from the State just yesterday who showed us their data, and the interventions in each age group are different. What works for a fifth grader doesn’t work for a sixth grader, doesn’t work for an eighth grader. There has to be age-appropriate education and intervention. There has to be adult and peer outlets so, hey, if someone is doing something wrong, I know who to go to, I know who to tell. And then finally, to your point, we need take-back programs. Sixty-two percent of teenagers who use say they—number 1 reason they use is because it is easy to get the medication, it is from my parents’ cabinet. It is right there. It is easier to get a pill than what it was for me to get a beer. And you can hide it and you can walk away with it. And so all that needs to be part of the campaign, and it needs to start in middle school and elementary school.

Mr. BUCSHON. I have one other question I want to ask about Naltrexone, because I have given that to patients in a hospital setting. And, Mr. Stringer, maybe you can comment on that, and I think not only the availability but the appropriate training for people, you know, for law enforcement people or EMTs about the fact that—like somebody pointed out, it is not a silver bullet here, there are also downsides to giving patients Narcan or Naltrexone. Can you comment on that, about what type of educational stuff is also—I mean—I think, were you one of the ones that were commenting on Naltrexone? Yes. Or maybe Dr. Bharel could answer that.

Mr. STRINGER. Maybe I can just——

Mr. BUCSHON. Yes.

Mr. STRINGER. I can start. And certainly, I will tell you, when I went to——

Mr. BUCSHON. And I am out of time, so can you—why don’t we just do this——

Ms. DeGETTE. Let——

Mr. BUCSHON [continuing]. Why don’t you just——

Ms. DeGETTE [continuing]. Dr. Bharel answer. She has been——

Mr. BUCSHON. Why don’t we——
Mr. MURPHY. Why don’t we let Dr. Bharel answer?
Mr. BUCSHON. That will be fine.
Dr. BHAREL. So as part of our Narcan Program, so we have hand-
ed out in Massachusetts since 2007 over 35,000 doses of Narcan,
and part of that includes to your point about education. So the in-
dividuals who are handing out the Narcan to both bystanders and
law enforcement, there is a training that goes along with it, and
they are also trained on rescue breaths and the importance of it
being short-acting and to call 911 at the same time. And we have
recorded over 5,000 reversals——
Mr. BUCSHON. Yes——
Dr. BHAREL [continuing]. With that. So the educational compo-
nent is directly linked when we hand out our——
Mr. BUCSHON. Yes, I think that is important because, in my
opinion, if someone has to give someone Narcan, they should also
be calling 911, and those people probably should be transported to
a medical facility.
Thank you. I yield back.
Mr. MURPHY. We will want your other thoughts on it, too. We
have all sorts of people saying that some people have a false sense
of security thinking, oh, there is Narcan around, I can go ahead
and take the risk.
Mr. Tonko, you are recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. TONKO. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Mr. Stringer, earlier on in the questioning about sequestration
you had some comments that we didn’t get to. Perhaps you could
share those right now please.
Mr. STRINGER. Yes, thank you very much, Representative. In my
written testimony, there is a two-page thing from NASADAD here
that describes the block grant and the reduced purchasing power
of the block grant over time. I will tell you just specifically that I
think with regard to sequestration. We in the States have really
counted on the Federal Block Grant to sort of be our—really it is
our safety net. We have some States have the safety net funds, but
the block grant has always been stable. It hasn’t grown enough to
keep pace with inflation, but it has been stable. What we saw with
the sequestration was that our sense of stability was shaken be-
cause we were during tough economic times at the State level, and
then our block grant funds were reduced temporarily.
Just this last Tuesday, I was visiting a women’s program in
Vandalia, Missouri, where we have a unique program going on
right now where women offenders who leave that institution are
started on medication-assisted treatment before they leave. So
when they go home, they return to stable environments. Two of the
women that I talked to had been on medications before they re-
turned to prison. One was a young lady who was young, attractive,
smart, had two children, was back in prison for her fourth DWI of-
fense. Before coming to prison, she had been on medication-assisted
treatment, but because of budget cuts at the State and Federal
level, her medication-assisted treatment was stopped, and she re-
turned to drinking very quickly after that, got her fourth DWI of-
fense and then wound up back in prison.
So, you know, the stability of the block grant, and I hope future increases in the block grant, will really help to sure-up our safety net, and increase access and sustainability of treatment.

Mr. Tonko. I appreciate that. And for far too long our national infrastructure for treating substance use disorders has suffered from fragmentation, from neglect, and certain underinvestment. Only one in ten Americans with substance use disorders is able to access treatment, and of the few who receive treatment, few receive anything that approximates evidence-based care. Reimbursement is key to modernizing these services, and ensuring that Americans struggling with addiction receive timely, appropriate, and evidence-based care.

The Affordable Care Act, mental health parity efforts go a long way toward accomplishing this, but requiring insurers to provide coverage for substance abuse treatment, but much more work remains.

I know the States are experimenting with some innovative ideas. Dr. Wolk, can you provide us with an overview of Colorado’s efforts to integrate behavioral health services into the primary care setting in the same Medicaid Program?

Dr. Wolk. Thank you, Representative Tonko. Yes, and it is actually not just for Medicaid, we have a goal that all payers in the State will evolve with payment reform models that will allow integrated behavioral and medical care to be provided at the site of primary care. Our goal over the course of the next 4 years is that 80 percent of all primary care practices in the State, whether they are federally qualified health centers, whether they are clinics, whether they are private practices, will all have some form of integrated behavioral healthcare as part of the primary care that is being provided as the patient’s medical home.

Mr. Tonko. And are there any Federal policy changes that you would suggest required in order for us to provide—ensure integration is indeed successful?

Dr. Wolk. Thank you, Representative Tonko. There are along the lines, again, of really aligning the incentives to make sure that payers, for example, don’t capitate or apportion behavioral health services and payment to a provider that is not part of this integrated model. It splits payment and, therefore, splits services. And so as a patient, you could come see your primary care provider, and that primary care provider would be prohibited from providing you mental health or substance abuse treatment services because the payer has allocated that money to a behavioral healthcare provider or substance abuse provider on a prepayment schedule, and that is where we could use some help with regard to reforming how those payments are made.

Mr. Tonko. Um-hum. And, Dr. Bharel, just quickly, what do you view as the main barrier to integration of behavioral health and physical health?

Dr. Bharel. So I think the main barrier is stigma, and that stigma is—penetrates throughout our entire system. My time is up so I will stop there. If I can say one more thing is that in Massachusetts, we too are looking towards outcome-based, value-based care throughout our system which includes the real cornerstone being primary care and behavioral health integration at the office level.
We have multiple pilots going on including programs of prescribing Suboxone in our community health centers. Thank you.

Mr. TONKO. Thank you.

I yield back.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you. Gentleman yields back.

It is interesting the way deal with stigma straight on, integration. Good.

Mr. Flores, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. FLORES. My questions have more to do with the education elements of that. The background for this is that I have three major educational institutions in my district—Baylor, Texas A&M University, and University of Texas—that are associated with medical schools. And so I would like to drill into going further upstream, and that is what can we do with the physician community and the expert community, professional community, to help them to be able to deal with this better?

So my first question is this, and this is for each of you. Should all physicians be required to complete a continuing medical education course on pain treatment, and if so, should they also be mandated to complete one on addiction? And I will just start with you, Mr. Adams.

Dr. ADAMS. Should all physicians? I would change that to say all prescribers——

Mr. FLORES. OK.

Dr. ADAMS [continuing]. Because it is not just physicians prescribing, and not all physicians prescribe opioids. But we have had tremendous success, again, in Indiana. Once we instituted the opioid prescribing rules, then that led to an educational campaign where we had the opportunity and created the passion for these docs, and they had to carve out the time these docs and other providers to learn about the proper ways to prescribe.

Mr. FLORES. OK. Dr. Bharel, your thoughts?

Dr. BHAREL. So we also have all physicians required to do pain management training, but to your point, I would say that most medical schools, PA schools, nurse practitioner schools, et cetera, other practitioners who prescribe, do not have acquired training on addiction or its variable in school.

Mr. FLORES. OK. Dr. Wolk?

Dr. WOLK. Thank you, Representative Flores. In Colorado, some of this training is tied to malpractice premium reduction, and so a way around us making a requirement is, you can save some money on your malpractice insurance if you take this training. And as we said, don’t forget about the dentists, the nursing community, the optometrists, and the podiatrists because they are all prescribers, to the point that was made before.

Mr. FLORES. OK. Go ahead, Mr. Stringer.

Mr. STRINGER. And my answer to your question is unequivocally yes, there should be mandatory education.

Mr. FLORES. Right. So the next question would be, and this is again for all of you: Does your State think there is any merit to
linking mandatory physician education for PDMPs to DEA licensure as a way to promote physician use of PDMPs when prescribing a controlled substance? Dr. Adams?

Dr. Adams. I have been longwinded before so I will be very brief. Yes.

Mr. Flores. OK. Dr. Bharel?

Dr. Bharel. We already require, at the time of license renewal, for all physicians to sign onto PDMP——

Mr. Flores. I see.

Dr. Bharel [continuing]. And that is how we have increased——

Mr. Flores. The question is yes on the merit?

Dr. Bharel. Yes.

Mr. Flores, OK, great. OK. Perfect.

Dr. Wolk. Yes, we already require.

Mr. Flores. OK. Mr. Stringer?

Mr. Stringer. Sadly, I can only speak theoretically or hypothetically since Missouri is the only State in the country that does not have a PDMP yet, although it came very close this session, but——

Mr. Flores. OK.

Mr. Stringer [continuing]. So I would say yes. Theoretically, yes.

Mr. Flores. OK. Theoretically. I understand. Again, for each of you, and we have just a minute and 45 left. What are the opportunities to—or let me rephrase that. What are the opportunities to improve the education of physicians on the appropriate prescribing of prescription pain medication? Is it medical school, continuing education, all the above, or somewhere else?

Dr. Adams. It is both. I am an assistant professor at the medical school, and we don't get it in medical school, but then there are docs out there who are prescribing or want to prescribe who don't have that education. And I am sorry to keep bringing it back, but in many cases, the majority of people doing the prescribing of opioids are not physicians. So you can do all you want with docs, but if you aren't taking care of everyone who is prescribing opioids, you are not going to solve the problem.

Mr. Flores. OK.

Dr. Bharel. I would say all prescribers at all levels, but also to bring back to the point that we all have to be educated. So it is a cultural shift also to our expectations of pain relief.

Mr. Flores. OK. Dr. Wolk?

Dr. Wolk. I believe it is ongoing, but again, think about tying it to their wallet and then their malpractice premiums.

Mr. Flores. Uh-huh, OK. Mr. Stringer?

Mr. Stringer. All the above.

Mr. Flores. And the last question is this. And I have just a comment. Dr. Bharel, you said something about a cultural shift. Is this going to be hard to implement if we began pressing all of the prescribers to have continuing education, and then further upstream, to have the medical schools or the professional schools mandate this as part of their training? Do you see pushback in this?

Dr. Bharel. It is mandated right now in Massachusetts, and I believe the prescribers really want to be part of the solution, so
they are looking to work together. So I think that will be the driving force. They are also fed up with the numbers and the statistics.

Mr. Flores. Um-hum.

Dr. Adams. You will see pushback, but it is something that we have to do. And again, as Dr. Bharel mentioned, docs want it, but we need to facilitate them getting the education, and needing to carve out the time either via tying it to the wallet or tying it to certification.

Mr. Flores. OK, thank you. I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. Murphy. Gentleman yields back.

Now recognize the gentlelady from New York, Ms. Clarke, for 5 minutes.

Ms. Clarke. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank our ranking member. I also thank our witnesses for lending your expertise through your testimony here today.

I would like to ask about the impact of Medicaid expansion on increasing access to treatment for substance abuse disorders. According to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, an additional 11.7 million individuals were enrolled in Medicaid and CHIP programs since the initial marketplace enrollment began in October of 2013, however, 21 States have failed to adopt the Medicaid expansion, leaving large coverage gaps for adults whose incomes are too high to qualify for Medicaid, but too low to qualify for premium tax credits through the exchanges.

Let me start, Dr. Adams, by asking, has Medicaid expansion affected access to behavioral health services in the State of Indiana?

Dr. Adams. Expansion via the Healthy Indiana Plan has substantially increased our ability. We signed up over 300 people for health coverage as part of this outbreak into our Healthy Indiana Plan.

Ms. Clarke. Well, I thank you for your illuminating response. I hope that other States recognize the impact that Medicaid expansion can have on their ability to diagnose and treat substance abuse disorders, and comorbidities such as mental illness, HIV, and Hepatitis C.

Mr. Stringer, I would like to turn to you. The current limit for nondisabled adults to qualify for Missouri’s existing Medicaid program, MO HealthNet, is 18 percent of the poverty level, or $2,118 a year. Missouri is a State that has not expanded Medicaid, resulting in a large coverage gap of adults whose incomes are between 18 and 100 percent of the Federal poverty level. Mr. Stringer, ap-
proximately 300,000 working adults would gain access to health coverage through Medicaid expansion, is that correct?

Mr. STRINGER. Yes, that is correct.

Ms. CLARKE. How would Medicaid expansion affect the population you serve in Missouri?

Mr. STRINGER. Well, ma'am, of those 300,000, we estimate that about 50,000 are people with some type of mental illness or substance use disorder that have no coverage at all right now.

Ms. CLARKE. Um-hum.

Mr. STRINGER. And so we are right now, for those that are in our system, we are paying for those with 100 percent general funds or block grant funds. If and when we expand Medicaid in Missouri, those people will receive Medicaid coverage, which does cover substance use disorder treatment in Missouri, and that would, therefore, free-up those funds to treat people who remain uninsured for whatever reasons, to provide other kinds of services to help people get back to work, things like that. So it would have a tremendous impact on Missouri.

Ms. CLARKE. Wonderful. I thank you for your perspectives.

And I yield back the balance of my time. Thank you.

Mr. MURPHY. Gentlelady yields back.

Now recognize Mrs. Brooks for 5 minutes.

Mrs. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Adams, you recently wrote an op-ed, and your quote was that building a model for prevention and response should this type of outbreak happen in other communities in the U.S. Can you talk to us a little bit, and kind of trying to bring it back a bit to the HIV outbreak in Scott County, can you explain for us what the model looks like? When you talk about the model, what model are you referring to?

Dr. ADAMS. Thank you for the opportunity. And the Governor and I sat down at the beginning of this and said we are going to make mistakes, but we want this to be a model moving forward. And one important part of that was a comprehensive program. The HIV spills over into the opioid epidemic, spills over into Hepatitis, et cetera. And at our community outreach center in Scott County, we wanted to make sure people were able to access a multitude of services that are constant barriers to them getting into the treatment that they need. At our community outreach center, we had over 789 visitors, 271 HIV tests, 302 people enrolled in the Healthy Indiana Plan, 87 mental health referrals, and 38 job referrals. And we also offer birth certificates and identification, which is a barrier for people signing up for insurance. And importantly, immunizations for Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B, and the Tdap. When you include the needle exchange into that, I would venture to say you won’t find another place in our country that offers all those services under one small roof.

Now, what we need to do is look at that as a success, and in terms of responding to an epidemic in the future, other places should consider providing all those comprehensive services, but for the long-term, we need to make sure within communities we are not just providing one part, that we are providing the comprehensive services people need because, again, this is a vulnerable population. OK, here is health insurance. Well, I don’t have an ID to
Mrs. BROOKS. Thank you very much. And best of luck as you continue to lead the efforts on behalf of the State.

I want to shift very briefly in the time I have left to discussion about the criminal justice system. And in a previous hearing we talked about drug treatment courts, and obviously the State also has a tremendous responsibility for the corrections system, and the corrections systems are administered by the State. And so I would be interested in any of your comments with respect to what your States are doing with respect to opioid abuse in our corrections systems, and/or the coordination with the drug treatment courts. I know that is a big question, but yet I think that is a group of folks who are incarcerated or who are on their way to incarceration through drug treatment courts, and I am really curious what your thoughts have been in your States.

Dr. ADAMS. Briefly, in our district, we have had much success with Vivitrol and drug courts and diversion programs, and we have actually connected the prosecutors from Hamilton County, which is in our district, with the people from Scott County to share best practices. And I think that is going to be a critical, critical aspect moving forward to empowering people when they are, quite frankly, a captive audience.

Mrs. BROOKS. Thank you. Dr. Wolk or Mr. Stringer?

Mr. STRINGER. Well, I talked earlier about a project we have going on in Missouri within our Department of Corrections where people are started on medications before they leave prison. That is happening in several of our institutions right now, as well as the St. Louis City Jail, before people go into drug court. So we are starting people on medications before they leave incarceration. We also have a growing number of drug courts in Missouri, all of whom have embraced medication-assisted treatment. In fact, the drug court contracts in Missouri require that drug courts offer medication-assisted treatment for people for whom it is appropriate.

Mrs. BROOKS. Dr. Wolk, anything with respect to Colorado’s approach?

Dr. WOLK. Thank you, Representative Brooks. It varies by where the population is most dense. So we have a very active program in the Denver metropolitan area. A variety of treatment options and transition programs from corrections back into the community as well. It is not as easy to take advantage of those in the more rural parts of our State.

Mrs. BROOKS. Thank you. Dr. Bharel?

Dr. BHAREL. And in Massachusetts, we have a strong support for drug courts, diversion programs, and starting medication-assisted therapy, and part of our working group includes law enforcement and multiple segments of the community. And in addition, we have several pilots going on where before release, individuals are con-
nected to community health centers so that their continuity of care
can happen in both behavioral and medical illness.

Mrs. BROOKS. Thank you all for your work.
I yield back.

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Green, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to focus question on the overprescribing of opioid
pain relievers, and what States are doing to prevent the opioid ad-
diction in the first place. CDC Director Tom Frieden quotes, “Over-
dose rates are higher where opioid painkillers are prescribed more
frequently. States with practices where prescribing rates are high-
est need to take a particularly hard look at ways to reduce the in-
appropriate prescription of these dangerous drugs.” As this quote
says, the States where the rubber really meets the road in terms
of prevention efforts and addressing the overprescribing of opioid.

Dr. Adams, I know Indiana has been hit hard by the opioid
abuse epidemic. Can you tell us what the mandatory prescription
guidelines that the Indiana Medical Licensing Board develops, and
not just the Medical Licensing Board, if you could talk about all the
practitioners: the nurses and dentists that have the same—hope-
fully their prescribing requirements are on all the specialties.

Dr. ADAMS. Thank you for the opportunity. And we passed those
rules and the Medical Licensing Board passed them initially for
physicians, and now the other Boards are adopting their own
versions of the rules. But again, a critical part of that was the
mandatory checking in and being a part of the INSPECT, the Pre-
scription Drug Monitoring Program. A mandatory part was assess-
ment and H&P and regular visits. You have to have a face-to-face
and a relationship with a patient before you prescribe. A manda-
tory part of that is drug testing so we can know what you are tak-
ing, and if you are taking it appropriately. And as many people will
take more, there are frequently people who are diverting.

Mr. GREEN. Um-hum.

Dr. ADAMS. And we found that problem in Scott County. Again,
a lot of the prescriptions are to little old ladies who really do have
chronic pain issues, but they can resell their pills for $500, $1,000,
and quite frankly, put diapers on their grandchildren, versus prop-
erly use those opioids. So we need to be able to drug test people
who we are giving opioids to, and we need to have contracts. Again,
the docs have told me that they are scared to write, and then the
docs that are writing are scared not to write because you can get
sued either way. And so we need to be able to protect docs and
their ability to do the right thing.

Mr. GREEN. OK. Do you believe efforts are making an impact on
inappropriate prescribing of the opioid medications? I know you
said the other specialties, but at least on the Medical Board that
you may have some evidence on.

Dr. ADAMS. Well, exactly. We have seen drops of 10 percent in
prescribing since we adopted the rules. We have a lot fewer pill
mills, and that is really what was the impetus for this, but we have
to do a better job with our Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs.
Best practices need to be adopted, and the ability to communicate
across State lines however we facilitate that, because we can’t do
anything if we don’t know the numbers, and we can’t do anything
if we know the numbers but we can’t share the data with the appropriate prescribers.

Mr. GREEN. What should we be doing on the Federal level to support your efforts of implementing effective interventions to prevent opioid abuse?

Dr. ADAMS. Well, Senator Donnelly and Senator Ayotte have a bipartisan bill that they are promoting right now that has a lot of good ideas in it, and I would encourage you all to look at that rather than me spend time going through each of the points.

Mr. GREEN. Um-hum.

Dr. ADAMS. The Heroin and Prescription Opioid Abuse Prevention, Education, and Enforcement Act of 2015. I think it has a lot of the right ingredients in terms of taskforces and highlighting the areas that we need to concentrate on.

Mr. GREEN. OK. Dr. Wolk, can you tell us about some of the same in Colorado, the opioid prescribing guidelines developed by the State Boards, again, whether it is medicine, pharmacy, nursing, or dentistry?

Dr. WOLK. Thank you, Representative Green. Yes, it really just keeps coming back from the provider perspective to the two main points, or the two number one priorities; one is the mandatory participation in PDMP registration, and the second is some form of requiring or strongly encouraged training with widespread adoption across all the disciplines, because we have seen, like I said, 87 percent of those who participate in the training said that they would change their practice as a result of it.

Mr. GREEN. OK. I only have a few seconds. One of the issues is doctor-shopping, and is there anything technologically we can do to deal with that?

Dr. WOLK. Yes——

Mr. GREEN. And this would be for all of——

Dr. WOLK. Sure. We have had a lot of success with the use of our health information exchange and having broad participation by all of our hospital systems in the State of Colorado, and now well over 1,000 providers who have connected their electronic health records to each other so that when somebody comes into an office or an emergency room, it is relatively easy to now see who they have seen and what they have been prescribed or provided for.

Mr. GREEN. Mr. Chairman, in my last second, Dr. Bharel, you talked a lot about Federal qualified health centers and the community centers. In Massachusetts, do they have access to that same medical record across the lines of the different centers?

Dr. BHAREL. Yes, sir, there are many different integrated health records that we are looking at. And the PMP is really adding to this because it is system-wide, any prescription written within Massachusetts, or written out of Massachusetts for somebody residing in Massachusetts. What we really do need though is interoperability that is better between States and also between different EHRs, so we can then expand our view.

Mr. GREEN. OK, thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.

Gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Mullin, is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. MULLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for being persistent on getting down to the roots of the problem. I mean this is obviously an epidemic, and I would say most of us know somebody that has abused prescription drugs at one time or the next. You know, recently I just went through a surgery on my elbow and got prescribed a big old pill of pain medicine, and I wouldn’t even take one of them. Fortunately, I have had a lot of surgeries, or unfortunately, and I have built up some type of a pain tolerance, but it does become a habit. The pain is still there, it just masks it. And when you get used to it, it becomes a dependency. And what we are seeing is—in my opinion, it is severely being overprescribed. And, Dr. Bharel, you are aware of the severe rise in methadone prescriptions, I am assuming, right? The rise in it, how often it is being——

Dr. BHAREL. The rise in methadone, yes. Yes.

Mr. MULLIN. Right. Are you aware that methadone accounts for 30 percent of overdose deaths, while only——

Dr. BHAREL. Um-hum.

Mr. MULLIN [continuing]. Basically covering 2 percent of the prescriptions?

Dr. BHAREL. Yes.

Mr. MULLIN. Then I guess the question is why does Massachusetts leave it as a preferred list as a drug to be prescribed when CDC is saying it shouldn’t be the first line, it should be considered just in a case-by-case situation, rather than being prescribed on a regular basis?

Dr. BHAREL. Thanks for your question. So methadone, you know, has become a part of the armamentarium of what can be used as pain relievers. In looking at our data within Massachusetts, and the data that we collect at the Department of Public Health, when we collect preferred drug of choice first and second, methadone is actually lower than the average in Massachusetts. It is less than 15 percent as the preferred drug of choice. But just like with all the other medications, there needs to be education around how to use methadone if it is going to be used for pain or not. So I agree with that point.

You brought up a point earlier about many people knowing somebody who has used or abused opioids, and I want to bring up a point. There was a recent study done through the Harvard School of Public Health——

Mr. MULLIN. Um-hum.

Dr. BHAREL [continuing]. Where they looked at the majority of us knows somebody who has struggled with addiction, and of those who have, 20 percent of us know somebody who has died from it. So it is really a profound problem, to your point. And one very interesting thing related to this question that you are asking is that 36 percent of individuals who were prescribed an opiate were not made aware or did not know about the addiction potential. So I think that needs to be part of the education.

Mr. MULLIN. And I agree with that, but then if we know that and it is so readily accessible, still yet I am concerned why Massachusetts and Indiana, Dr. Adams, would still leave it on your list of prescribed medications, I mean when CDC and American Academy of Pain Medicine both have said that methadone should not be con-
sidered a drug of first choice. But when it is listed, we all know that doctors refer to this constantly. In fact, that is where Medicaid and Medicare a lot of times gets the prescriptions or the drugs that they are able to prescribe from.

Dr. Adams. It is cheap.

Mr. Mullin. Well, so—I know, but—so a person’s life is cheap?

Dr. Adams. Well, no, a person’s life is not cheap, and I appreciate that question. Again, as a person who has been trained in pain management, methadone is a great drug when used appropriately.

Dr. Bharel. Um-hum.

Dr. Adams. So the problem is that the prescribers aren’t educated and aren’t using it appropriately. So you have a policy situation where you have a cheap drug that the doctors know can be used appropriately, but a real world situation where it is not being used appropriately.

Mr. Mullin. Dr. Adams, I really appreciate your bluntness, but cheap shouldn’t matter when we are talking about someone’s life. We know it is being abused. History says it is being abused.

Dr. Adams. Um-hum.

Mr. Mullin. So why is it still there?

Dr. Adams. Well, because, again, from a policy point of view, there are two different directions you can take this. You can either say take it off the formulary and what are we going to replace it with——

Mr. Mullin. Education isn’t working. We all get those little bottles with the little label on it, and then it even has a folded-up package. And I am sure everybody in this room has always read that folded-up package.

Dr. Adams. Um-hum.

Mr. Mullin. And all of us know what the side-effects are and what the consequences are of everything that we have ever taken, and in fact, if you are one of those people, I am not——

Dr. Adams. And as a State health commissioner, I will tell you you are right, and again, I will be blunt and say you are right. There is a problem and we need to figure out the best way to address the problem, while still providing pain management options for the people who are out there.

Mr. Mullin. So, Dr. Adams and Dr. Bharel, while we are figuring it out, do you still think it is a good idea to have it on your Web site as a preferred medication?

Dr. Adams. That is a great question, and again, the blunt answer is, that is a different division than my division. I have spoken with Dr. Werner about this problem, and docs feel passionately on both sides of the issue, but it is at the top of our radar in terms of making sure we are educating people and considering all options.

Mr. Mullin. Dr. Bharel, you want to follow up on that?

Mr. Murphy. Gentleman’s time has expired. You can do it real quickly. We are about to have votes, so I want to move.

Dr. Bharel. I think this issue is going to be a multipronged approach, and one of them is looking carefully at the medications we prescribe, and making sure that individuals are educated on how to best describe them. Thank you for your question.

Mr. Mullin. Mr. Chairman, thank you.

Mr. Murphy. Thank you.
I recognize now Dr. Burgess for 5 minutes.

Mr. BURGESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I must say, every time I listen to the gentleman from Oklahoma, I learn something. And it is a hazard in relying on a medical education that is over 40 years old, but I remember the morning in medical school hearing the lecture on methadone, and it was repeated over and over again; methadone is for maintenance purposes only. I mean I will never forget the guy saying that. But is that no longer true; methadone now is being used for things other than maintenance? Dr. Adams.

Dr. ADAMS. In terms of maintenance for medication-assisted treatment, or you mean for chronic pain?

Mr. BURGESS. Well, for someone who has an opiate habituation.

Dr. ADAMS. Well, the answer is that there are a lot of prescribers out there who don’t have the proper education to be prescribing the drugs that they are prescribing, and it is a problem. It is——

Mr. BURGESS. But again, 40-year-old wisdom, you have somebody who has a narcotics habit, they want to rehabilitate themselves, they want to get back to taking care of their family, back into society, they can be maintained on methadone and allowed to function because it didn’t have the other effects that other opiates do, so they can get the high, but they solve the problem of the addiction, at least temporarily. But now methadone has uses beyond that?

Dr. ADAMS. Well, OK, so I am glad you brought that up. Again, there is a lot of misunderstanding about methadone. There is methadone as used for chronic pain, which the gentleman from Oklahoma was talking about, and then there is methadone for medication-assisted treatment, which is the person who has substance use disorder who is using it to continue functioning. And those are two very different uses of methadone, and confusion has led to a lot of policy decisions that I think are uninformed. It is important to know that methadone can be a substantial and important part of people’s recovery if they are suffering from substance use disorder, but it is also important, to the point of the gentleman from Oklahoma, that we recognize and deal with the real problem of methadone being prescribed for chronic pain inappropriately, because it is killing people. I completely agree with you, and I thank you for bringing up that point, sir.

Mr. BURGESS. All right, I am going to switch gears because I had a couple of questions about Naloxone. And I have some other questions about NASPER, but then I will probably have to submit for written responses because of time. But we have had a number of these hearings, and I have expressed support for having compounds like Naloxone or Narcan available over the counter. I mean, let’s be honest: People need it, they need it right now, they don’t need to be going to get a prescription. So just this week the FDA announced a public meeting to discuss increasing the use of Naloxone. Now, Dr. Bharel, in Massachusetts, your State has been kind of an early adopter in this area. Can you share some of that experience with us?

Dr. BHAREL. Sure. So as I mentioned earlier, we have been using Narcan treatments since 2007. We first started by doing outreach to high-risk individuals who were using injection drugs as part of an, actually, HIV prevention, treatment education program, and
since then from there moved on to work with so-called bystanders, which are family and friends. And we use our existing community coalitions, such as our learn-to-cope, family-run coalitions throughout the State in order to have them provide Narcan. And this is done through standing medical orders, so it is still not an over-the-counter, it is through standing medical orders, as well as certain pharmacies participate in having it available through standing medical orders. And then finally, through the first responders program; both fire and police, in dozens of communities across Massachusetts have adopted the program as well.

Mr. BURGESS. And, Dr. Adams, can you share with us some of your experience in Indiana?

Dr. ADAMS. Well, we have had great success, some wonderful stories, but I want to second a point that Dr. Bharel made earlier that it is important not just to hand out Naloxone, but to provide education as part of that process. There is a big fear—and I think Representative Murphy brought this up earlier, Chairman Murphy—that if you are giving people this, they will then use it as an excuse to abuse. That has been proven not to be the case when you combine the passing out of Naloxone with education. So when you are considering policies moving forward, please don’t forget the educational component because that is what saves lives, along with the Naloxone.

Mr. BURGESS. Yes, of course, that could be said about so many other things that we sometimes get involved in, but I appreciate your answers.

Mr. Chairman, I am going to yield back the time because I know votes are coming.

Mr. MURPHY. All right, I want to thank all of the members who were here for this, and this panel. This has been a fascinating process. We know what will come out of this. We will get our staffs together. You gave us a great set of recommendations today, thank you.

We do ask you to follow up on some of those other questions, and please feel free, if you have other thoughts that come from this, it is the kind of things you are thinking about on the plane ride back or when you get back to your colleagues. We want to see what we need to do in terms of drafting legislation, working with the administration on regulatory changes, working with associations on some of these issues. This is critically important. Too many people have died, even during the course of this hearing today. I know you all care deeply about this. We share that caring, and we want to see this change. So thank you very much.

So I want to thank all the witnesses and members again for being here, and remind members that they have 10 business days to submit their questions to record. And we ask that you respond promptly to that.

And with this, this committee hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
On Thursday, May 21, 2015, at 10:15 a.m. in 2322 Rayburn House Office Building, the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations will hold a hearing entitled, “What are the State Governments Doing to Combat the Opioid Abuse Epidemic?” The purpose of this hearing is to confer with a selection of state health officials regarding their ongoing efforts to combat the opioid abuse epidemic and explore how State and Federal policies can most effectively incentivize the development and broadened use of evidence-based practices and treatments in their communities.
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- Jerome Adams, M.D., M.P.H., Health Commissioner, Indiana State Department of Health
- Monica Bharel, M.D., M.P.H. Commissioner, Massachusetts Department of Public Health
- Mark Stringer, M.A., L.P.C., N.C.C., Director, Division of Behavioral Health, Missouri Department of Mental Health
- Larry Wolk, M.D., MSPH, Executive Director and Chief Medical Officer, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment

II. BACKGROUND

This hearing follows up on the May 1, 2015, Subcommittee hearing on “What is the Federal Government Doing to Combat the Opioid Abuse Epidemic.” At that hearing, the Subcommittee questioned the relevant Federal agencies regarding their ongoing efforts to combat the opioid abuse epidemic and explored how Federal policies can most effectively incentivize the development and broadened use of evidence-based practices and treatments. Subcommittee members heard testimony from senior officials representing the full range of multi-disciplinary activities comprising the Federal response to this epidemic.

At the April 23, 2015, Subcommittee hearing on “Combatting the Opioid Abuse Epidemic: Professional and Academic Perspectives,” the Subcommittee heard from a panel of
professional and academic witnesses that provided insights and findings, drawn from clinical practice and research—as well as constructive policy recommendations—from some of the nation’s foremost experts on opioid abuse. The Subcommittee also received testimony on treatment options currently available, as well as new and emerging evidence-based practices supporting individuals living with opioid abuse and addiction.

At the March 26, 2015, Subcommittee hearing on “Examining the Growing Problems of Prescription Drug and Heroin Abuse: State and Local Perspectives,” the Subcommittee heard from a panel of witnesses offering a “boots on the ground” perspective addressing the opioid abuse epidemic at the state and local levels, aimed to inform and improve the effectiveness of the Federal public health response to this nationwide problem.

Last year, on April 29, 2014, the Subcommittee held a hearing on “Examining the Growing Problems of Prescription Drug and Heroin Abuse.” At that hearing, the Subcommittee heard from a Federal panel of witnesses from the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP), the National Center for Injury Prevention and Control (CDC), the Office of Diversion Control (DEA), the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), and the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment at the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA).

Origins and breadth of the problem

The trends related to prescription drug misuse and overdoses involving opioids are alarming. Drug overdose death rates have increased five-fold since 1980.1 From 1999 to 2013, the rate for drug poisoning deaths involving opioid analgesics, or pain medications, nearly quadrupled.2 By 2009, drug overdose deaths outnumbered deaths due to motor vehicle crashes for the first time. Abuse of opioid pain relievers claimed over 16,600 lives in 2010, resulting in over 400,000 emergency department visits in 2011, and cost health insurers an estimated $72 billion annually in medical costs.3 Deaths related to heroin, an illicit opioid, also have increased sharply since 2010, including a 39 percent increase between 2012 and 2013.4 Mortality data show that there was a 6 percent increase in overall drug overdose deaths between 2012 and 2013 and approximately 37 percent of those deaths involved prescription opioids.5 The mortality rate from heroin overdose increased each year from 2010 to 2013.6 Deaths due to heroin overdoses increased by 39 percent from 2012 to 2013 alone and constituted as much as 19 percent of all

---

3 CDC FY 2015 Budget Justification at 9.
6 Id.
drug overdose deaths in 2013. A recent study of behavioral changes affecting U.S. population health since 1960 found that accidental drug overdoses, particularly those involving prescription opioid medications reduced life expectancy 0.26 years, even though overall life expectancy increased by 6.9 years during this period. Heroin and prescription opioid abuse also can result in other health consequences, such as neonatal abstinence syndrome, increased risk of transmission of HIV and Hepatitis C, and bone fractures in older adults due to falls. On average, heroin addicts lose about 18 years of life expectancy, and the mortality rate for injection users is roughly 2 percent per year.

Although heroin use in the general population is low, the number of people beginning to use heroin has been steadily rising since 2007. According to NIDA, this may be due in part to a shift from the abuse of prescription pain relievers to heroin as a more potent, readily available, and cheaper alternative to prescription opioids. In fact, nearly half of young people who inject heroin surveyed in three recent studies reported abusing prescription opioids before starting to use heroin. Among those who began abusing opioids in the 2000s, 73 percent of individuals indicated they initiated their abuse with prescription opioids. Although the available literature indicates that abuse of prescription opioids is a risk factor for future heroin use, only a small fraction, roughly 4 percent of opioid abusers, transition to heroin use within five years of initiating opioid abuse.

7 Id.
10 B. Smyth, et al., Years of potential life lost among heroin addicts 33 years after treatment, 44 Preventive Medicine 369 (2007).
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Overprescribing of painkillers has been a significant driver of our present opioid and heroin epidemic. Since 1997, the number of Americans seeking treatment for addiction to painkillers has increased by 900 percent.17 The prevalence of opioid addiction started rising as long-term prescribing of opioids for chronic pain, a practice encouraged by opioid manufacturers, became more common.16 As a result, many states started to make extensive use of their prescription drug monitoring programs as a tool to monitor prescription sales of controlled substances.17

Paths to recovery

There is a wide consensus among experts that medical best practice demands a full menu of behavioral, pharmacological, and psychosocial treatments be made available to individuals with opioid addiction. This is especially critical, as the Center for Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University, in a five-year study, found that only 1 in 10 people with alcohol or drug addiction other than nicotine receive any form of treatment, and of those, only 10 percent receive evidence-based treatment.18 Nearly 80 percent of opioid-addicted persons do not receive treatment for their addiction because of limited treatment capacity, financial obstacles, social stigma, and other barriers to care.19 Many counties lack substance abuse treatment facilities that accept Medicaid.20 A 2007 SAMHSA analysis of workforce issues noted that more than 50 percent of U.S. counties in rural areas lack practicing psychiatrists, psychologists, or social workers.21

In particular, the data suggests that medication-assisted treatment (MAT) is effective in treating opioid addiction and reducing overdose deaths. As drug abuse changes the way the brain works, resulting in compulsive behavior focused on drug seeking and use, medications can be helpful in treating the symptoms of withdrawal during detoxification — which often prompt relapse — as well as become part of an ongoing treatment plan.22 Scientific research has established that MAT increases patient retention and decreases drug use, infectious disease transmission, and criminal activity.23

At present, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved only three medications for the treatment of opioid dependence. Methadone, a Schedule II controlled

---

16 Id.
18 http://www.casacolumbia.org/addiction-research/reports/addiction-medicine
20 SAMHSA Budget Justification FY2016 at 5.
21 Id.
23 Id.
substance used as maintenance treatment for documented opioid addiction for over 40 years, may only be dispensed by clinics, certified by SAMHSA, and subject to both Federal and state regulation.\textsuperscript{24} Buprenorphine, a Schedule III controlled substance – which may be offered, under certain circumstances, by methadone treatment clinics – is a more recently introduced synthetic opioid treatment medication approved as an outpatient physician-prescribed treatment for opioid addiction.\textsuperscript{25} Naltrexone is a physician-prescribed, clinician-administered injectable medication for the prevention of relapse of opioid dependence after detoxification, commonly known by the brand name Vivitrol.\textsuperscript{26}

Notably, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) includes expansion of MAT to reduce opioid use disorders and overdose among Secretary Burwell’s top three priority areas to combat opioid abuse, announced on March 26, 2015.\textsuperscript{27} While MAT is a critical component of opioid addiction treatment, concerns have been raised that substance use disorders, as chronic conditions like diabetes or heart disease, demand a treatment model where long-term, sustained recovery – including extended engagement following formal periods of treatment – takes the place of what is too often the episodic, largely unsupervised prescription of medication followed by relapse to old habits.\textsuperscript{28}

With the aim of recovery in mind, long-term monitoring, both during and after episodes of MAT, is necessary to screen for the concurrent use of alcohol, illicit drugs, or the non-medical use of other prescription opioids that readily interfere with evidence-based treatments.\textsuperscript{29} Dr. Robert DuPont, the first Director of NIDA, President of the Institute for Behavioral Health, and a witness at the April 23rd hearing has argued that widespread acceptance of “harm reduction” as the ultimate goal of MAT, has often undermined efforts to frame recovery, as opposed to relapse – or simply maintenance – as the expected outcome of addiction treatment.\textsuperscript{30}

At the March 26, 2015 hearing, the Subcommittee received testimony on the need for greater oversight of MAT and the need for standards on how these programs should be run. Professor Sarah Melton of East Tennessee University testified that “in Tennessee and southwest Virginia some buprenorphine programs have become pill mills where the physicians charge them high prices, they come in and get their medication, and they leave.” She also confirmed the “devastating” trend of medication-assisted programs providing methadone or buprenorphine in

\textsuperscript{25} Id.
\textsuperscript{26} Id.
\textsuperscript{29} Id.
cash transactions and being incentivized to become pill mills. She also testified that there is a “dearth of access to good treatment, and by ‘good treatment,’ I mean patients being seen frequently, getting urine drug screens at nearly every visit, if not every visit, requiring 12-step programs, group counseling, and not co-prescribing with other drugs of addiction such as benzodiazepines.”

Other issues

Use of methadone for pain. In addition to the overprescribing of prescription painkillers, public health risks have worsened by the increased prescribing of methadone for pain (as opposed to use in addiction treatment). The use of methadone as a treatment for pain has expanded in recent years. Although methadone can treat pain effectively, it carries outsized risks due to its unique pharmacologic properties, such as a long half-life, short analgesic window relative to respiratory-depressant effect, and potential for drug-drug interactions.\(^3\) While methadone from methadone clinics is in liquid form, which addicts drink on-site, methadone prescribed for pain is in pill form, making it easier to divert and misuse. In contrast to the regulation of methadone clinics, no special licensing or monitoring is required to prescribe methadone in pill form. Methadone accounts for two percent of opioid prescriptions for pain control, but is responsible for one-third of overdose deaths, according to a 2012 CDC Vital Signs report.\(^4\) Most state Medicaid programs encourage the prescribing of methadone as a first line treatment for pain, often due to its low cost, even though safer therapies are available. Moreover, the FDA, the CDC, the American Academy of Pain Medicine, and the American Society of Interventional Pain Physicians have recommended that methadone not be used as a first-line therapy for chronic pain.\(^5\)

Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs. Prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMPs) are state-run electronic databases of prescriptions for controlled substances. PDMPs can provide a prescriber or pharmacist with information regarding a patient’s prescription history, allowing prescribers to identify patients who potentially are abusing medications. Currently, 49 states, the District of Columbia, and Guam have legislation authorizing the creation and operation of a PDMP, and all but the D.C. program are operational.\(^6\) While there is evidence indicating the potential of PDMPs to identify high-risk patients and impact prescribing behaviors, the effectiveness of PDMPs is constrained by the lack of timely data in some states and limited interoperability with other PDMPs. Witnesses at the March 26, 2015, Subcommittee hearing also testified about their concerns over methadone clinics not being required to report methadone dispensing to PDMPs. One witness said it was “a very serious situation” because if these patients do not disclose their methadone treatment to their primary care providers and the

---

32 http://www.cdc.gov/vitalsigns/MethadoneOverskness/
33 The Pew Charitable Trust’s Prescription Drug Abuse Project, Undated handout (provided to committee staff, March 20, 2015).
35 PDMP Training and Technical Assistance Center, PDMP Frequently Asked Questions, http://www.pdmpassist.org/content/prescription-drug-monitoring-frequently-asked-questions-faq
providers do not know about it from accessing the PDMP, other opioids or benzodiazepines could be prescribed leading to death. Another concern related to neonatal doctors not knowing about methadone treatment for pregnant women who are drug-addicted, which poses potential problems for the mother and the life of the fetus if the methadone is being increased while the mother and baby are receiving opioid medication to treat the addiction.37

State Policies

While opioid abuse is a nationwide epidemic,38 state activities will vary depending on circumstances in the particular state. For example, in late 2013, there were sudden and large increases in the number of deaths involving fentanyl in a number of states throughout the country, with the increase seen particularly in East Coast states.39 Fentanyl is a narcotic pain reliever used to manage moderate to severe chronic pain.40 The majority of the fentanyl-related deaths did not result from overdoses of pharmaceutical fentanyl, but instead involved an illicit, powdered form of fentanyl that was mixed with, or substituted for, heroin or other illicit substances.41 In response to this problem, for example, the state of Maryland took the following actions to reduce fentanyl-related overdoses throughout the state: sharing data with law enforcement; expanding access to naloxone, and launching a public awareness campaign.42

The CDC has identified interstate variation in rates of prescribing of opioid pain relievers and other prescription drugs prone to abuse. For example, rates of opioid pain relievers prescribed were higher in the South, and Alabama, Tennessee, and West Virginia were the three highest-prescribing states, at two or more standard deviations above the mean.43 The CDC notes that higher opioid pain reliever prescribing rates in the South are similar to the findings of higher

36 Testimony of Fred Wells Brason II, Executive Director, Project Lazarus, Moravian Falls, North Carolina. (Unofficial hearing transcript, 40).
37 See testimony of Stefan R. Marovell, MD, Chair, West Virginia Perinatal Partnership, MEDNAX Medical Group, Director NICU, Charleston Area Medical Center, Charleston, West Virginia. (Unofficial hearing transcript, 90).
38 Drug poisoning is the leading cause of death from injury in 30 states, according to CDC in 2011, with opioid analgesics involved in more than 40 percent of drug poisoning deaths in 2008. According to a 2014 NASADAD survey, roughly 40 States consistently say that prescription drug abuse is either “most” or “very” important (slide 17), with 34 States reporting that they have an active prescription drug task force, and increase from 29 reported in 2012. (slide 19). 35 States reported that their strategic plan explicitly addresses prescription drug abuse, and 12 States of these states reported that their plan explicitly addresses heroin abuse. 37 States said that heroin abuse is either “most” or “very important” (slide 36), with 15 States reporting that they have an active task force for heroin abuse (slide 40). National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, Inc. (NASADAD), “State Substance Abuse Agencies, Prescription Drugs, and Heroin Abuse: Results from a NASADAD Member Inquiry” (2014 update).
40 Id
41 Id.
42 Id.
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6326a2.htm
prescribing rates for other drugs in the South, including antibiotics, stimulants in children, and medications that are high-risk for the elderly.\footnote{Id.}

Despite differences in circumstances, prevention plans and strategies, the states have identified certain overarching challenges.\footnote{Successful Strategies in Addressing Opioid Overdose Deaths, White Paper developed for the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment (March 2010).} The challenges have included: stigma; data needs; need for PDMP improvement; overdose prevention; increasing access to MAT; and evidence and research on effectiveness of strategies.

\textit{Stigma.} The stigma associated with seeking treatment was reported by states in 2014 as one of the top remaining challenges.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} Stigma and bias against MAT exists even after research has proved its value for treating opioid dependence. The stigma underlies a score of issues that states confront in developing their strategies. Such issues include: state moratoriums on establishing new opioid treatment programs (OTPs) despite large, unmet treatment needs for the opioid-dependent population; unwillingness of the criminal justice system to set up MAT in jails and prisons; and the requirement of some drug court judges that people must leave methadone treatment or go off of suboxone to participate and of some family court judges that clients must stop methadone treatment before receiving custody of their children.\footnote{NASADAD 2014 update, note 38 at slide 34.} State initiatives to reduce the stigma of treatment for opioid use disorders are: increasing access to a full range of evidence-based therapies; facilitating access to recovery support services; and expanding access to effective therapies in the criminal justice system.\footnote{Successful strategies, note 45 at 8.}

\textit{Data Needs.} Concerns have been raised about real time data/measurement, data quality, and data utilization. As noted by the National Governors Association, to develop an effective response to prescription drug abuse, states need accurate and timely information about the incidence and scope of the problem. It can be 6 to 12 months before the medical examiner’s information become available, long after an OTP has reported the death to the state.\footnote{NASADAD 2014 update, note 37 slide 48.} States have reported that CDC data is slow to be released and cannot capture real-time changes in drug use that occur.\footnote{Successful strategies, note 45 at 11.} For example, a CDC expert told bipartisan committee staff that CDC would not have 2014 overdose death data until the end of 2015. Moreover, CDC noted they mostly rely on death certificates which sometimes only say “drug overdose” and do not always list the specific drug.

Serious problems exist concerning state data on the cause of death regarding overdose deaths. State death certificates often do not specify the type of drug related to overdose deaths.\footnote{\textit{Id.}}
Lethality issues can be hard to separate when multiple drugs are involved, especially with benzodiazepines.\textsuperscript{52} Defining the cause of death in MAT patients is inherently complex, since, regardless of the cause of death, these patients may have a high level of methadone in their blood. Medical examiners often do not know the person is in methadone treatment.\textsuperscript{53} Many states do not conduct the full medical review for determining the cause of death.\textsuperscript{54} For example, Colorado noted that from 2004 to 2013, 2.4 percent of Colorado death certificates had an unknown cause of death.\textsuperscript{55}

Even with the data limitations, states use available data sets to identify areas on which to concentrate their efforts and maximize limited resources. For example, in Massachusetts, the PDMP Center of Excellence at Brandeis University developed geospatial mapping of PDMP data, combined with data on prescription drug overdose emergency department visits and prescription drug overdose deaths, to identify concentrations in three suburban areas of the state.

\textit{Need for PDMP improvement.} States have noted that it is critical to an effective statewide strategy for combatting opioid abuse to improve the effectiveness and use of PDMPs. While 49 states and the District of Columbia have legislation authorizing the creation and operation of a PDMP, they vary in their degree of use and overall effectiveness across depending on who is registered to use them, whether data is current or real-time, whether there are limitations on authorized users, and whether processes for accessing the databases integrate easily into clinical workflows.\textsuperscript{56} Another major component of these PDMPs is their interoperability with other states, particularly neighboring states. The level of interoperability with other states varies greatly and currently lacks uniformity. This is a weakness among the programs because the lack of data sharing allows patients to doctor shop across state lines. Thus, a White House report issued in 2011 declared that “[a] major effort must be undertaken to improve the functioning of state PDMPs, especially regarding real-time data access by clinicians, and to increase the interstate operability and communication.”\textsuperscript{57} In addition, in many states, privacy concerns may limit the extent to which PDMP data can be used for law enforcement, public health, and research purposes.

States also vary with respect to their continuing medical education (CME) requirements for physicians. Some state licensing boards have established more robust CME requirements to improve prescribing practices among doctors in their state. California is an example of a state that has implemented stricter CME for prescribing while other states may have very little required CME of their doctors.

\textsuperscript{52} Successful strategies, note 45 at 10.
\textsuperscript{53} Id.
\textsuperscript{54} Id.
\textsuperscript{55} Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment, Special Emphasis report: Drug Overdose Deaths, 1999-2013, October 2014.
\textsuperscript{56} National Governors Association (NGA), “Six Strategies for Reducing Prescription Drug Abuse,” Issue Brief (September 2012).
\textsuperscript{57} Executive Office of the President of the United States, “Epidemic: Responding to America’s Prescription Drug Abuse Crisis,” 6 (2013).
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CDC experts have found that a few states have been able to change prescribing patterns by increasing prescriber use of their PDMPs.\textsuperscript{58} New York and Tennessee, for example, mandated prescriber use of the state PDMP in 2012.\textsuperscript{59} They subsequently used their PDMPs to document declines of 75 percent and 36 percent, respectively, in their inappropriate use of multiple prescribers by patients.\textsuperscript{60} Other actions taken by states affecting prescribers that CDC experts believe are promising interventions are: developing or adopting existing guidelines for prescribing opioid pain relievers that can establish local standards of care that might bring prescribing rates more in line with current best practices; state Medicaid programs managing pharmacy benefits to promote cautious, consistent use of opioids; and enacting law to address the most egregious prescribing excesses.\textsuperscript{61}

It should be noted that methadone clinics are not covered by PDMPs; thus, physicians treating patients for pain cannot find out if the patient is on methadone, potentially dangerous if an opioid medication is prescribed.

Overdose prevention. State efforts to combat heroin abuse have varied from state to state. For example, several states have passed laws that generally provide immunity for victims and witnesses who act in good faith and seek medical assistance for an overdose; these laws are commonly referred to as “Good Samaritan Laws.”\textsuperscript{62} States have also taken different approaches to expanding access to naloxone, with some states permitting third party prescribing by family and friends of users at high-risk of overdose, and others providing a standing order for community organizations who distribute naloxone to those who meet certain criteria.\textsuperscript{63} Liability protection for prescribers who administer naloxone, as well as the nature of naloxone distribution programs may differ from one state to the other.\textsuperscript{64} In addition, many states have established task forces, or have initiated new law enforcement efforts to combat heroin and prescription opioids.\textsuperscript{65}

States efforts in this area have also targeted proper disposal of prescription drugs. The majority of people who abuse or misuse prescription drugs get them from friends and family – many of those drugs are leftover medicines. These efforts have included public education on proper disposal and take-back activities, such as designating times and places where the public can safely dispose of unused prescription medication.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{59} Id.
\textsuperscript{60} Id., citing Prescription Drug Monitoring Program Center of Excellence at Brandeis University. Mandating PDMP participation by medical providers: current status and experience in selected states.
\textsuperscript{61} Id. For example, Florida enacted pain clinic legislation in 2010 and prohibited dispensing by prescribers in 2011.
\textsuperscript{62} NGlm, note 56.
\textsuperscript{63} Id.
\textsuperscript{64} Id.
\textsuperscript{65} Id.
\textsuperscript{66} Id.
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Increasing access to MAT. 49 states and D.C. have state opioid treatment programs (methadone maintenance). All 50 states and D.C. have physicians with waivers to prescribe buprenorphine. All three FDA-approved opioid treatment medications (methadone, buprenorphine, and naltrexone) are covered under the Medicaid Drug Rebate Program. The associated co-pays and authorization requirements vary from state to state. Twenty-six states reported last year that they have expanded or made plans to expand MAT during the past two years.67 Although the opioid addiction field recognizes addiction as a chronic, relapsing disease, some substance abuse counselors and administrators have been reluctant to embrace new technologies for its treatment.68 At the same time, most physicians and other health care professionals receive little or no training in the treatment of addiction.69 As a result, adoption of MAT has been slow in some areas.70

Evidence and research on effectiveness of strategies. Very little evidence-based research exists on the most cost-effective and efficacious strategies for states to use in reducing opioid overdoses. States are seeking guidance.71 Massachusetts, when developing its comprehensive state overdose prevention plan, turned to international sources to identify successful strategies.72 States have also been frustrated at not knowing the outcomes of their actions.73 Potential outcomes include: (1) Did physicians change their opioid prescribing practices after receiving webinars and other training; (2) Why do so many physicians train to become registered providers of buprenorphine for addiction, and then not treat any patients; and (3) When informed by letter that a patient has shown up on the PDMP with multiple opioid prescriptions, does the prescribing doctor take action, and, if so, what action?74 State representatives particularly requested studies that would look at overdose outcomes for opioid-dependent patients who receive drug-free treatment compared to those receiving MAT.75

III. ISSUES

The following issues may be examined at the hearing:

• What state programs have been effective in combatting opioid abuse and why?

• What state programs have not been effective in combatting opioid abuse and why?

• Are state health programs combatting opioid abuse adequately coordinated with federal and other state government agencies?

67 NASADAD 2014 update, note 38, slide 45.
68 Statement of Mark G. Stringer, Director of Division of Behavioral Health, Missouri Department of Mental Health, available at http://dhss.missouri.gov/admissions/medicationassistedtreatment.html.
69 Id.
70 Id.
71 Id.
73 Id.
74 Id.
75 Id.
76 Id. at 10.
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- Are state agencies collecting and evaluating the best data to determine the effectiveness of medication-assisted treatment programs?

- How can state and federal policies better support efforts to develop new and promising treatments for opioid addiction?

- What are the best practices for treating opioid addiction, and how can state and federal policies better incentivize these practices?

In addition, the following policy ideas or areas were mentioned at the April 23, 2015 Subcommittee hearing and could be raised for further exploration with the witnesses:

1. Changes to 42 CFR privacy regulations may be needed to update standards for integrating physical and behavioral medicine.

2. Addiction-treatment physicians should have all available tools “in their quiver” of treatment options, including the array of FDA-approved medications to treat opioid dependency.

3. Patients and sponsoring family members must be given more information regarding the probability of success for various treatment approaches. This will allow them to seek informed choices on which treatment approaches to consider.

4. Improve communication between pharmacies and physicians.

5. Define recovery – not in terms of today, but longer term – 5 years – so we see addiction as a chronic disease and see treatments as meeting chronic care.

6. Ensure physicians treating patients with pain have sufficient information and resources.

7. Make sure insurance parity is being enforced and that insurance companies are not arbitrarily discontinuing coverage for treatment at a certain time.

8. Increase the number of providers who are trained and experienced for mental illness, serious mental illness, and addiction.

9. Increase the number of in-patient beds for detoxification and in-depth treatment that meets the needs of patients.

10. Increase the number of physicians that can prescribe MAT in regions of the country where opioid abuse/dependency is high and where medical services are sparse.
11. MAT alone or psychotherapy alone are rarely sufficient; make sure patient needs are met with all available treatment.

12. Ensuring drug courts allow treatment with MAT.

13. Combining the funding for mental health and substance abuse for dual diagnosis

14. Stop state Medicaid plan reimbursement policies from incentivizing the prescribing of methadone as first-line therapy for pain.

15. Making naloxone (narcan) available over-the-counter.

STAFF CONTACTS

If you have any questions regarding this hearing, please contact Alan Slobodin, Sam Spector, or Brittany Havens of the Committee staff at (202) 225-2927.

APPENDIX – SAMPLE OF STATE RESOURCES

California: [Link](http://www.scpb.org/news/2015/03/20/50478/county-and-private-hospital-er-s-join-forces-to-co/)


Illinois: [Link](https://www.dsos.org/opioidplan/)


  - Montgomery County: http://www.montco.org/overdosereport


Minnesota: http://www.mnmmed.org/About-the-MMA/MMA-Committees-amp-Task-Forces/Prescription-Opioid-Task-Force

Missouri: Not Even Once (Adolescent Anti-Heroin Campaign), http://not-even-once.com/

Strategic Plan for Prevention, http://dmh.mo.gov/docs/ada/Progs/Prevention/StrategicPlanforPrevention2010.pdf


Ohio: http://www.healthy.ohio.gov/vipp/drug/~media/1F1DD52D1CA24ADB98551AD588114EC.ashx
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Oklahoma: Take As Prescribed project website, TakeAsPrescribed.org

Oregon: http://www.researchgate.net/profile/Dennis_McCarty/publication/264426169_Oreagons_Strategy_to_Confront_Prescription_Opioid_Misuse_A_Case_Study/links/53e8f14c0e5f28342f3e5d0e.pdf


Texas: Behavioral Health Strategic Plan, http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/mhfa/sap-strategic-plan/


Virginia: https://governor.virginia.gov/newsroom/newsarticle?articleId=6596

Washington: http://washingtonacep.org/Postings/opiodidabuseguidelinesfinal.pdf

May 21, 2015

The Honorable Tim Murphy
Chairman
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
House Energy and Commerce Committee
2125 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable Diana DeGette
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
House Energy and Commerce Committee
2125 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Murphy and Ranking Member DeGette:

I am contacting you to thank you for conducting the series of hearings on the epidemic of prescription drug and heroin addiction the country is facing. I know you have heard in prior hearings from public health professionals, local community leaders and, today, from the states about steps being taken to stem the tide of the CDC-declared and much under reported epidemic exploding in our country. Through this letter, I am adding my voice as a citizen and impacted family member to these deliberations. It is my sincere hope that this letter will become part of the subcommittee’s report on this serious public health crisis.

My name is Don Flattery and I live in the Mt. Vernon area of Fairfax County, Virginia. I am a recently retired federal manager, I am a member of the Virginia Governor’s Task Force on Prescription Drug and Heroin Abuse, and I am an active participant in the development of a strategic plan for community action on opioid and heroin use in Fairfax County. But I am not writing today in any of those roles. I am addressing the subcommittee in this letter solely as a grieving parent, someone who has lost his 26 year old and only son to an opioid overdose less than nine months ago.

It is critically important to me and to my wife that we do our part to ensure that discussions about this scourge are personalized. You have already heard the appalling statistics about the explosion of opioid prescriptions, addiction rates and overdose deaths. I am intimately familiar with them and will not repeat them here. But those discussions are often too clinical. As you, federal officials, state officials and public health practitioners deliberate and consider solutions, it is far too easy to become detached. As you proceed, I implore you to recall the personal impacts – we are not just speaking about shocking, obtuse statistics – we are speaking about my son, your daughter and our neighbors. They are real people, with real lives, suffering from a disease and their losses are the face of the epidemic we must stop.
PERSONAL IMPACT

Allow me to share my son’s story. On the Friday of last Labor Day weekend, my family suffered the loss of our son Kevin to an opioid drug overdose. He had been battling and was being treated for issues related to panic attacks, stress, depression and starting in 2013, after self medicating with the opioid prescription drug Oxycontin, was being treated for dependence and then addiction. He had returned home to Northern Virginia in the fall of 2013 to his family, seeking treatment and our support.

He was working hard, with our help, to beat what I consider to be not a crime, not a moral failing, but a serious illness – a disease this subcommittee has been informed affects brain chemistry and nerve function. We hoped and believed he was on a good path. Like many struggling with opioid addiction, he tried a variety of treatment options including in-patient, intensive out-patient, medically assisted therapy and abstinence only step programs. Days before he was to start a program that we felt had great promise for success, the medically assisted treatment drug, Vivitrol, he used again, and did not recover.

My son attended parochial schools, was an altar server in our church, played golf at a local country club, participated in youth sports including travel ice hockey and later varsity high school ice hockey. He was a good student and was a 2006 graduate of a local all-male Jesuit prep school in Washington, DC. He was also a 2010 graduate of the University of Virginia were he enjoyed student and fraternity life.

He was intelligent, creative and expressive and made films/videos in the UVa film community. He had talent and was chosen by his university as their student representative to the Toronto International Film festival and after graduation, worked in LA and NY in film and video production.

He came from a loving two-parent home and led the quintessential middle class life, enjoying all of life’s and God’s blessings. He did not surrender his adolescence, abandon friends, personal interests or turn his back on his school work. He was pursuing his career passion as a working adult when he developed his addiction. Kevin had a lot to live for.

The short bio description I just gave you is an example of how the scourge of the opioid addiction epidemic before us today has no stereotypical victim. It is affecting people of all walks of life, all income levels and all backgrounds. This epidemic and my son’s addiction do not respect income, social status or intelligence. That’s what epidemics do.

SOLUTIONS

Since my son’s death, I have retired from federal service to dedicate myself to advocacy for those suffering from addiction and for those who have lost loved ones to this avoidable and treatable disease. In the nine months since his passing, I have learned a great deal about the disease of addiction, this current epidemic, its underlying causes and painfully for me and my wife, some evidence-based treatment opportunities that offer hope, but now, only for others.

From the perspective of an impacted parent, as a citizen and as an advocate, I would like to share my view of what is needed to stem the tide of the epidemic before us. I attended your May 1st hearing at which the co-chair, with notable exasperation, challenged the seven federal
agency witnesses to identify the single thing they would recommend to solve this problem. While most strategies I hear discussed focus on preventing addiction from taking place, keeping the afflicted alive and expanding access to the most effective treatment possible, I will start by offering my singular focus -- my answer to the co-chair's fundamental question.

**We must ensure more cautious prescribing of opioid drugs in this country.** You have seen the statistics regarding the absolute exponential explosion of prescriptions and the coincident fourfold increase in overdose deaths in the last two decades. The nexus between the two is immutable. Until we can “bend the curve” of the number of prescribed opioid pain relievers, we will continue to swim in place and all the federal, state and community resources we can bring to bear for education, prevention, and treatment will be for naught.

This subcommittee can and should hold the Food and Drug Administration accountable for their role in the change in the culture of opioid prescribing in the US. In the face of what the Centers for Disease Control have declared as the most significant prescription drug and heroin epidemic the nation has ever experienced, the FDA continues to inexplicably approve new, more potent opioid drugs, at unnecessarily high dosage rates, and in less than transparent manner.

There are two dozen opioid drugs on the market and I understand there are four more in process of approval. Despite protestations from some advocacy groups that there are over 100 million (or nearly one out of every three) Americans suffering from chronic long-term pain that require the use of opioid pain relievers, an examination of the treatment of pain in many western European nations will yield a number of effective alternatives to OPRs. Moreover, several leading medical experts believe that continued use of OPRs for the treatment of chronic pain actually worsen the underlying pain conditions. We must ask ourselves, how many opioid drugs do Americans need. You have heard the statistic that the US with 5% of the world’s population consumes over 80% of all prescribed opioids. If this does not change, the high rates of opioid and heroin overdose deaths will become a uniquely American problem. In reality, it already has.

I implore the oversight subcommittee to challenge a number of policy and process changes implemented by the FDA in recent years that have significantly contributed to the 259 million opioid prescriptions written in the country last year that are driving addiction caused by both non-medical use and medically prescribed overdose.

Some of the processes that should be re-examined include “enriched enrollment” which allows expedited safety reviews of proposed new opioid drugs by excluding patients from clinical trials who might have low tolerance. This practice clearly underestimates risk of use. Such a process was used for the reintroduction of the highly addictive and still abused (via injection) opioid, Opana, which has now been implicated in the explosion of HIV and Hepatitis C infections in the midwest. The enriched enrollment process has been used to approve every new opioid since 2006 and it must stop.

A second questionable practice of the FDA is the abuse of the review process conducted by their own drug advisory panels. Without re-litigating the questionable Zohydro approval process, the complete dismissal of advisory panel recommendations, particularly those with overwhelming positions must be corrected.
I believe the pressure on the FDA to expedite requests for new drug approval is overriding more compelling public safety interests. If any drugs deserve more thorough and considered review, it is a newly proposed Schedule II opioid narcotic and the process should take as long as necessary to ensure risks are fully examined before approval. Expedited review processes should not apply given the number of such drugs already available in the marketplace. Moreover, the FDA is ignoring their own review policy on when to convene an advisory panel, resulting in decisions without expert review. This is a practice ripe for the subcommittee to review.

Finally, the composition of advisory panels, with some permanent members and some industry-associated temporary members, must be reexamined. The role of advisory panels should be transparent and have no element of potential conflict of interest.

As citizens, we rely on the FDA as our last line of defense for assessing products before widespread availability in the marketplace. Public health considerations are undermined by the FDA's current practices. As a follow up to your May 1st hearing on the federal response to this crisis, please ask the FDA to justify, in writing, the policies and practices I have delineated.

I would also like to bring to the attention of the subcommittee my strongly held conviction about the use of medically assisted treatment borne out of my son's treatment experience. My son was confronted at some AA and NA meetings (he attended many different meetings given the wide variety of meetings, people and discussions) where he faced judgment and pressure about his use of buprenorphine. He was made to feel that he was not in recovery, not serious about his sobriety and substituting one addiction for another - all utterly false but damaging to him nonetheless. Under no circumstances should anyone with an already impaired sense of self esteem be faced with such judgment and stigma when they are trying to find a supportive environment.

Further, when my son applied to attend a well known abstinence-only residential treatment facility, he was told he would have to taper off his buprenorphine (done in one week's time). He was conflicted - we were conflicted - we didn't know better. While there, he was faced with a step program focus including lectures about discipline, self control and appealing to a higher power to cure his disease. Few, if any, other diseases are treated in this way.

Sixty-four days after leaving the abstinence-only residential facility and being "released to the wild" without his MAT support, my son succumbed to an overdose. It is a well documented fact among those practicing addiction medicine that the afflicted detoxed or removed from their MAT support are at their highest risk for a fatal overdose even with a dose that previously would barely make them high. When working with local parents seeking information from me about treatment, I strongly encourage them to avoid such abstinence-only facilities. By ignoring today's emerging consensus, abstinence-only adherents are unnecessarily contributing to the rate of opiate overdose deaths. This must change.

Earlier this year, an extensive expose by Jason Cherkis entitled "Dying to Be Free" published in the Huffington Post documented the significant damage caused by the imposition of a one-size-fits-all abstinence-only approach, useful in the past for treating alcohol addiction but with horrific success rates in addressing opioid addiction. Within weeks of the release of this article, ONDCP director Michael Botticelli changed federal policy to deny Drug Free
Community grants to states whose drug courts shamefully force their participants to taper of MAT medications. That is a powerful statement of support coming from our federal government and much welcome.

The American Society of Addiction Medicine, the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, ONDCP and SAMHSA all have embraced the use of MAT tied to individual therapeutic assessment and individual and group support mechanisms as the most effective form of treatment for opioid addiction. It is time for the standard of care for treatment of opioid addiction to be changed to reflect this consensus. This issue, with lives in the balance, is worthy of further subcommittee investigation. As a minimum, I hope the subcommittee fully endorses MAT treatment when its hearings are completed and findings produced.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee thank you again for addressing this vastly under-addressed public health crisis. While many solutions must and will be addressed at the community and state levels, this subcommittee can ensure federal entities do their part to appropriately protect our loved ones and the public health. We deserve no less.

Sincerely,

Don Flattery
June 10, 2015

Dr. Jerome M. Adams
Health Commissioner
Indiana State Department of Health
2 North Meridian Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Dear Dr. Adams:

Thank you for appearing before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations on Thursday, May 21, 2015, to testify at the hearing entitled “What are the State Governments Doing to Combat the Opioid Abuse Epidemic?”

Pursuant to the Rules of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, the hearing record remains open for ten business days to permit Members to submit additional questions for the record, which are attached. The format of your responses to these questions should be as follows: (1) the name of the Member whose question you are addressing, (2) the complete text of the question you are addressing in bold, and (3) your answer to that question in plain text.

Also attached are Member requests made during the hearing. The format of your responses to these requests should follow the same format as your responses to the additional questions for the record.

To facilitate the printing of the hearing record, please respond to these questions and requests with a transmittal letter by the close of business on Wednesday, June 24, 2015. Your responses should be mailed to Brittany Havens, Legislative Clerk, Committee on Energy and Commerce, 2123 Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515 and e-mailed in Word format to brittany.havens@mail.house.gov.

Thank you again for your time and effort preparing and delivering testimony before the Subcommittee.

Sincerely,

Tim Murphy
Chairman
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

cc: The Honorable Diana DeGette, Ranking Member, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
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“What are the State Governments Doing to Combat the Opioid Abuse Epidemic?”
May 21, 2015

The Honorable Michael C. Burgess

QUESTION 1: Complaints regarding PDMPs suggest that these systems are not real
time, not widely used, and are time consuming and burdensome. In 2005, Congress
enacted NASPER, with strong support from health care providers and broad,
bipartisan support. However, the program has not been funded since 2010 and faced
similar lack of funding prior to 2010. NASPER would provide assistance to allow
PDMPs to meet consistent national criteria and allow for interoperability between
state PDMPs. This is a question that I had previously asked of the CDC, due to their
state monitoring efforts. However, I would like to hear the state perspective. Do you
think that national criteria and standardized content would be beneficial in fostering a
more attractive state-based PDMP network for providers?

Interstate sharing of PDMP data is critical, and states should work together to ensure
efficient and effective data standards. These standards will help keep patients safe by
giving their care providers the information needed to make medically appropriate
prescribing decisions.

In addition, most states have upgraded their data submission format to ASAP 4.2, but
some states still use an older format. The newest submission format allows for more
data to be collected, so states that use an older format do not have access to all
available patient data. Also, shared data is especially important to prescribers near
state borders. Patients should know that all care providers are aware of their medical
history, in order to deter abuse.

QUESTION 2: Interoperable PDMPs would do much to decrease incidence of doctor
shopping. What has been your experience with interstate accessibility of PDMPs? Are
the current interstate data-sharing exchanges, such as the Prescription Monitoring
Program Interconnect effective?

Indiana’s PDMP, INSPECT, was the first PDMP to connect with bordering states, and it
currently connects with 20 other states. The National Association of Boards of
Pharmacy’s PMInterconnect hub (PMPi hub) is being utilized by almost every state that
is engaged in sharing data. The PMPi hub has made use of PDMP data more accessible
and more effective.
In the states utilizing the hub, it has greatly improved practitioner access to a complete and accurate controlled substance medication history on patients that travel, have moved, or who purposefully fill prescriptions in another state to avoid detection by their own state’s PDMP.

One of the last hurdles is that PMPi hub data is not accessible to law enforcement, which should be able to use the data in fraud and drug diversion cases.

**QUESTION 3:** It is my understanding that obstacles to managing the opioid abuse epidemic vary widely from state to state, ranging from stigma associated with medication assisted treatments to lack of adequate data, which is sometimes associated with the need for interoperable PDMPs. Could each of you discuss what you recognize as being the biggest obstacle towards controlling the opioid epidemic in your state? Do you think that the federal response to the opioid epidemic has been sufficient?

The biggest obstacle to controlling the opioid epidemic is legal access to opioids.

Overprescribing by providers occurs for the following reasons, among others:

1. **Training.** Inadequate training about evidence-based management of pain and appropriate opioid prescribing.
2. **Co-Pays.** Prescription co-pays prompt providers to prescribe “more than enough medication” for acute pain when a much shorter duration of treatment is effective for the vast majority of patients. For example, after an oral surgery, a provider may prescribe 30 tablets, when four is likely enough.
3. “Fifth Vital Sign.” Providers are required to assess subjective pain as an objective vital sign and treat accordingly. For hospital-employed physicians, patient satisfaction scores are often tied to physician remuneration.
4. **Time.** Primary care providers have limited time available to adequately assess and manage pain and mental health status of patients. These patients are complicated and often require more lengthy visits.
5. **Failure to check the PDMP.** Providers should always check the PDMP before prescribing.
6. **Patient Education.** Patients expect physicians to completely relieve them of chronic pain, and complete elimination of pain is an unreasonable expectation. Effective treatment for the majority of chronic pain includes attention to the whole person.
The Honorable Tim Murphy

QUESTION 1: During the hearing you discussed the emergence of pain as the fifth vital sign as well as the impact of patient satisfaction surveys on the prescribing patterns in our country. Could you elaborate further on how this has contributed to the opioid abuse epidemic?

First, we should define vital signs. Vital signs (like blood pressure and pulse) are objective measures of physiologic processes necessary for life. Pain is a subjective measure, and it cannot always be eliminated.

Next, there is historical context. Beginning in 2001, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations required hospitals to ask patients about their “pain level”, but there is no evidence to support a known benefit to this practice. Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAPS) survey questions have significant influence on payment to hospitals and providers.

If a patient rates their care as substandard, because the patient was not given the type or amount of opioid the patient requested, the provider and the hospital could see negative financial consequences. Because of the link between pain management, patient satisfaction, and reimbursement practices, an incentive exists for providers to make the patient happy, not necessarily to provide the best care.

QUESTION 2: What are the pros and cons of giving someone Naloxone? What type of educational component should be directly linked to the expansion of this overdose reversal drug?

Naloxone is a non-addictive, non-opioid antidote to opioid overdose, and it gives individuals a potential second chance at life. It is safe to use, with no effect on individuals who have not used opioids. Individuals surviving an overdose are often more receptive to substance abuse treatment options.

If someone is experiencing an overdose, there is no downside to administering naloxone.

When prescribed or distributed, providers should educate on the following: calling 911 immediately, staying with the overdose victim until help arrives, and administering a second dose of naloxone if the victim relapses before help arrives.
The Honorable David McKinley

QUESTION 1: You spoke in great detail about the measures you have taken in Indiana to combat this epidemic. Please share any ideas that you have that we would be able to apply to West Virginia and across the country.

I would suggest three best practices from Indiana.

1. We believe it is critical to encourage collaboration on this issue. The Prescription Drug Abuse Prevention Task Force was established in 2012 by the Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH) and the Office of the Attorney General. The Task Force is made up of state agencies, local partners, coalitions, law enforcement, healthcare providers, and others. The mission is to prevent opioid overprescribing, misuse, overdose, and death, enhance access to addiction treatment, and define the burden of opioid use.

2. The Indiana Medical Licensing Board adopted rules for the prescribing of opioids for chronic pain, and the Task Force published a complementary prescriber toolkit.

3. Indiana’s “pill mill” law regulates the facility owner by requiring the owner have a controlled substance registration (CSR). This allows law enforcement to quickly intervene in the case of a bad actor by suspending or revoking the registration, thereby shutting down the facility and preventing the owner from practicing.

QUESTION 2: The rate of deaths from drug overdose in America is anywhere from seven to ten times higher than it is in Europe. What are they doing right and what are we doing wrong that there is such a drastic difference in our overdose death rates?

I do not have expertise in the European healthcare system, so I would defer to other providers for a complete answer to this question.
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Massachusetts Department of Public Health
250 Washington Street, 6th Floor
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Dear Dr. Bharel:
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Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
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Committee on Energy and Commerce,
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Attachment 1 – Additional Questions for the Record

The Honorable Michael C. Burgess

Q: Complaints regarding PDMPs suggest that these systems are not real time, not widely used, and are time consuming and burdensome. In 2005, Congress enacted NASPER, with strong support from health care providers and broad, bipartisan support. However, the program has not been funded since 2010 and faced similar lack of funding prior to 2010. NASPER would provide assistance to allow PDMPs to meet consistent national criteria and allow for interoperability between state PDMPs. This is a question that I had previously asked of the CDC, due to their state monitoring efforts. However, I would like to hear the state perspective. Do you think that national criteria and standardized content would be beneficial in fostering a more attractive state-based PDMP network for providers?

A: PDMPs represent an important safety mechanism that we must all take full advantage of and invest in. In 2009, Massachusetts expanded pharmacy reporting requirements and went “live” with the Massachusetts Online Prescription Drug Monitoring Program or “PMP.” Four years later, Massachusetts conducted significant system upgrades, and began providing for automatic enrollment and local law enforcement training. In 2014, Massachusetts expanded mandated usage to all mid-level prescribers, including advanced practice nurses and physician assistants. I am proud that Massachusetts has made important progress with implementation of the state’s PMP.

However, we still have critical work to do to improve the usability and overall effectiveness of this tool. For example, it should not take 11 “clicks” – as it does in Massachusetts – to use this system. To your point, a fully functioning PMP must facilitate, not inhibit good clinical practice. In Massachusetts, I am working directly with the prescriber community to find ways to better streamline the functionality of the PMP and incorporation into the clinical workflow in order to ensure increased utilization by prescribers. To this end, we in the Baker Administration are advocating for 24-hour pharmacy reporting requirements (now 7-days in Massachusetts), representing just one of several important changes that we believe will make critical improvements to functionality and effectiveness of this clinical tool.
With regard to national standards, while there are national reporting standards for PDMPs published by the American Society for Automation in Pharmacy, the quality of data received from pharmacies could be improved with guidelines for standardized reporting. Additionally, creating some appropriate level of federal standardization may assist state PDMPs in furthering interstate data sharing as different statutes, technologies, and funding streams from state to state make data compatibility difficult. However, federal standardization efforts should be approached with a careful eye towards encouraging state innovation, while also increasing abilities and incentivizing implementation towards greater interstate interoperability.

Finally, Massachusetts and the federal government must look to incentivize and create improved environments for critical linkages and integration of PMPs within electronic health records or “EHRs.”

**Q:** Interoperable PDMPs would do much to decrease incidence of doctor shopping. What has been your experience with the interstate accessibility of PDMPs? Are the current interstate data-sharing exchanges, such as the Prescription Monitoring Program Interconnect effective?

**A:** While interstate data exchange will soon be one of the primary technical enhancements for states to advance, Massachusetts is still working towards the ability to share data with states.

The goal of interstate data sharing is to allow prescribers and other healthcare providers greater access to patient record/data to be able to make an informed educated clinical decision on patient diagnosis and treatment. However, interstate data sharing capabilities have a long way to go before they will be truly useful to end users, the biggest concern being that it will be difficult to retain good, unique identifiers. Additionally, it is unclear whether the current systems across the country are robust enough to meet their intended objectives.

To this end, there are three (3) PMP Interstate Hubs that allow PMP data sharing between states: RxCheck, PMPInterconnect or “PMPI”, and RxSentry Hub. Massachusetts is currently on the RxCheck hub developed by the Bureau of Justice Assistance. This hub is currently maintained by the Integrated Justice Information Systems Institute (IJIS) on behalf of the RxCheck member states which governs the RxCheck Hub. Of those participating states, four (4) states are actively sharing data (OK, AL, ME, KY) through the Hub.

As you have stressed, interoperability between states will be a key component to improved functionality of PDMP systems nationally.
Q: It is my understanding that obstacles to managing the opioid epidemic vary widely from state to state, ranging from stigma associated with medication assisted treatments to lack of adequate data, which is sometimes associated with the need for interoperable PDMPs. Could each of you discuss what you recognize as being the biggest obstacle towards controlling the opioid epidemic in your state? Do you think that the deferral response to the opioid epidemic has been sufficient?

A: Across the Commonwealth, there are challenges in several areas that can present very real roadblocks – both in policy and availability of services – and that hinder access to timely and effective care: insurance coverage, particularly for downstream services, post-detox care (both residential and outpatient medication treatment services); statewide bed capacity, the types of beds available, and how to access them; services for mothers and fathers in recovery; the double digit increase in the costs of pharmaceuticals including Naloxone and other drugs; insufficient resources for child care, stable housing, and employment training; access to timely treatment information; early intervention services within our schools; education of our parents and community leaders of available resources and the early signs of addiction; and perhaps most prominently – stigma.

Addressing the opioid crisis requires taking action across the spectrum of touch points: prevention, intervention, treatment, and recovery supports. Each of these points is accompanied by unique obstacles – that as a state and a nation – we must develop solutions and strategies to overcome.

1. Prevention and Intervention:

Prevention work should include informational campaigns to increase public awareness of the dangers of opioid use. Existing coalitions such as Massachusetts’ statewide regional Opioid Addictions Prevention Coalitions and Learn to Cope peer networks can be crucial resources.

In 2009, Massachusetts led the way, authorizing its first recovery high school. With the leadership of the Baker Administration, Massachusetts is poised to open its fifth recovery high school in Worcester, MA. While these efforts are critical to the state’s recovery system, the question facing Massachusetts is how and when do we reach our children within the education system. Data clearly shows that early use of drugs increases a youth’s chances of developing addiction. In addition, National Institute of Health data demonstrates that children as young as ten years old are having their first experiences with alcohol and drugs.

Investing in the prevention of youth’s first use is critical to reducing opioid overdose deaths and rates of addiction. To this end, the Baker Administration is prioritizing support to our schools in order to implement substance use prevention curricula. While school districts should have the autonomy to choose the evidence-based curricula and grade levels most appropriate for their communities, these programs must be proven to reduce nonmedical opioid use. Finally, we must look at developing and targeting educational materials for school personnel, including our athletic coaching staff, and
parents about closely monitoring opioid use, as well as, signs and symptoms of drug and alcohol use.

Interventions should include expanding naloxone (or “Narcan”) availability to first responders, bystanders, and other community members. In Massachusetts, we are proud of the progress that has been made in the past several years to increase access to naloxone rescue kits. The cities of Quincy and Gloucester represent some of the first communities in the nation to arm our first-responders with this powerful overdose reversal agent. Since the start of these and other naloxone programs in 2009, our efforts have resulted in over 5,000 reported overdose reversals.

Beyond saving lives, this measure is starting to change attitudes. Police no longer see arresting as their only solution to this epidemic. Now, with each reversal, they see another opportunity to engage a person who is battling addiction – a disease.

We as a nation should support steps to increase access to, and lower the cost of, naloxone. Just as we would prescribe epinephrine for emergency response, we must identify, educate, and prescribe naloxone rescue kits to at-risk patients, and while doing so, we need to ensure we are employing strategies to reduce and contain cost.

We must employ careful prescribing practices for acute pain, especially for young people. According to SAMHSA, in 2011-2012 less than 5% of pain relievers used for nonmedical use were self-reported as coming from a drug dealer or online purchase. 21% were prescribed by one doctor, and more than 63% reported obtaining the pain relievers either free or through purchase from a friend or relative.1 This means an overwhelming percentage of pain relievers come into the system of abuse from a legal prescription. Clinicians must shift their expectations and practices so that opioids are not the first line of defense against pain and are only introduced after other alternatives have been considered. In order to do this, alternate therapies must be available and covered by insurance. Public expectations must also shift away from a “quick fix” for pain, and we will need to improve our educational outreach about the expectations around pain and the role of the doctor’s office.

Simply put, prescribers need more education. To underscore this need, just this month, the Harvard School of Public Health released a poll that showed only 36% of Massachusetts adults prescribed pain killers reported being warned of the associated risks by their prescriber.2 This education starts in the classroom. We in the Baker Administration will be looking to mandate pain management, safe prescribing training, and addiction training for all prescribers as a condition of licensure (physician assistants, nurses, physicians, dentists, oral surgeons, and veterinarians), while partnering with the medical and provider community to improve and increase educational offerings for prescribers and patients to promote safe prescribing.

1 SAMHSA. Center for Behavioral Health Statistics and Quality. National Survey on Drug Use and Health, 2011-2012
2 http://www.bsh.harvard.edu/news/group-features/pain-manage
To support this improved and expanded training, we need to be sure to arm our clinicians with tools. In Massachusetts, we have made progress with implementation of the needed improvements to the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program or “PMP.” We must all take advantage of this safety mechanism. However, it shouldn’t take 11 “clicks” — as it does in Massachusetts — to use this system; it must facilitate, not inhibit good clinical practice. To that end, I am working directly with the prescriber community to find ways to better streamline the end user experience to ensure increased utilization by prescribers. And in 2014, our state legislature mandated that all prescribers, including non-physician prescribers, must use the PMP.

2. Treatment:

Treatment should be tailored to an individual’s needs, and should include a wide array of options including inpatient and outpatient treatment, as well as equitable access and patient choice around medication assisted treatments – buprenorphine (i.e. Suboxone), naltrexone (i.e. Vivitrol), and medical methadone.

We must take greater advantage of the evidence-based treatments that we have at our disposal for opioid addiction. Access to all forms of Medication Assisted Treatment needs to improve by integrating these treatments into our practices, and making referrals as needed. Much like we treat diabetes and other chronic conditions, payment should ensure that treatment is tailored to the needs of the individual patient, and that it includes the full continuum of necessary wrap-around services.

3. Recovery

One of the greatest challenges facing our ability to address this epidemic is that, traditionally, it has been treated separately and differently from how we address other illnesses, too often, as a personal problem to be hidden away behind closed doors. Recovering from addiction requires a coordinated, community-wide range of support programs, resources, and tools.

To ensure that this support system is in place, to date, DPH has:

- Provided additional funding to increase the number of Recovery Support Centers statewide and to expand the hours during which these centers are open. Recovery Support Centers play a key role in providing community-based support to those in recovery from opioid addiction.

- Increased funding to peer-to-peer and parent-to-parent outreach efforts like Learn to Cope and the Massachusetts Organization for Addiction Recovery to support education, resources, peer support, and hope for parents and family members of people addicted to opioids and other drugs.
• Awarded funding for new Recovery High Schools, bringing the total number across the state to five. These high schools provide supportive environments to assist young people maintain their recovery while earning their high school diplomas.

4. Data

It has become clear that Massachusetts’ ability to address the underlying health issues and social determinants that are driving this epidemic – trauma and undiagnosed behavioral health conditions chief among them – is dependent on the state’s ability to successfully leverage data and measure results.

The Commonwealth is committed to making data – from overdose deaths to Prescription Drug Monitoring data – more available, more frequently, more timely. Over time, this data will better allow us to effectively ‘hotspot’ by targeting key populations in order to better understand the impacts of our collective efforts.

Utilization of data to combat our many public health challenges, including the opioid epidemic, has a long way to go – across all states – before we can truly say we are fully leveraging data across program silos. For example, currently at DPH, we have more than 300 different internal data sources that have been developed by individual programs using a variety of different formats for a variety of different purposes. They are managed by different staff, reside on different servers, and don’t talk to each other.

This is not unique to Massachusetts. Across the country, public health needs to double down on data, and on interoperable, secure IT solutions. I look forward to exploring ways we can better achieve that level of success by harnessing new technologies – such as data warehousing – to create better linkages between siloed data sets. Doing so will allow us to better “hotspot” for highest areas of need for public health interventions; and most importantly, to measure whether our strategies and efforts are actually making the difference our missions commit us to.
Attachment 2 – Member Requests for the Record

During the hearing, Members asked you to provide additional information for the record, and you indicated that you would provide that information. For your convenience, descriptions of the requested information are provided below.

The Honorable David McKinley

Q: You spoke in great detail about the measures you have taken in Massachusetts to combat this epidemic. Please share any ideas that you have that we would be able to apply to West Virginia and across the country.

A: As a frontline physician and as the former Chief Medical Officer at Boston Health Care for the Homeless Program – the largest of its kind in the nation – I have seen first-hand what this disease can do to our communities here in Massachusetts and across the country. We are watching our friends and family members die on our streets, driven by a lethal cocktail of trauma and underlying behavioral health conditions. This is a reality I am sure you too have witnessed in all too real of terms at home in your district as well.

This epidemic will be far from easy to tackle, but we will fail if we do not fully involve partners from all sectors – law enforcement, public health, healthcare institutions, families, schools, and you, our elected leaders.

To this end, I would encourage public awareness campaigns to increase knowledge about the dangers of opioid use and to break down the barriers built by stigma. Addiction is a chronic disease, and one that does not discriminate. All of us know a family, loved one, friend, or colleague who is suffering from this chronic disease.

Treatment capacity is an issue that is facing every state in the nation. Treatment should include a wide array of options depending on the individual’s needs including inpatient and outpatient treatment, as well as equitable access and patient choice around medication assisted treatments – buprenorphine (i.e. Suboxone), naltrexone (i.e. Vivitrol), and medical methadone. We need to improve access to all forms of Medication Assisted Treatment by better integrating these treatments into our practices, and looking at the way we pay for these medications to ensure true patient choice.

Finally, existing coalitions such as the Commonwealth’s many regional Opioid Abuse Prevention Collaboratives – as well as our District Attorneys, mayors, and health care systems that have developed task forces and localized capacity – offer important examples of frontline organizations which offer crucial resources and policy development at the community level. These collaboratives largely rely on federal funding from SAMHSA and maintaining these local, community-level organizations will be key to every state’s ability to address this epidemic head on.
The Honorable Larry Bucshon

Q: What are the pros and cons of giving someone Naloxone? What type of educational component should be directly linked to the expansion of this overdose reversal drug?

A: Opioid overdoses have increased significantly in Massachusetts over the past ten years. Opioids include heroin and prescription drugs such as oxycodone (oxycontin), fentanyl, hydrocodone, and codeine. In response to this growing problem, Massachusetts has implemented a number of approaches to reduce the number of overdoses.

Interventions should include expanding naloxone (or “Narcan”) availability to first responders, bystanders, and other community members. In Massachusetts, we are proud of the progress that has been made to increase access to naloxone rescue kits in the past several years. The cities of Quincy and Gloucester represent some of the first communities in the nation to arm our first-responders with this powerful overdose reversal agent. Our efforts have resulted in over 5,000 reported overdose reversals.

Naloxone is an opioid antagonist that blocks the effects of opioids such as heroin, oxycodone, hydrocodone, fentanyl, and codeine. In response to the increasing number of opioid-related fatal overdoses in Massachusetts in the past decade, the Department of Public Health is sponsoring a pilot program that is distributing intra-nasal naloxone, along with opioid overdose prevention education, to opioid users and to trusted people in their lives such as family, friends, and staff of human services programs.

Emergency responders including paramedics and emergency room physicians have been using naloxone since the 1970’s to revive people who are experiencing an opioid overdose. While naloxone is an important emergency lifesaving tool, it is important to remember that it is a temporary measure. The use of naloxone must be coupled with other interventions including medical evaluation, medication assisted treatment, counseling and other supports.

Beyond saving lives, this measure has changed attitudes. Police no longer see arresting their way out of this epidemic as a solution. Now, with each reversal, they see another opportunity to engage a person who is battling addiction – a disease.

We as a nation should support steps to increase access to, and lower the cost of, naloxone. Just as we would prescribe epinephrine for emergency response, we must identify, educate, and prescribe naloxone rescue kits to at-risk patients, and while doing so, we need to ensure we are employing strategies to reduce and contain cost.
Dr. Larry Wolk  
Executive Director and Chief Medical Officer  
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment  
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South  
Denver, CO 80246-1530

June 10, 2015

Dear Dr. Wolk:

Thank you for appearing before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations on Thursday, May 21, 2015, to testify at the hearing entitled “What are the State Governments Doing to Combat the Opioid Abuse Epidemic?”

Pursuant to the Rules of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, the hearing record remains open for ten business days to permit Members to submit additional questions for the record, which are attached. The format of your responses to these questions should be as follows: (1) the name of the Member whose question you are addressing, (2) the complete text of the question you are addressing in bold, and (3) your answer to that question in plain text.

Also attached are Member requests made during the hearing. The format of your responses to these requests should follow the same format as your responses to the additional questions for the record.

To facilitate the printing of the hearing record, please respond to these questions and requests with a transmittal letter by the close of business on Wednesday, June 24, 2015. Your responses should be mailed to Brittany Havens, Legislative Clerk, Committee on Energy and Commerce, 2125 Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515 and e-mailed in Word format to brittany.havens@mail.house.gov.

Thank you again for your time and effort preparing and delivering testimony before the Subcommittee.

Sincerely,

Tim Murphy  
Chairman  
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

cc: The Honorable Diana DeGette, Ranking Member, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

Attachments
Responses Submitted to the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, in follow-up to the Thursday, May 21 2015 hearing entitled “What are the State Governments Doing to Combat the Opioid Abuse Epidemic?”

The Honorable Tim Murphy, Chairman
The Honorable Diana DeGette, Ranking Member
2322 Rayburn House Office Building

Wednesday, June 24, 2015

Submitted by Dr. Larry Wolk:
Executive Director and Chief Medical Officer,
Department of Public Health and Environment, Colorado

The Honorable Michael C. Burgess

1. Complaints regarding PDMPs suggest that these systems are not real time, not widely used, are time consuming and burdensome. In 2005, Congress enacted NASPER, with strong support from health care providers and broad, bipartisan support. However, the program has not been funded since 2010 and faced similar lack of funding prior to 2010. NASPER would provide assistance to allow PDMPs to meet consistent national criteria and allow for interoperability between state PDMPs. This is a question that I had previously asked of the CDC, due to their state monitoring efforts. However, I would like to hear the state perspective. Do you think that national criteria and standardized content would be beneficial in fostering a more attractive state-based PDMP network for providers?

Colorado House Bill 14-1283- Modifications to the Electronic Prescription Drug Monitoring Program-amended Board of Pharmacy Rules, and with consolidated and cooperative efforts led by the Governor, we have made tremendous strides towards improving our PDMP from both an accessibility and technological standpoint. Our efforts have developed the Colorado PDMP to become more beneficial and usable to its prescribers and dispensers, and to align it with existing national criteria and standardized content. The recent modifications in Colorado include:

- Mandatory registration
- Allowing up to 3 delegates of a prescriber to access the PDMP on each prescriber’s behalf
- Requiring pharmacies to upload dispensing data on a daily basis (versus the historically twice per month uploading requirement)
- Allowing federally owned and operated pharmacies to submit data into the PDMP
- Providing “push notices” to affected prescribers and pharmacies when patients visit a certain number of prescribers and pharmacies over a specific time to seek a controlled substance
- Enhancing the overall interface of the PDMP itself to allow for easier use.
With these changes, Colorado has targeted many of the existing national criteria and standardized content in place. This nationally accepted criteria has ultimately made the PDMP more usable for providers as illustrated by both higher utilization rates and fewer push notices being sent from month-to-month using the identical threshold for the generation of such push notices. The two elements of accepted criteria that Colorado may benefit from, but are cost-prohibitive, include real-time reporting and integration of PDMP data with decision support tools in the electronic health record and health information exchanges. This would add benefits such as a single sign-on (as opposed to having to access separate database to obtain different pieces of information). These elements are also criteria that most states have not yet achieved.

2. Interoperable PDMPs would do much to decrease incidence of doctor shopping. What has been your experience with interstate accessibility of PDMPs? Are the current interstate data-sharing exchanges, such as the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program Interconnect effective?

Colorado’s PDMP is currently connected with the PDMPs in 28 other states including neighboring states (except Wyoming) by way of an interconnect program (PMP InterConnect) run by the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy. NABP anticipates that 70% of the state PDMPs will be either connected to or working toward a connection in 2015. Currently, 29 states are participating in PMP InterConnect, with Iowa being the latest state to go live in May 2015. Several other states have signed memorandums of understanding to participate in the program. While Colorado currently has no concrete data regarding the effectiveness of such an interconnection, it likely should be assumed that interconnection would ultimately support existing state work to decrease the incidence of doctor shopping and would ensure standardized criteria is utilized.

3. It is my understanding that obstacles to managing opioid abuse epidemic vary widely from state to state, ranging from the stigma associated with medication assisted treatments to lack of adequate data, which is sometimes associated with the need for interoperable PDMPs. Could each of you discuss what you recognize as being the biggest obstacle towards controlling the opioid epidemic in your state? Do you think that the federal response to the opioid epidemic has been sufficient.

As expressed in our testimony, 2010-11 data revealed that Colorado had the troubling distinction of ranking 29th nationally for self-reported, non-medical use of prescription drugs. Since that time we have been encouraged by 2013 data released by the National Survey on Drug Use and Health, showing that our rate of non-medical use has decreased from 6% to 5.08%, which represents 39,000 fewer Coloradans who misused prescription drugs during the survey time period (2011-12). This recent data suggest that we are well on track to meet expressed goals. Despite encouraging trends, prescription drug abuse remains a serious health crisis as we work to expand upon and bolster work currently underway in Colorado. As a state, we have a variety of distinctive characteristics and challenges that continually inform the Colorado Plan to Reduce Prescription Drug Abuse, including our geographic diversity and state and local governance structures, increasing heroin usage rates, access to quality treatment resources, and general funding limitations.
Colorado faces unique challenges given our geographic and population-density diversity. Communities across Colorado—whether large or small, rural or urban, on the Eastern Plains or the Western Slope—face varying opportunities and obstacles. In some areas, access to appropriate resources is inadequate, and specific areas of the state are disproportionately impacted by the prescription drug abuse epidemic. Additionally, Colorado has a state-supervised and county-administered human services system. Under this system, county departments are the primary provider of direct services (primarily behavioral health services) to Coloradans. This system plays an integral role as we formulate policies and strategies directed at the state level to be responsive to community specific needs. It is vitally important that we work closely with our county partners and communities as our strategic plan develops and adapts to new data and emerging best practice.

In the last five years, the number of Heroin users in Colorado has doubled, a rate increase we suspect has some correlation with our high rates of prescription drug misuse and abuse. Although available literature suggest that the misuse and abuse of prescription drugs is a risk factor for future heroin use, currently available data doesn’t appear to support that a crack down on the supply of opioid pain relievers is the driver of recent increases in heroin use. We look forward to working with our federal counterparts to continue to collect data and monitor the relationship between heroin and prescription opioids so we can provide the most appropriate prevention, early intervention, referral, treatment and recovery strategies.

We also have significant concerns that existing treatment capacity is not meeting a rising demand, as treatment for heroin and prescription opioid abuse increased 128% between 2007 and 2014. Our state has long supported evidence-based practices in treating substance use disorders, including opioid medication assisted therapy (MAT), but we are concerned that the capacity has not risen fast enough to keep up with the increasing demand. Overdose death is a very real risk for people struggling with opiate addiction, and failure to provide vital treatment services means unnecessary, preventable deaths of our citizens. We would urge our federal counterparts to continue to explore avenues to increase access to treatment resources, specifically MAT services. Additionally, we support maintaining a strong commitment to the Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant, an effective program supporting prevention, treatment, and recovery services.

While we applaud our federal counterparts in their leadership in prioritizing the prevention of prescription drug abuse, we can all agree that there is much work to be done. We look forward to continued partnership and collaboration.

The Honorable Tim Murphy

1. What are the pros and cons of giving someone Naloxone? What type of educational component should be directly linked to the expansion of this overdose reversal drug?

Fatal drug overdoses continue to be on the rise in Colorado, and the United States. Overdoses kill more people in the United States than car accidents. From 2000-2013, 8,802 Coloradans died from drug overdoses with opioids being a main factor in 2,875 of these deaths (Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment, 2014). While some of these deaths involve illegal drugs, many more involve prescription painkillers—drugs many of us have in our medicine cabinets. In most cases, these deaths are unintentional and could be prevented by the timely administration of Naloxone. This medication is used...
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in opioid overdoses to counteract life-threatening depression of the central nervous system and respiratory system, allowing an overdose victim to breathe normally. Naloxone is a nonscheduled (i.e., nonaddictive), prescription medication, and only works if a person has opioids in their system; the medication has no effect if opioids are absent. As we work to expand access of Naloxone to hypovers in the community—where most overdoses are witnessed and can be immediately addressed—education and training is a critical component safe, effective use. For example, our educational efforts work to dispel any notion that administering Naloxone negates the importance of also contacting emergency medical services. Because this opioid antagonist is a temporary response that wears off in 20-90 minutes, additional medical intervention is most likely needed. Administering Naloxone could also highlight an underlying heart issue, or other medical condition, as the person is going into withdrawal.

Historically, only emergency department personnel and emergency medical services carried and administered this medication, and across the country access to opiate antagonists is often limited unnecessarily by laws that pre-date the overdose epidemic. To this end, Colorado has passed 3 statewide laws to reduce the harms associated with overdose. In 2012, Colorado passed the “Good Samaritan Law” (SB 12-029), to encourage witnesses to call for medical help during emergency overdose situations. The law provides limited legal protection from drug charges for those who call 911 for help. It also protects persons suffering an opiate overdose—rather than being arrested or prosecuted, they are referred to the proper treatment programs. In 2013, Colorado passed the “Third Party Naloxone Law” (SB 13-014), providing protection from criminal charges for medical professionals who prescribe Naloxone to third parties, and for non-medical people who witness an overdose and administer the drug. The law also protects healthcare professionals who administer Naloxone in an overdose emergency from charges. In 2015, Colorado passed “Standing Order” legislation (SB 15-053), extending existing authority to prescribe or dispense opiate antagonists by permitting licensed prescribers and licensed dispensers to also prescribe or dispense a standing order directly to individuals, a friend or family member or an individual who may experience an opiate-related drug overdose, an employee or volunteer of a harm reduction organization or a first responder. Licensed prescribers and licensed dispensers may prescribe or dispense permitted opiate-antagonist drugs in a good-faith effort.

In many cases, opioid antagonist medications can serve as our first line of defense in confronting this epidemic. Just this week, a local public health organization, the Harm Reduction Action Center, reported that Naloxone the organization has provided to the community has reversed 200 reported overdoses in the last three years. Recently, two police departments in Colorado started carrying Naloxone, with one reversal already reported. Denver Health and Hospital, Denver County’s safety net hospital recently placed Naloxone on their formulary so any prescriber within their system can prescribe to their patients. With this policy change, anyone that comes in to their emergency department on an observation of an overdose, is discharged with a prescription for Naloxone that they can pick up on site. This type of resource is essential, especially for folks that do not identify as drug users and would not necessarily seek out such services.

Increasing awareness of and access to Naloxone through clinical, organizational, and public policy initiatives is critical component of our larger efforts to reduce prescription drug abuse throughout the state. Training interested providers, patients, and family members or friends on how to use and administer Naloxone is relatively easy; raising awareness of the need to have Naloxone readily available will require considerable effort.

The Honorable David McKinley
1. You spoke in great detail about the measures you have taken in Colorado to combat this epidemic. Please share any ideas that you have that we would be able to apply to West Virginia and across the country.

In addition to the specific areas of focus we articulated in our testimony, we would like to re-emphasize the importance of the Consortium for Prescription Drug Abuse Prevention (Consortium) model in our work to combat this epidemic. This cooperative, interagency/interniversity framework is designed to facilitate the collaboration and implementation of the strategic plan by interested parties and agencies. The Consortium is housed in the University of Colorado (CU) Skaggs School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences at the Anschutz Medical Campus (which houses the School of Pharmacy, the Colorado School of Public Health, Colorado State University, the University of Northern Colorado, the CU School of Medicine, and the CU College of Nursing). The Consortium provides a statewide, inter-university/inter-agency network and serves as the strategic lead for the Colorado Plan to Reduce Prescription Drug Abuse with active participation from the Governor’s Policy Office and relevant state agencies and engaged public and private partners. The educational, law-enforcement and medical communities are well positioned to address many of Colorado’s key prescription drug abuse issues, and the partnerships facilitated by the Consortium are crucial in attaining optimum outcomes and increased federal funding to combat the growing problem. As the coordinating center, the Consortium houses each focus-area workgroup, co-chaired by an agency/community and university representative.

While the Consortium model specifically may not be the best fit for other states, we see enormous value in the establishment of a central entity that acts as a convener and medium for the varying disciplines and expertise areas so integral to executing a holistic, and multi-faceted response to this epidemic.
June 10, 2015

Mr. Mark Stringer
Director
Division of Behavioral Health
Missouri Department of Mental Health
1706 E. Elm Street
Jefferson City, MO 65101

Dear Mr. Stringer:

Thank you for appearing before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations on Thursday, May 21, 2015, to testify at the hearing entitled “What are the State Governments Doing to Combat the Opioid Abuse Epidemic?”

Pursuant to the Rules of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, the hearing record remains open for ten business days to permit Members to submit additional questions for the record, which are attached. The format of your responses to these questions should be as follows: (1) the name of the Member whose question you are addressing, (2) the complete text of the question you are addressing in bold, and (3) your answer to that question in plain text.

Also attached are Member requests made during the hearing. The format of your responses to these requests should follow the same format as your responses to the additional questions for the record.

To facilitate the printing of the hearing record, please respond to these questions and requests with a transmittal letter by the close of business on Wednesday, June 24, 2015. Your responses should be mailed to Brittany Havens, Legislative Clerk, Committee on Energy and Commerce, 2125 Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515 and e-mailed in Word format to brittany.havens@mail.house.gov.

Thank you again for your time and effort preparing and delivering testimony before the Subcommittee.

Sincerely,

Tim Murphy
Chairman
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

cc: The Honorable Diana DeGette, Ranking Member, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

Attachments
June 23, 2015

Brittany Havens, Legislative Clerk
Committee on Energy and Commerce
2125 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Ms. Havens:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations at their hearing, “What are the State Governments Doing to Combat the Opioid Abuse Epidemic?” Attached are my responses to the additional questions and member requests. Please let me know if I can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

Mark Stringer, Director

Enclosure

An Equal Opportunity Employer. Services provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
Responses to Additional Questions for the Record

Honorable Michael C. Burgess:
Complaints regarding PDMPs suggest that these systems are not real time, not widely used, and are time consuming and burdensome. In 2005, Congress enacted NASPER, with strong support from health care providers and broad, bipartisan support. However, the program has not been funded since 2010 and faced similar lack of funding prior to 2010. NASPER would provide assistance to allow PDMPs to meet consistent national criteria and allow for interoperability between state PDMPs. This is a question that I had previously asked of the CDC, due to their state monitoring efforts. However, I would like to hear the state perspective. Do you think the national criteria and standardized content would be beneficial in fostering a more attractive state-based PDMP network for providers?

Since Missouri does not yet have one, I regret {truly} that I do not have the experience with PDMPs to give a helpful or meaningful response.

Interoperable PDMPs would do much to decrease incidence of doctor shopping. What has been your experience with interstate accessibility of PDMPs? Are the current interstate data-sharing exchanges, such as the Prescription Monitoring Program Interconnect effective?

Missouri does not currently have a PDMP. However, the most effective and efficient system would be one that would interconnect with other states, especially for Missouri since there are seven states that border us.

It is my understanding that obstacles to managing the opioid abuse epidemic vary widely from state to state, ranging from stigma associated with medication assisted treatments to lack of adequate data, which is sometimes associated with the need for interoperable PDMPs. Could each of you discuss what you recognize as being the biggest obstacle towards controlling the opioid epidemic in your state? Do you think that the federal response to the opioid epidemic has been sufficient?

Missouri could certainly benefit from a PDMP and increased access to treatment services and addiction medications. This problem warrants the need for increased prevention and intervention services.

Recommendations for federal action:
- Ensure that federal initiatives related to addiction work through state substance abuse agencies
- Maintain a strong commitment to the Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant – with equally strong commitment to primary prevention services
- Provide federal funding for the purchase of naloxone
- Increase access to treatment – specifically MAT services
- Mandate prescriber education
- Assist with improvements in linking substance use disorder services with primary care
- Support and coordinate with state-based groups focused on opioid abuse, including the National Governors Association (NGA)
Responses to Member Requests for the Record

The Honorable Tim Murphy:
What are the pros and cons of giving someone Naloxone? What type of educational component should be directly linked to the expansion of this overdose reversal drug?

The wide availability of naloxone could save lives by reversing overdoses from opioids if used correctly and with follow-up care and addiction treatment. Conversely, misuse of the product could result in deaths through lack of patient education and failure to receive additional medical services. I defer to health officials on recommendations for an educational component.

The Honorable David McKinley:
You spoke in great detail about the measures you have taken in Missouri to combat this epidemic. Please share any ideas that you have that we would be able to apply to West Virginia and across the country.

Treatment services, including the use of medication assisted treatment (MAT): Missouri introduced recently approved medications for addiction treatment as part of a Robert Wood Johnson Advancing Recovery Grant in 2006. Research shows that pharmacologic interventions in conjunction with psychosocial services (counseling, case management, etc.) are most successful. MAT represented a change in the philosophy and culture of substance use disorder treatment. A person’s openness to taking medications correlates with the clinician’s attitudes about MAT. Missouri found that client, clinician, and prescriber education were essential. The Department sponsored numerous training and educational opportunities for providers and referral sources about the benefits of MAT. The Department also provided technical assistance to providers to support the integration of MAT into mainstream treatment. The FDA-approved medications are on the state’s Medicaid formulary, which has increased access; however, MAT continues to be restricted for the uninsured because of limited funding.

In Missouri, about 3,400 or one-third of consumers with an opioid use disorder receive MAT including methadone, buprenorphine, or naltrexone. Missouri’s data show that higher retention in treatment is obtained with pharmacotherapy in combination with counseling. Missourians who receive MAT tend to be more difficult to treat in terms of higher rates of unemployment, longer history of substance use, higher rates of psychiatric disorders, and more recent substance use. However, these individuals achieve comparable or better outcomes compared to those who receive counseling with no addiction medications. For example, 61 percent of clients receiving extended-release naltrexone have been abstinent for at least 30 days at discharge, compared to 54 percent who received counseling with no medications (Missouri Department of Mental Health, 2013).

Recovery services in Missouri: Missouri’s work on recovery services is attributed in large part to SAMHSA’s Access to Recovery (ATR) program. The state was just recently awarded its 4th ATR grant ($13 million over 4 years, $3.3 million available in first year). The new round of grant funding will be used to support clinically appropriate treatment as well as recovery services. The grant will target veterans, including National Guard service members returning from Iraq and Afghanistan; offenders reentering the community from prisons; treatment courts; and other disadvantaged populations as identified in local areas. The funding will support providers in the southwest, southeast, Kansas City, and west central areas of the state.
The funds from the ATR program from the previous three cycles helped our state move a number of recovery-related initiatives. We enhanced the array of available services by basing them on a recovery-oriented model and the patient’s right to choose their path to recovery. We established a credentialing process for recovery support programs, increasing accountability and quality of services provided. The State also expanded the recovery workforce by establishing the Missouri Recovery Support Specialist (MRSS) and Missouri Recovery Support Specialist-Peer (MRSS-P) credentials in cooperation with the Missouri Substance Abuse Professional Credentialing Board. In addition, we created a process for offenders in reentry and under correctional supervision to apply to the DMH Exceptions Committee for approval to be employed by a recovery support program. We also developed targeted training for faith- and community-based organizations, mentors, and peers in cooperation with the Missouri Substance Abuse Professional Credentialing Board. Finally, we developed an automated billing, documentation, and payment system.

The state collects outcome data on services supported by the ATR program. Data points include abstinence from alcohol use, abstinence from drug use, stable housing, employment, improved social connectedness, and elimination of criminal activity. From 2004-2013, ATR served 124,496 individuals and families with substance use disorders. Overall, 83 percent of consumers who received recovery support services (either alone or in combination with clinical treatment) were abstinent from alcohol and drugs after six months, and 95% of consumers had no new arrests after six months.

Prevention: In 2012, we began a strategic planning process for prevention, looking specifically at the non-medical use of prescription drugs. In 2011, 12% of young adults (aged 18-25) in Missouri reported that they were misusing prescription drugs. This compares to 6% for 12-17 year olds and 3% for adults older than 26. As a result, we decided to prioritize reducing the non-medical use of prescription drugs by 18-25 year olds.

Partners in Prevention (PIP) is a coalition of 21 college campuses across the state that works to promote health and safety for students. The coalition has specifically moved forward with a prescription drug abuse initiative in order to educate students on the dangers of prescription drug misuse and provide safe and healthy alternatives. Critical funding is provided by SAMHSA/CSAP’s Partnerships for Success Grant along with support from the Missouri Department of Liquor Control, the Missouri Division of Highway Safety, and my division. One impressive aspect of the initiative is the array of stakeholders involved: campus prevention professionals, University administration officials, police and public safety officers, student volunteers, community business owners, and others.

In its first three years, PIP’s prescription drug abuse prevention initiative noted several outcomes. From 2013 to 2014, PIP noted a 10 percent decrease in students’ misuse of prescription drugs in the past year along with a 5 percent decrease in the amount of students misusing opioids, specifically pain medication, in the past year. Due to the project, the 21 participating campuses implemented take-back events, peer education presentations regarding the misuse of painkillers/opioids, and marketing campaigns regarding prescription drug misuse.

We have also partnered with the National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse-St. Louis Area (NCADA) to launch a media campaign called “Curiosity and Heroin” in an effort to increase awareness about the dangers and realities of heroin in the St. Louis region. The campaign uses advertisements in movie theaters, newspapers, magazines, bus stops, and social media sites. The campaign also utilizes a website (www.curiosityandheroin.org) geared toward young people that provides statistics, information on the risks associated with prescription drug and heroin misuse, information on accessing treatment,
and stories of recovery. One of the most poignant aspects of the website is a section composed of pictures and memorials to those who have died from a heroin overdose.